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ndia on Tuesday asserted
that the revocation of Jammu
& Kashmir’s special status was
its sovereign decision and it
cannot accept any interference
in the country’s internal affairs,
as New Delhi hit out at
Pakistan’s “malicious” campaign on the issue and condemned “state sponsored terrorism”.
Secretary (East) in the
External Affairs Ministry Vijay
Thakur Singh, in a clear reference to Pakistan, said those
who speak on the human rights
of minorities in other countries
are “trampling upon them at
will in their own country. They
cry victim when they actually
are the perpetrators”.
There was a need to call
out those who are misusing the
United Nations Human Rights
Council for “malicious political agenda under the garb of
human rights”, she said, rejecting Pakistan’s charges against
India on the Kashmir issue at
the 42nd session of the
UNHRC.
Singh, on the UN human
rights chief Michelle
Bachelet’s Oral Update on
Monday, said the recent legislative measures taken by
India in Jammu & Kashmir
were within the framework of
its Constitution.
Bachelet on Monday
expressed “deep concern” over
the impact of restrictions in
Kashmir, and asked India to
ease the current lockdowns to
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ensure people’s access to basic
services.
The
UN
High
Commissioner for Human
Rights also asked Pakistan and
India to ensure that the human
rights of the Kashmiri people
are respected and protected,
amid tensions between the two
neighbours after the abrogation
of special status of Jammu &
Kashmir by New Delhi.
“These decisions were
taken by our Parliament after
a full debate that was televised
and enjoyed widespread support. We wish to reiterate that
this sovereign decision, like
other legislations passed by
Parliament, is entirely internal

to India. No country can accept
interference in its internal
affairs, certainly not India,”
Singh said.
Despite challenging circumstances, she said, the
administration in Jammu &
Kashmir is ensuring basic services, essential supplies, normal
functioning of institutions,
mobility and nearly full connectivity. “Democratic processes have been initiated.
Restrictions are being eased
continuously,” the senior diplomat said.
“Temporary preventive
and precautionary measures
were necessitated to ensure
safety and security of our citi-

zens in the face of credible
threats of cross-border terrorism,” Singh said.
In an apparent reference to
the Pakistani delegation led by
Foreign Minister Shah
Mehmood Qureshi, she said,
“One delegation has given a
running commentary with
offensive rhetoric of false allegations and concocted charges
against my country.”
“The world is aware that
this fabricated narrative comes
from the epicentre of global terrorism, where ring leaders were
sheltered for years. This nation
conducts cross-border terrorism as a form of ‘alternate
diplomacy’,” Singh said.

Today, she said, terrorism
poses a grave challenge to the
commitment of the international community to protect
the right to life and security of
people globally.
“Those who abet, finance
and support terrorism in any
form on territory under their
control are in fact the worst
violators of human rights,” she
said. The world, in particular
India, has suffered greatly on
account of the activities by
“practitioners of state sponsored terrorism” and it is time
to collectively take decisive
and firm action against terror
groups and their abettors who
threaten the fundamental
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hief Minister Raghubar
Das on Tuesday said that
C
Prime Minister Narendra Modi

will open doors of development
from Jharkhand on September
12 when he will launch three
national schemes and two projects of development for
State Government during his
Ranchi visit.
The CM, while addressing
media persons here on Tuesday,
said that the BJP Government
at the Centre has pledged to
make States like Jharkhand,
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aking exception to the refT
erence made to Jammu &
Kashmir in a joint Pakistan-

China statement during Chinese
foreign minister Wang Yi’s visit
to Islamabad, India on Tuesday
asserted that Jammu & Kashmir
is an ‘integral part” of the country. New Delhi also expressed
concern over the ChinaPakistan economic corridor and
said it is in Indian territory.
“We reject the reference to
Jammu & Kashmir in the joint
statement issued by China and
Pakistan after the recent visit of
the Chinese foreign minister.
Jammu & Kashmir is an integral
part of India,” External Affairs
Ministry spokesperson Raveesh
Kumar said here while responding to a question on the issue.
The joint Pakistan-China
statement contended that
Kashmir is a “dispute left from
history” and the issue should be
“peacefully resolved based on
the UN Charter, relevant UN
Security Council resolutions
and bilateral agreements.”
Chinese Foreign Minister
Wang Yi visited Pakistan over
the weekend and during his
talks with Pakistan leadership
reiterated that Beijing’s was
committed to protect Pakistan’s
its territorial integrity and sovereignty.

The visit was part of the
ongoing talks between China
and Pakistan after India’s August
5 decision to abrogate Article
370 of the Constitution and with
it special status to J & K.
Moreover, China expressed
concern after the Indian
Government’s decision to abrogate special status to J&K and
bifurcate the state into union territories of Jammu and Kashmir
and Ladakh.
On the economic corridor
issue, Kumar said ‘India has consistently expressed concerns to
both China and Pakistan on the
projects in so-called ‘ChinaPakistan Economic Corridor’,
which is in the territory of
India that has been illegally
occupied by Pakistan since
1947.” He also said the parties
concerned should cease such
actions adding India is “resolutely opposed” to any actions
by other countries to change the
status quo in the region.
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iffed with “an act of blaM
tant betrayal” and the
“petty in-house politics” in the

party’s Mumbai unit,
Bollywood actress Urmila
Matondkar resigned from the
Congress, in what came as a
setback to the 134-year-old
party ahead of the Maharashtra
Assembly polls due next
month.
Less than five months after
she joined the Congress and
contested unsuccessfully the
Lok Sabha elections later from
Mumbai North constituency,
Matodkar sent a brief resignation letter to AICC president
Sonia Gandhi.
“I hereby resign from
Indian National Congress as a
member and from any post
held in the INC. I thank you for
giving me the opportunity to
work for INC,” Matondkar
stated in her two-line letter sent
to Sonia on September 7 — a
copy of which was released to
the media on Tuesday.
Later in a statement
released to the media,
Matondkar expressed her displeasure over the lack of action
on the issues raised by her in
her letter dated May 16
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s parts of its long-term
strategy to win over the difA
ferent section of people from the

addressed to then Mumbai
Congress president Milind
Deora and said the leak of letter containing the “privileged
and confidential communication” to the media was an “ act
of blatant betrayal”.
Matondkar, who had in
her leaked letter had spoken
about the “failure” of party
leadership at local level to
coordinate and mobilise workers at grassroots and to provide
proper resources to her to
fight the elections, said “...it is
obvious that the key functionaries of Mumbai Congress
are either unable or not committed to bring about a change
and transformation in the
organisation for betterment
of the party”.

Kashmir Valley and normalise
the situation there, the Centre
has decided to procure apples
cultivated in Jammu & Kashmir
directly from farmers by the
Government-run National
Agricultural Cooperative
Marketing Federation of India
Ltd (NAFED).
The payment will be delivered to bank accounts of farmers through Direct Benefit
Transfer (DBT) scheme.
Officials said on Tuesday that
NAFED has been directed to
finish the entire procurement
process by December 15
through State’s agencies.
The announcement came in
the wake of reports that terrorists were threatening apple
growers not to sell their produce
in the market following abrogation of the special status given
to J&K under Article 370 and

bifurcation of the State into two
Union Territories.
“The Government of India
has announced procurement of
apples produced in J&K during
the current season 2019. The
NAFED will complete the entire
process of procurement through
designated State Government
agencies by December 15,” said
officials.
The objective of the NAFED
is to promote co-operative marketing of agricultural produce to
benefit farmers. The procurement will be made directly from
genuine apple growers and the
State administration will ensure
direct payment in bank accounts
of apple growers through DBT.
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human right to life.
“We must speak out.
Silence only emboldens terrorists. It also encourages their
intimidatory tactics. India
appeals to the international
community to work together in
the fight against terrorism and
their sponsors,” Singh said.
Earlier, Pakistan demanded an international investigation by the UN Human Rights
Council into the situation in
Kashmir and urged the world
rights body not to remain
“indifferent” after India
revoked Jammu and Kashmir’s
special status.
On the issue of the
National Register for Citizens
in Assam, Singh said it was a
“statutory, transparent, nondiscriminatory legal process mandated and monitored by the
Supreme Court of India”.
“Any decision that is taken
during the process of its implementation will comply with the
Indian law and will be in consistent with India’s \democratic traditions,” she said.
Singh said India, a responsible member of the international community, firmly
believes in a constructive
approach to promote and protect human rights.
“We believe that human
rights are best protected when
national institutions are
strengthened. We do so as a
nation of 1.3 billion people,
which embodies the highest
principles of democracy, tolerance and unity in diversity,” she
said.

Chhattisgarh, Uttarakhand a
developed States.
“The Prime Minister will
gift three big schemes to the
nation from the soil of
Jharkhand on September 12.
The PM will launch PM Kisan
Mandhan Yojna, Khudra
Vyparik Ewam Swarojgar
Pension Yojna and 462 Eklavya
Model Vidyalayas on the occasion. The PM will also inaugurate the new legilatve
Assembly building of
Jharkhand along with multimodel port in Sahebganj and
lay foundation stone of new
Secretariat building of the State
worth C1,238 crore,” he said.
The CM said that PM
Modi is trying to realise the
dreams of former PM Atal
Bihari Vajpayee, with which the
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latter had made Jharkhand a
separate State. This is why the
PM is starting big national
schemes from the State, he said.
Das said that the Pradhan

Mantri Kisan Maandhan
Yojana is being implemented as
a monthly pension to provide
social security cover to the
farmers. Under this scheme,

farmers between the age of 18
to 40 years will be registered.
The farmers will get a monthly pension of C3,000 after completing 60 years of age. The CM
informed that more than 1.09
lakh farmers have been registered in Jharkhand for the
Prime Minister Kisan
Mandhan Yojana.
The CM said that the PM
will also launch the Retail
Merchant Shopkeeper and Selfemployment Pension Scheme
of the countr y on 12
September. For the first time
since the independence of
India, a Government has taken
initiative to link the selfemployed shopkeeper doing
retail business of the country
with the pension scheme.
Continued on Page 4
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fter the amended Motor
A
Vehicle Act came into force,
the Delhi State Transport

Authority has issued a challan of
staggering amount of C1,41,700
to a truck driver for violating
various traffic and road rules.
The challan was issued on
Monday by the Special
Enforcement team of the Dehi
Transport Department to driver
Bhagwan Ram of Tata truck.
The driver from Rajasthan paid
the challan amount at Rohini
court on September 9 for overloading and other violations,
said sources. The three-month
old truck was registered in
Rajasthan. The truck driver’s fine
has turned out to be the highest so far under the new traffic
law in Delhi. This is not for the
first time that violators across the
country have been slapped with
hefty fines.
Earlier, a challan amounting
C53,000 was issued by the
Haryana Traffic Police in
Gurugram to a man driving
scooty without helmet and other
papers.

trict curfew-like restrictions
were imposed by the
Government agencies in parts of
Srinagar including downtown
areas on the occasion of Ashura,
the 10th day of the mourning for
the Shia community on Tuesday.
The Government had earlier announced on Saturday that
no procession shall be allowed in
district Srinagar on September 8,
9, 10 on Muharram. On
Saturday, police had to resort to
mild lathicharge and use of teargas shells to disperse locals trying to take out Muharram procession in Hasnabad.
Officials in Srinagar said,
“Due to prevailing security situation even small Muharram
processions were not allowed by
the security forces this year”.
Traditionally, Shias would
carry out a huge procession
from Lal Chowk to Dalgate.
However, the practice was
banned in 1988. However, large
processions would be allowed in
all Shia-majority areas of
Srinagar, Budgam and Baramulla
on 8th and 10th day of
Muharram. Local residents in
Srinagar claimed they had never
seen such tough security measures during Muharram even
during days of peak militancy in

the State.
Apart from spreading thick
rolls of concertina wires in Shia
dominated area of Zadibal,
strong barricades were raised at
several places to block the streets
in vulnerable pockets to prevent
assembly of mourners in downtown areas of Srinagar.
Iconic Lal Chowk area was
also declared out of bounds by
the security forces and thick
posse of security forces remained
deployed in the areas blocking all
routes leading to the clock tower
in the area.
Similar
restrictions
remained in place in Shia dominated pockets of Budgam,
neighboring district of Srinagar
and Baramulla.
Elsewhere, Muharram processions were disallowed in
Kashmir while in several areas of
Jammu region members of the
Shia community took out the
10th day Ashura processions to
observe the martyrdom of
Prophet Muhammad’s grandson.
Members of the Shia community took out these processions in
Poonch and Jammu peacefully.
In Srinagar, normal life
remained paralysed for the 36th
day in succession. Even private
transport remained off the road
on Tuesday while markets
remained closed.
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rone camera and CCTV
cameras will be an integral part of the elaborate security arrangements that the
district police is gearing up for
a peaceful Durga Puja celebration across the steel city.
Use of this electronic gadgets will be made apart from
deployment of about 2,500
policemen at the strategic
points on the main arteries of
the city and also near the Puja
pandal for the safety and security of pandal hoppers.
Revealing about the security arrangement, senior
superintendent of police,
Anoop Birtharay said of the
311 Pujas in the city, fair are
organised in 24 puja venue.
"The city has been divided in
five zones which will be
looked after deputy superintendents of police.
We will use drone cameras
in all these zones like Jugsalai-

Bagbera-Station, KadmaSonari-Bistupur, SakchiSitaramdera-Golmuri-

Burmamines, Mango and
Telco-Birsanagar-GovindpurParsudih, especially at the

pujas where fair are organised," said Birtharay. Speaking
about the use of CCTV cam-

eras, the senior SP said that
with additional 55 surveillance cameras were installed,
the total number of camras
has gune up to 205. "There
will be magistrate deputed at
the CCTV monitoring cell at
composite control room
(CCR) at Sakchi police station
premises.
The magistrate with the
help of CCTV surveillance
officials will enable police,
especially the mobile police to
reach any troubled spot within minimum time having
gathered CCTV footage on
the screen at the CCTV monitoring cell," he said.
The senior police officer
said that they have instructed
the puja organisers to install
CCT V cameras in their
respective pandals so that any
anti-social activity like chainsnatching or eve-teasing can
be detected through the monitor and police can be contacted for immediate action.
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uharram was observed
with mourning procesM
sion went-off peacefully amidst
tight security arrangements in
twin cities Bokaro and
Dhanbad on Tuesday; except
few no untoward incidents
were reported.
Magistrates, senior police
officers and security cops were
deputed to ensure proper security arrangements. Cops were
instructed to tackle all the
adverse situations and keep
strong security arrangements.
Patrolling was also intensified
to avert any untoward incidents
in the duo district, a police official said.
More than 110 sensitive
points in Dhanbad and more
than 80 points at Bokaro district which were identified sensitive, accordingly asked the
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officials to take necessary steps
to avoid any untoward incidents, said Murugan SP
Bokaro.
Police camps were also set
up
at
Ritudih
and
Makhdumpur on the national
highway to monitor the situation as the mourners took out
processions to honor the martyrdom of Hazrat Imam
Hussain, a grandson of Prophet
Mohammad. Earlier an order
was executed by the City mag-

istrate asking the mourners to
take out processions only
through the earmarked route
without any diversion, police
said. Cops were posted at vital
locations across the cities,
CCTV cameras, including
drones cameras were at work to
keep an eye on the troublemakers. Proper checking systems were implemented on all
the entry and exit point in the
duo district, cops also reallocated their location keeping in
view the strategic entry and exit
points of the coal and steel city,
the police official said.
Muharrum is observed to
honor the martyrdom of
Hazrat Imam Hussain, said
Samsher Alam, a resident of
Makhdumpur at Shivandih in
Bokaro. It begins on the first
day, the first month of the
Islamic calendar which lasts for
the next 10 days, he said.
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t least 46 teachers including 14 Principals were
A
felicitated with 'Vidyapati
Shikshak Puraskar' for their
outstanding contribution in
the field of education at
Bokaro Steel City.Teachers
from different schools across
the city were felicitated in a
grand function organised at
Mithila Academy Public
School's auditorium on
Monday. The Vidyapati
Teacher Award ceremony was

organized by social and cultural institution Mithila
Sanskrit Parishad. Council
President Kumud Kumar
Thakur and former General
Manager of BSL and
Chairman of Mithila Academy
Public School, Prabhat Kumar
Jha, presented the award to the
teachers, which was followed
by the Lamp Lighting

Ceremony by the Chief Guest
and other distinguished guests.
The teachers who were felicitated are AS Gangwar DPS
B okaro Principal and
Headmaster Anjani Bhushan,
MGM Higher Secondar y
School Principal Father R C
Varghese and Teacher Laxmi
Singh, GGPS Chas Principal
Jose Thomas and Teacher

Shobha Kumar, Principal of
Pentecostal Assembly School
Rita Prasad and teacher Durga
Nand Mishra, principal of
Crescent Public School Anil
Kumar Gupta and teacher
Pankaj Kumar Jha, Nutan,
Principal of Holy Cross
School, Sister Kamla Paul
Bihari and teacher Lucy Joy,
Principal Neel Kamal Sinha of

DPS Chas, Principal in-charge
of Chinmaya Vidyalaya, AK
Jha and teacher B. Maharaj
Kumari, Principal of BISS 2C
Ravindra Jha and teacher Anil
Kumar Tiwari, Principal of Sri
Ayyappa Public School, Dr.
Lata Mohanan and teacher
Vasanta Shazin, Principal Srila
Lal and teacher Ragini Jha of
Mithila Academy Public
School, Rita Kumari, Principal
Tarun Kumar Ghosh and
teacher Moitreyi Das of BISS
Sector 8B, Aman Kumar Jha,
Principal of UMS Lahia
Nawadih, Principal Vishwajit
Patra and teacher of ARS
Public School.
Sarita Jha, Principal of
Adarsh Vidya Mandir Chas
Chinmay Ghosh and teacher
Pankaj Kumar, High School
Jarangdih Principal Sanjay
Kumar, BISSS Sector 3 teacher

Dr. Vishwakant Pathak,
Ranjan Kumar Karn and
Mukund Murari Gop, GGPS
B okaro teacher Pramod
Kumar Jha, Sudeep Kumar
Thakur, Mangla Kumari,
Middle School Jamgodia, Chas
teacher Raj Krishna Raj,
Middle School Marafari
teacher Manoj Kumar Jha,
DAV Sector 6 teacher Akhilesh
Kumar,
High
School
Amalabad, Chandankiyari's
teacher Amad Uddain Ragib,
BISSS9E teacher Chandra
Kant Mishra, Saraswati Vidya
Mandir teacher Dev Narayan
Chauhan, DAV Sector 4
teacher Sayani Dutta, Renvo
Public School teacher
Waheeda Tabassum and
Bokaro Public School teacher
Kedar Kumar including others, informed Arun Patkhak a
member of the Praishad.
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wo children drowned in
two separate incidents in
T
the district, on Tuesday. First
incident took place at Ranadih
village under Kandi police station two girls when two girls
had gone to bath in the Koyal
river before participating in rituals leading to 'Karma' festival
they slipped and went into
deep water. The deceased have
been identified as Neha Kumari
daughter of Gulab Paswan
native of Ranadih village under
Kandi police station. Rescued
girl Kajal Kumari daughter of
Yamuna Paswan under going
treatment in PHC Kandi.

Meanwhile one 12 years
old children was drown in
Danaro river at Garhwa town
on Tuesday. Boy Ankit Kumar,
son of Vinoy Prasad of Garhwa
town had gone to bath in the
river before participating in rituals leading to 'Karma' festival
he slipped and went into the
deep water.
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nner
Wheel
Club
Iattended
Jamshedpur Zest team
ISO Meet at
Hazaribagh and won several
accolades. In an inter district
meet of ISO where the club
received many prizes in different competitions floated by
different clubs.The team was
led by president Reema
Adesara and ISO Neha
Shangari.
Neha Shangari was
Crowned as ISO Queen 201920.Prizes from various competitions by club ISO’s 1st prize-

Poster competition from
Ranjana Goel(Bettiah), 1st
prize-embroidery on handkerchief from meena Shekhar
(Hazaribagh), 1st prize-essay
competition from Rashmi Rani
(ASHIYANA Patna), 1st prizeessay competition from Shaila
Jain (Chapra) 1st prize- essay
competition from Shweta
Gupta
(LICHHAVI
Muzzafarpur), 1st prize-facial
urban
from
Manjari
Bhattacharya (Jamshedpur
east), 2nd prize-essay competition from Reena Rajput
(Muzzafarpur)
2nd prize-essay competition from Nisha Seth (GAYA
city), 2nd prize-slogan competition from Shruti Ram (Patna)
and 3rd prize-essay competition from Shruti Ram(Patna).
Editor- Preeti Khara won the
first prize in English poetry
competition.
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here are chances of some
showers across Jharkhand
T
f rom
S eptember
12
onwards. With a new rain
bearing system forming, there
is good news for the farmers
as well.
As p er to the MET
Observatory Centre Ranchi,
there are not much chances of
showers on September 11 and
only few places across
Jharkhand can witness light
rain.
“The low pressure system
has now moved towards central India. There is no major
system also forming for till
September 12. Thereafter, not
heavy but fairly wide spread
rainfall is being expected,”
said Senior Scientist, MET
Observatory Centre- Ranchi,
Dr. RS Sharma.
According to the weathermen, there could be an
increase in the rainfall activity with fairly widespread
showers from September 12
to September 15. “It is possible that the trough line will be
again active resulting in an
increase in the rainfall activity. There are not much
chances of any adverse weather conditions but still light to
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moderate rainfall at wide
spread places is possible,”
Sharma added.
A trough is not a major
system but is just a light rain
bearing system. It causes light
to moderate rain activity and
not heavy showers.
“The trough line is now
shifting towards the north.
Hence, in the northern and
nor th eastern par ts of
Jharkhand monsoon is again
likely to be active because
places where the trough line
is, there is an increase in the
rain fall activity Districts in
the central and southern parts
of Jharkhand will have less
rain as compared to the districts adjoining the state of
Bihar which will receive good
amount of rain,” said Sharma.
There are chances of
lighting and some thunder
activity on September 11 and
September 12 as it has been

partly cloudy with the temperature also rising on
September 10. From June 1 to
September 10, Jharkhand has
received a total of 643.5 mm
of rain as compared to the
ideal amount which should
have been 909.5 mm.
“There are presently no
systems forming for an
improvement in the rain
deficit in Jharkhand. The
deficit will only be recovered
when there is more than normal rain fall across the State,”
the scientist further added.
As of on September 10,
Jharkhand has a rain deficit of
29 percent. For farmers the
conditions
are
quite
favourable as the spell of light
to moderate rainfall has been
continuous for the past few
days.
“With the continuous
rainfall activity of the past one
week, at the moment the
moisture content in soil is
alright across the State.
Since after two- three
days, some rain activity is
again expected, this will help
in maintaining the soil moisture and also fulfill the water
requirements. Suf f icient
amount of rain is being
received for agriculture,” said
Sharma.
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fic rules are very good. “I totally agree that all passengers in
a car should wear a seat belt
and not just the driver as he is
not the only one prone to any
risk.
This is the initial phase so
people are finding it difficult to
follow them but in the long run
they will prove to be a boom.
Just implementing these rules
is not enough, the government should also ensure that
the basic infrastructure is in
place,” Garodia said. “Since
the new rules have been implemented, I make sure that all the
required documents are in
order to avoid a penalty. The
rule for wearing a helmet is

required but not everyone can
afford to wear shoes. A dress
code cannot be made for two
wheeler riders. There should be
a rule that bus and auto drivers
should also be required to
wear seatbelts. Awareness about
footwear rules for two wheelers and seatbelts for all passengers in a car needs to be created. Camps can be organised
for this,” said Saurav, a city
based businessman.
“I am aware of all the rules
and try my best to follow them.
But the general public does not
seem to be following all of
them. Wearing a seatbelt
should be made mandatory for
all drivers no matter whether

they drive an auto, car or a bus.
Many two wheelers are being
driven by people wearing a slipper or a sandal and not all pillions are wearing helmets.
The government needs to
take steps to create awareness
among the masses,” said Sanjay
Agarwal a city based businessman.“The rule of riding two
wheelers with shoes is not
practical for everyone to follow
epecially ladies. When doing
errands or taking children to
the bus stop or any class, it can
still be followed but not all the
time. Women can’t wear shoes
with a saree and it is not possible to carry a spare pair of
shoes. The rule of pillions

wearing a helmet is necessary
but with the shoes rule it is like
making a dress code for two
wheeler riders. The school bus
driver ferrying so many children shoulders a great responsibility. Only if he is safe will the
kids also be secure, so bus drivers should also wear seatbelts,”
said home maker Brinda Saraf
who rides a two wheeler.
“Since the rules have been
implanted, I make it point to
wear a helmet. I was not aware
about the footwear rules but
from now onwards I will make
sure to wear closed shoes or
sneakers,” said Anjali Agarwala student pursuing Chartered
Accountancy in Ranchi.

ith the new traffic rules
being implemented, the
W
residents of Ranchi seem to be
following the mantra to be
alert for the rules to save burning a hole in one’s pocket.
Rules like wearing seatbelts
for all passengers in a car and
a two wheeler rider cannot
wear slippers or sandals are also
being implemented. Across
various age groups, these rules
are being received with a lot of
mixed opinions.
Preeti Garodia, Director
Advance Commerce Academy
who drives a four wheeler is of
the opinion that the new traf-
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hief Minister Raghubar
Das on Tuesday said that
C
the development works in
Jharkhand have become a matter of discussion across the
country. Speaking at a conclave
organised by a media house
here on Tuesday the CM said
that today Jharkhand is known
for development works unlike
earlier when scams and irregularities were discussed about
the State.
“Work has been done in
every sector in Jharkhand. Till
now people keep giving slogans and promises. However,
the Government does not follow slogans and promises.

2WXTU<X]XbcTaAPVWdQPa3PbPSSaTbbTbPdSXT]RTbSdaX]VP_a^VaP\\TPcPRXchQPbTSW^cT[X]AP]RWX^]CdTbSPh
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Government operates with
policy and intent. Our government started formulating
policies as soon as it came to
power. Started working on it by
making policy. The result of
this is that today there is talk
of development of Jharkhand
in the whole country,” he said.
“It is a State full of possibilities. There is potential,
power and resource. Despite
this, the State has not been able
to develop due to political
instability for 14 years.
The aspirations of the people of the State were not being
fulfilled. In 2014, on the call of
Prime Minister Narendra
Modi, the people of Jharkhand
formed an absolute majority
Government here. In the last
four and a half years, the stable Government of the State
has tried to fulfill the aspirations of the people,” he added.
The CM said that there is
great potential for farming in

Jharkhand. But due to the previous Governments at the
Center, farmers continued to
remain indebted. “The Modi
government worried about the
farmers.
He started the Prime
Minister Kisan Samman Nidhi.
In this, farmers are getting an
annual assistance of C6,000.
Similarly,
the
State
Government has launched the
Chief Minister Krishi
Aashirwad Yojana.
Under this, farmers of the
State are getting C5,000 to
25,000 annually. Due to this,
farmers are not forced to
become indebted to anyone for
minor tasks. Das said that the
State government is promoting
medium, small and small scale
industries. “It employs more
and more people. Similarly, a
lot of work has been done in
the textile sector in Jharkhand.
Many big companies are setting up production units in

Jharkhand. This has given
employment to our girls in
large numbers.
Earlier these girls used to
migrate to other states for 5-7
thousand rupees, now they
are getting employment at
home. The State Government
is also focused on food processing. The Government is
also providing employment
and self-employment opportunities through skill development.
In Jharkhand, Limca Book
has awarded the Government
for employing the maximum
number of people in a single
day.
All the public interest policies of the Central
Government have been fully
implemented in Jharkhand,”
said the CM. The CM said that
after the coming of Modi ji's
Government at the Center,
politics of casteism and communalism has ended in the
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country. People are with the
politics of development.
The poor and middle families in the country have the
opportunity to live with dignity. In response to a question
on the CNT-SPT case, he said
that those who misled the
tribals and grabbed their land
are violating the CNT-SPT the
most.
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T

he State BJP unit on
September 15 will launch
Jan Ashirward Yojana the
party’s mass connect programme, under which the BJP
leaders and members will move
across the State as part of
thanksgiving gesture for the
faith and support of people in
last Lok Sabha election.
The Jan Ashirwad Yatra
will run for a month concluding on October 15. A meeting
of BJP core committee was held
at State BJP headquarters on
Tuesday preparing the strategy
for Jan Ashirwad Yatra.
The meeting was attended
by Chief Minister Raghubar
Das, State BJP president
Laxman Gilua, State BJP election in-charge Om Prakash
Mathur, election co in-charge
and Bihar road construction
minister Nand Kishore Yadav,
BJP organisational secretary
Dhrampal Singh, Ministers in
Raghubar Das cabinet, MPs,

BcPcT0bbT\Q[hT[TRcX^]X]RWPaVT>\?aPZPbW<PcWda2WXTU<X]XbcTaAPVWdQPa
3PbBcPcT19?_aTbXST]c;Pg\P]6X[dfPP]SBcPcTR^X]RWPaVT=P]S:XbW^aT
HPSPeSdaX]V2^aT2^\\XccTT\TTcX]VPc_Pach^UUXRTX]AP]RWX^]CdTbSPh ?W^c^
QhEX]Ph<da\d

MLAs, district presidents, presidents of different manchs and
morchas and others.Das speaking on the occasion said, “The
national president has given us
the task of 65 plus. BJP cadres
will not have to sit idle till
December for attaining the
target of 65 plus.” Echoing the
views of Das, State BJP election
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in-charge OM Prakash Mathur
said, “The BJP has the leadership of Prime Minister
Narendra Modi, every member
have to reach people highlighting the work of centre
and state.” At the meeting it was
also decided that as part of
mass connect drive, each panchayat will have a Kamal doot

(Lotus messenger), who will
move each and every villages in
panchayat highlighting the
work carried out by Raghubar
Das Government in last five
years. A senior BJP leader who
was present at the core committee meet on condition of
anonymity said, “The Kamal
doot will be provided with a
cycle and his task will be meet
each and every person within
the panchayat highlighting the
work done of State
Government.” The State BJP
unit has asked the names of two
cadres from each panchayat
who will be made as Kamal
doot.
Apart from appointing a
cadre Kamal doot, the district
and block units of party have
been asked to organise Labukh
(beneficiary) meeting at block
level. At Labukh conference,
beneficiaries of various State
Government schemes such as
Ujjwala Yojana, Ayushman
Yojana and other Centre and
State schemes will attend.
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T

he Child Welfare Committee of
Ranchi along with officials of
Ranchi Institute of Neuro-Psychiatry
& Allied Sciences (RINPAS) has
come up with a new guideline for the
care and protection of children of
women admitted at the institution.
Now if a pregnant woman is
admitted at RINPAS and has no
immediate family that can attend to
her, the RINPAS authorities will
have to inform CWC about the case
so that the child can be well taken
care of.
CWC member Tanushree Sarkar,
who visited RINPAS on Monday
found two such cases where mothers
admitted in the hospital were accompanied by their children.
She said, “We have directed the
RINPAS authority to inform us if a
pregnant woman is admitted there.
Also, they have to inform us when
they are about to take the woman for
delivery in RIMS so that we can
appoint an attendant and the child
can be born in our care.”
She added, “In case the mother
is a minor then the RINPAS authority have to inform about her even if
she is accompanied by her family.”
If the mental condition of the
woman is not such that she can take

2F2\T\QTaCP]dbWaTTBPaZPaP]S^cWTabX]P\TTcX]VfXcWPdcW^aXcXTb^UA8=?0B

decision about the child and care for
him or her, the CWC will take the
child under their custody and send
him to a shelter home for better care.
“Once the doctor informs us that the
mother is mentally fit we will
approach her for her consent.
However, if there is a case where there
is no chance of recovery of the
mother, we will but the child for
adoption for his or her well being,”
Sarkar said. The CWC member

?=B

informed that there are also cases in
which women are admitted to the
hospital along with their child and
many a times the family members do
not return to take the child home.“In
such cases if the guardian does not
come in 2-3 days to take home the
child, we will take the child in our
custody. If the child belongs to
Ranchi then we will try to first
locate the family and repatriate him
or her. If this is not possible, then

keeping in view the best interest of
the child we will give him for short
term adoption till his mother recovers,” she said. Disheartened by the
condition of women admitted in
RINPAS, Sarkar said that while 60 per
cent women are now mentally fit,
their families have abandoned them.
“We will try to find their family and
restore them on our level as these
women are now perfectly fit but they
still have to stay there. As a result, a
number of beds and attendants are
occupied and those children whom
we refer to RINPAS cannot get attendants,” she said.
Sarkar informed that there is a
crisis of staff, doctors and other
infrastructural facilities at the hospital
due to which taking care of patients
becomes a challenge there.“Despite
the entire crisis, the staff and the doctors are doing their best to help and
take care of all the patients,” she said.
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V

ery soon, the nutritional need
of the State will be met by Self
Help Groups functioning in
Jharkhand. The State government
has planned to provide take home
ration and ready to eat food at
Anganwadi centres through SHGs.
At present there are around
39,000 anganwadis running across
the State where ready to eat food for
children and pregnant and lactating mothers is provided by private
companies selected through tender
process.
However, now the government
has decided to give this work in the
hands of Sakhi Mandals, who are
being trained by Jharkhand State
Livelihood Promotion Society

0]VP]fPSXBTeXZPPcWTaRT]caT]TPaAP]RWX

(JSLPS) for the same. At present
there are 2.17 lakh Sakhi Mandals

in State with which over 28 lakh
women are linked. An official of

cabinet. At present the private
companies are being paid to provide ready to eat food. The government plans to divert that money
to the SHGs which will not just
make the women empowered but
also boost the economy of the
State.” Initially, the women will start
providing take home ration (THR)
to the Anganwadis but in the
future, the government plans to set
up factories to manufacture ready
to eat food as well, where SHG
members would be roped in to
work. “A list of food items has been
prepared to be included in take
home ration including potato,
chickpea, groundnuts, pulses, rice,
jaggery and more,” the official said.
District and block level workshops for SHG members are being
organised to inform them about
hygienic practices like cleaning
and proper packaging of these
food items before delivering them
to the Anganwadis. “This is important because the food is for children
and pregnant and lactating mothers and there should be no lacuna
?=B in packaging.”
The work of distribution of
JSLPS informed, “The proposal THR is likely to commence in
has already been approved by the October and will be done by village

organizations. There are around
15,000 village organizations in the
State who have each been tagged
with 7 to 10 anganwadi centres. At
places where the VOs do not exist,
SHGs will function as nodal VOs
and provide food directly to
Anganwadis. In a video conference
with deputy commissioners on
Monday, Principal Secretary to
Chief Minister Sunil Kumar
Barnwal directed the Dcs to ensure
training of SHGs and opening
their bank accounts for this purpose. "Identify all the SHGs in your
districts who will provide food in
anganwadi centres near them. This
will help the rural population link
with livelihood and increase their
income," he said.
Another benefit of implementing this scheme would be a
boost in the agriculture sector. As
rice, pulses and potato are already
grown by SHG women and
groundnuts are also grown at some
places, these products will now find
an easy market.“When the farmers
know that there is a fixed market
for their produce and the government will buy it, they are likely to
produce more crops which will help
boost agriculture,” an official said.
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araikela Kharsawan police have
Sagainst
dropped the murder charges
all the 11 accused in the mob
lynching case of 24-year-old Tabrez
Ansari. The State police have submitted a chargesheet in the court and
recommended commencement of
trial in the case under section 304 of
Indian Penal Code (IPC) (which is
culpable homicide not amounting to
murder) and not under section 302.
Saraikela
Kharsawan
Superintendent of Police Karthik S.
said, “Based on evidences the investigating officer found that in the
death of Tabrez the cause of death was
not due to direct injuries amounting
to murder. The post-mortem and
medical report did not support the
charge of murder.
The victim died due to cardiac
arrest.” “After the initial report the
police had doubts and the investigating officer went for second opinion
from higher-level experts from forensic and pathological side and they also
gave the same set of opinion. So, we
had to charge them under Section 304
instead of 302," the SP added.
The chargesheet was filled by the
police on the basis of the final autopsy report, which indicated cardiac
arrest as the reason for Tabrez’s death.
However, the SP claimed that
though the accused have been charged
under section 304 of IPC, the punishment under the section is serious
and will not weaken the case. Tabrez
Ansari, who worked as a labourer and
welder in Pune had come to his home
town for celebrating Eid. While
returning home he was captured by
locals at Dhatkidih village in
Jharkhand on June 17. The locals had
captured him on charges on bike theft.
Tabrez’s hands and feet were tied
with rope and he was beaten up. The
locals even forced him to chant “Jai Sri
Ram and Jai Hanuman”.
The local police when came to
know about the incident reached the
spot and rescued Tabrez. Police took
Tabrez Ansari to the Sadar
Hospital for primary medical aid
before taking him in judicial custody.
His condition deteriorated and he
died on June 22.
A video of the heinous incident
went viral and in no time, caught the
attention of the entire country.
Protests had taken place in many cities
and towns against his lynching.
The opposition has termed dropping of murder charge against accused
as shocking. A senior JMM leader
requesting anonymity said, “As the
matter is sub-judice it is court to
decide what charges has to framed in
the case.”
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P

rime Minister Narendra
Modi will dedicate to the
nation India’s second riverine
Multi Modal terminal (MMT)
built at Sahibganj on 12
September.
Modi will inaugurate the
state-of- art terminal through
a two -way digital communication system from Ranchi.
The Minister of State for
Shipping (Independent
Charge) and Chemical and
Fertilizers
Mansukh
Mandaviya will be present at
Sahibganj.
Built at a cost of Rs 290
crores in a record time of
about two years, Prime
Minister had laid the foundation stone of Inland
Waterways Authority of India
(IWAI) Sahibganj multimodal
terminal in April.
This is the second of the
three Multi Modal Terminals
being constructed on Ganga
under Jal Marg Vikas Project
( JMVP).
Earlier, in
November, 2018 Modi had
inaugurated the MMT in
Varanasi. The Multi-Modal
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terminal at Sahibganj will
open up industries of
Jharkhand and Bihar to the
global market and provide
Indo-Nepal cargo connectivity through waterways route.
It will play an important role

in transportation of domestic
coal from the local mines in
Rajmahal area to various thermal power plants located
along National Waterway-1
(NW-1). Other than coal,
stone chips, fertilisers, cement

?=B

and sugar are other commodities expected to be transported through the terminal.The multi-modal terminal
will also help to create direct
employment of about 600
people and indirect employ-

ment of about 3000 people in
the region. The convergence
of Road-Rail-River Transport
at Sahibganj through the new
multi-modal terminal will
connect this part of the hinterland to Kolkata, Haldia
and further to the Bay of
Bengal. Also, Sahibganj will
get connected to North-East
States through Bangladesh by
river-sea route.
The capacity of the terminal is 30 lakh tonnes per
annum. It will grow to 54.8
lakh tonnes per annum after
an investment of Rs 376 crores
for capacity enhancement in
Phase II under PPP mode.
The development in Phase II
will be entirely made by the
private concessionaire.
Further, a freight village is also
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massive protest over the
new penalties for traffic offendAmid
ers, the enforcement agencies in
Motihari in Bihar have started providing on the spot helmet and vehicle insurance, while Gujarat has
reduced the penalty notified under
the new Motor Vehicles Act and
Odisha has frozen the new regulations for about three months.
The traffic police of Motihari
are not imposing fine but ensuring
that the commuters take corrective
measures right on the spot itself.
“If you are caught without helmet or a lapsed insurance paper,
you will be directed to vendors selling helmets and insurance policies
nearby. We roped in some helmet
sellers and insurance agents who
have set up stalls beside the checking points. Riders are not being
fined as that makes them feel like
they are offenders. Instead, they are
made to purchase good quality helmets and get their insurance
renewed,” said a police official of
Motihari.
The officer said he has also
requested the District Transport
Officer to depute an official who
could issue learner’s licence on the
spot to offenders riding without it.
Meanwhile, the Chief minister
BJP-ruled Gujarat, Vijay Rupani,

said the fines laid down in the new
Act were the maximum suggested
and his Government had reduced
them after detailed deliberations.
While the new Act stipulated a
fine of C1,000 for riding without a
helmet, the Gujarat Government on
Tuesday finalised the amount at
C500. Similar is the case with driving a four-wheeler without wearing a seat-belt.
The penalty for driving without
a licence has been brought down
from C5,000, as suggested by the
new Act, to C2000 for two-wheel-

ers and C3000 for four-wheelers.
Claiming that the Gujarat
Government was not showing
leniency to traffic violators by
reducing fines, Rupani pointed out
that penalties fixed now are still up
to 10 times of that charged before
the new Act came into force.
The
Motor
Vehicles
(Amendment) Bill 2019 was passed
by Parliament in July and its steep
fines were to come into effect from
September 1, though some states
pushed it back saying people needed time to get acquainted with the
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enhanced penalties. Similarly keeping in view the rising public resentment across the state, the Odisha
government relaxed implementation of the new traffic rules for
three months. The government
also said it would soon consider
reducing the fine amounts.
Chief Minister Naveen Patnaik,
ordered the three-month relaxation as a way to allow people time
to comply with the traffic norms.
So far at least nine states and
Union territories, including
Gujarat, Karnataka, Kerala, Tamil
Nadu, Odisha, Bihar, Jharkhand
and Haryana have implemented the
amended Motor Vehicles Act in
totality by notifying the compoundable offences and the rest
including Delhi and West Bengal
are buying time working out ways
to see if they can soften the blow
somewhat for violators.
“Most of the states are in dilemma whether to notify lower fines for
compoundable offences. There are
24 compoundable offences under
the revised MV Act, which means
in these cases the offender can pay
the fine on the spot and doesn’t
need to go to court. But most of the
states have not yet notified the designated officers who can compound the offences on the spot,”
said a senior Road Transport
Ministry official.

proposed on 335 acres of land
in contiguity with the terminal.The MMTs are being built
as part of the Jal Marg Vikas
Project that aims to develop
the stretch of Ganga between
Varanasi to Haldia for navigation of large vessels
upto1500-2000 tonnes weight,
by maintaining a drought of 23 metres in this stretch of the
river and setting up other
systems required for safe navigation.
The objective is to promote inland waterways as a
cheaper and more environment friendly means of transport, especially for cargo
movement. Inland Waterways
Authority of India (IWAI) is
the project Implementing
Agency.
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Under this, retail traders and shopkeepers of 18 to 40 years will also get a pension of Rs 3000 per month after completing 60 years of age. On this occasion, the
Prime Minister will lay the foundation
stone of 462 Eklavya Model Residential
Schools online in tribal areas of the country. In this, 69 Eklavya schools are being
opened in 13 districts of Jharkhand. The
Chief Minister said that Ekalavya schools
are being opened for scheduled tribe students to get quality education in the village, just like in cities. Development of tribal areas is a special priority of the government.
The CM said that on the same day, the
PM will inaugurate the new building of the
Jharkhand Assembly and will also lay the
foundation stone of the new Secretariat
building. After assuming the office of Chief
Minister in 2014, it was his priority for
Jharkhand to have its own assembly building. Now this dream is going to come true.
Das said that Prime Minister Narendra
Modi had laid the foundation stone of the
multi-model terminal at Sahebganj and
now it is being inaugurated on September
12 by him.
This multi-model terminal will open
new doors for industrial and commercial
development in Santhal Parganas area.
Thousands of local people will get direct
and indirect employment. With Santhal,
the pace of development in the entire State
will be fast.
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olding its meeting outside
the state’s capital city for
H
the first time in the recent
past, the Punjab Cabinet on
Tuesday took slew of decisions
related with the celebrations of
550th birth anniversary of
Guru Nanak Dev including
holding a special Vidhan
Sabha session in October, urging the Centre to convene a
special Parliament session,
besides taking the issue of
visa-free entry to Kartarpur
Sahib.
In addition, the Cabinet
also resolved to check the
groundwater depletion to
uphold Guru Nanak’s philosophy. As per the Cabinet decision, the Chief Minister Capt
Amarinder Singh will take
up the issue of visa-free entry
through Kartarpur Corridor
with the External Affairs
Minister.
In another resolution, the
Cabinet decided to strongly
recommend to the Central
Government to convene a
Special Joint Session of the
Parliament, to mark the historic occasion, which should
be addressed by the President,
with prominent Sikh personalities to be invited for participation.
“The Cabinet resolved to
take up, with the External
Affairs Minister, the matter of
allowing visa-free entry to
the devotees intending to visit
Gurdwara Sri Kartarpur Sahib
in Pakistan, without any entry
fee, facilitation charges, service charges etc which would
help them in ‘khula darshan’,
enabling them to pay obeisance (Darshan-Didare) without any restriction in accordance with the prayer (ardaas)
of Sikh Sangat,” said the
spokesperson.
The spokesperson said
that the Chief Minister
promised to personally call on
the External Affairs Minister,
and urge him to prevail upon
his counterpart in Pakistan to
ensure visa-free entry to its
territory for facilitating the
millions of devotees to have
Darshan-Didare seamlessly.
The Chief Minister also
decided to convene the next
Cabinet meeting at Sultanpur
Lodhi on October 10 to
review the further progress of
the ongoing infrastructural
and development projects in
the historic city.
On a personal request
from Cooperation Minister
Sukhjinder Singh Randhawa,
the Chief Minister agreed to
convene a special meeting at
Dera Baba Nanak before
September 30 to review the
status of various development
projects being executed in
the area.
The Cabinet’s special
meeting, convened on
Tuesday to review the progress
of various ongoing projects in
the historic city of Sultanpur
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wait of the peoof Pratapnagar in Tehri
Theple14-year

district is finally nearing its end.
The much-awaited DobraChanthi bridge linking New
Tehri with Pratapnagar is nearing completion. This 440
metre long bridge will be
India’s longest motorable single-lane suspension bridge.
Chief Minister Trivendra
Singh Rawat said, “The DobraChanthi bridge is quite important for the people of
Pratapnagar and Thauldhar.
Funds were released in lump
sum for the construction of
this bridge and engineers were
instructed to ensure its completion on time. It will be
opened for traffic soon.”
According to official
sources, the work of linking
the surface of this bridge has
been completed. After the fixing of railings and coating, the
authorities will secure the road
safety no objection certificate.
After the NOC is received, this
bridge will be opened to the
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public by March next year.
According to the government,
the Dobra-Chanthi bridge is a
proof of how works pending for
years can be completed with
commitment and will power of
the political leadership.
Considering the woes of
Pratapnagar residents and the
importance of this bridge, the
Chief Minister Trivendra Singh
Rawat had accorded top prior-

ity to the completion of this
project. The State Government
released budget in lump sum to
expedite the work. On the
Chief Minister’s dashboard,
the Dobra-Chanthi bridge is
one of the main points among
the performance indicators of
the Public Works Department.
The CM himself consistently
monitored the progress in construction of this bridge.

This 440 metre long bridge
will be the nation’s longest single lane motorable suspension
bridge. After other organisations failed, the Government
got the bridge designing done
by a Korean company.
The cost of constructing
this bridge is about C150 crore.
Out of the total 440 metre span
of the bridge, the work of laying deck has been completed
on 250 metre length while
work is underway on the
remaining length. It will be
opened for traffic by March
2020.
It is pertinent to mention
here that the construction of
this bridge has been going on
since 2006 to link the Tehri
dam affected Pratapnagar and
Thauldhar areas. The bridges
linking Pratapnagar were submerged in the Tehri dam reservoir which led to inconvenience to the locals travelling
to and from New Tehri,

Dehradun and Rishikesh.
Completion of the construction of this bridge across
the Tehri dam reservoir will
benefit more than three lakh
people who will not have to
cover an additional 100 kilometres to reach the district
headquarters. The tourists visiting New Tehri will also be able
to
visit
Pratapnagar.
Improvement in connection is
also expected to improve the
local economy.
PWD superintending engineer looking after the bridge
construction, Shiv Kumar Rai
said that 440 metre long railings are to be fixed on both
sides of the bridge.
The railings will then have
to be coated. The temperature
needs to be a bit hot for this
work. Further, the road safety
NOC is also required. So after
due process, the bridge will be
opened for traffic by March
next year.

Lodhi, also cleared a proposal for declaring Sultanpur
Lodhi-Kapurthala-KartarpurBeas-Batala (including Batala
byepass)-Dera Baba Nanak
as ‘Sri Guru Nanak Dev Ji
Marg’. It was decided to
upgrade the 136.14 km long
road, and widen it to 10
meters at a cost of Rs 96.15
crore.
Conceding a request from
Sultanpur Lodhi MLA Navtej
Singh Cheema, the cabinet
okayed a proposal to upgrade
the local Civil Hospital to a
super specialty institution,
and also sanctioned Rs 1.24
crore for the construction of
a kilometer-long stretch new
road from Gurdwara Sant
Ghat to connect with the
Kapurthala-Sultanpur Lodhi
Road.
The Chief Minister directed the executing agencies to
complete all development
works within the stipulated
time frame and directed
Kapurthala
Deputy
Commissioner to regularly
hold meetings of all concerned officers to meet the
deadline. Capt Amarinder
also asked the state Chief
Secretary and Police Chief to
take stock of the ongoing
development and traffic management projects on regular
basis.
The Chief Minister directed the PSPCL chairman and
Water Supply and Sanitation
secretary to find ways and
means for exempting free langars from electricity and water
charges. He also asked the
Cultural Affairs Minister to set
up a committee for honouring
550 Sikhs or Nanak Naam
Leva personalities on the
occasion.
SPECIAL VIDHAN
SABHA SESSION NEXT
MONTH
A special session of
Punjab Vidhan Sabha would
be convened next month,
October, to commemorate the
550th prakash purb of Guru
Nanak Dev. The Council of
Ministers, in its resolution,
decided to invite the President
and various eminent Sikh personalities to address the
planned special session of the
Punjab Vidhan Sabha.
CABINET RESOLVES
TO CHECK DEPLETING
GROUNDWATER
Upholding Guru Nanak
Dev’s basic tenets with respect
to protection of natural
resources, the Punjab Cabinet
has resolved to take all necessary administrative and legal
steps to effectively check the
fast depleting groundwater
table in the state.
The Cabinet, in its resolution, underlined the need to
take proactive measures for
canalisation of the river Sutlej,
Beas and Raavi to conserve
the groundwater by ensuring
its judicious utilization besides
saving it from contamination.
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ays after being declared as
the Congress Legislative
D
Party (CLP) leader in Haryana,
Speaker Kanwar Pal on
Tuesday granted Bhupinder
Singh Hooda the status of the
Leader of Opposition in the
assembly. "I recognise Hooda as
the Leader of Opposition," the
speaker said here. The speaker took the decision on a letter
sent by newly appointed
Haryana Congress president
Kumari Selja. She had requested that being the single largest
opposition party, Hooda be
granted the status as he had
unanimously been elected the
leader of the Congress
Legislative Party.The Congress
has 17 MLAs in the state
assembly.
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he Additional Director
General (Medical) under
T
the Union Home Ministry has
formulated a detailed set of policy guidelines to prevent suicides in the paramilitary forces,
including National Security
Guards (NSG) and Assam
Rifles.
The guidelines, formulated
by a board of psychiatrists, suggest uniform and transparent
policy for postings of individuals, mental health orientation
course of 15 days by psychiatrist to detect early signs and
symptoms of mental stress and
attempt to address problems of
personnel among others at the
level of the headquarters of the
paramilitary forces.
Besides NSG and Assam
Rifles, other paramilitary forces
include Border Security Force
(BSF), Central Reserve Police
Force (CRPF), Central
Industrial Security Force
(CISF), Sashastra Seema Bal
(SSB) and Indo-Tibetan Border
Police (ITBP). A sections of the
personnel of these forces have
in the past resorted to the

harsh steps owing to a variety
of factors including domestic
problems and professional
stress in the wake of continuous deployments et al.
The guidelines also provide
for "psychological postmortem" on victims to be conducted by psychiatrists and
maintain the confidentiality of
such reports.
It has also advised formulation/maintenance
of
Grievance
Redressal
Mechanism and appointment
of psychologists in all psychiatric centres and to appoint
psychiatric social workers in all
units/battalions.
At the forces' headquarters
level, the advisory provides for
monitoring both well performing and less performing
units as also keep an eye on
officers who have individual
ambitions to swiftly climb hierarchy at all costs. The forces'
directorates have also been
advised to compile data from
psychological post-mortem
perspectives.
At the level of the Forces'
Ranges/Frontiers and Sector
headquarters level, the guide-

lines have advised the
Inspectors General to ensure
percolation of the directives to
the personnel under their command. The IGs should also
analyse problems of personnel
under their command and fix
responsibility in case of lapses.
The IGs should also ensure
repeated delivery of psycho
education on identification of
early symptoms of suicide. The

range headquarters are also
supposed to assist the respective directorate and monitor
leave statistics and give appropriate directions.
At the Unit/Battalion level,
the officers heading have been
advised
to
identify
stress/depression and not
undermine threats or expressed
suicide/death wishes by any
personnel under their com-

mand or any change in behavior from such personnel. Other
factors to be observed by the
Units/Battalions are noticing
any change in pattern of taking
leave by a personnel, expression
of happiness without any casue,
alcohol abuse, unkempt
appearance,
missing
leisure/sporting activities, disturbance of sleep and appetite
or vague physical complaints.

Any personnel displaying such
behaviours and put under watach category should not be
given arms, check drug compliance and should be referred
to psychiatric treatment in
time. The battalion chiefs
should formulate transparent
leave plans for all personnel.
The medical units are supposed to conduct awareness
programmes /deliver lectures

to the unit headquarter and
during visits to the Companies
and interview all personnel
returning from leave at least
once in six months.
The Unit medical officers
should initiate preventive measures in consultation with psychiatric social worker for dealing with suicidal persons and
reduce the psychological pain
by modifying the person's
stressful environment and
enlist aid of his/her spouse and
friends if needed. They should
also build realistic support by
recognizing that the person
may have some legitimate
problem and consider hospitalization with unarmed guards
for persons displaying suicidal
tendencies.
The guidelines also recognize that suicide and deliberate
harm is prevalent in paramilitary forces due to the nature of
duty like deployment in
counter insurgency operations,
election duties, maintenance of
internal security, border guarding duties and the like in isolation and long deparation
from family, lesser facilities
when compared to defence
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n a day when the Congress
and the NCP discussed
seat-sharing arrangement for
the forthcoming Maharashtra
assembly elections, two prominent leaders of Congress in the
State quit the party alleging
petty in-house politics and a
difference of opinion.
While NCP chief Sharad
Pawar and Congress president
Sonia Gandhi discussed the
seat-sharing between the two
parties for the upcoming polls,
former Maharashtra Minister
and State Congress president
Kripa Shanker Singh and actorturned-politician Urmila
Mantondkar, who contested
Lok Sabha polls this year on
Congress ticket, quit the grand
old party.
The Congress and the NCP
have already decided to contest
the polls together. Sources said
Pawar is learnt to have given a
final shape to the broad seatsharing arrangement between
the two parties for the
Maharashtra Assembly polls,
slated to be held in October, but
detailed discussions will continue for the next few days
before a final tie-up plan is laid
out. Over the past few weeks,
state leaders of the two parties
have met several times to discuss the matter.
The two parties were near-
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ly wiped out in the Lok Sabha
polls managing to win just 5 of
the 48 seats as the Shiv SenaBJP combine won 41 seats. In
the Assembly, Shiv Sena-BJP
has 183 seats of the total 288
seats. The Congress and NCP
had fought separately winning
42 and 41 seats respectively.
The resignation of Singh
came as a major jolt as he was
a big state leader of the party.
He quit saying he did not agree
with party's stand to oppose
abrogation of special status to
Jammu and Kashmir under
Article 370. Singh served as
Mumbai Congress chief and
was also a minister in the

Congress-NCP coalition government for 15 years.
After resigning, Singh said
he will reveal his political stand
at an "appropriate time" and
added that he is not joining the
BJP. "I quit the Congress
because I do not agree with the
party stand to oppose abrogation of Article 370 in Jammu
and Kashmir," he said. A
Mumbai court last year discharged Singh in a disproportionate asset case for want of
sanction to prosecute him. He
had come under ED and CBI
scanner in the case.
Another setback for the
Congress was Matondkar quit-

ting the party citing 'petty inhouse politics' as the reason for
her decision. "My political and
social sensibilities refuse to
allow vested interests in the
party to use me as a mean to
fight petty in-house politics
instead of working on a bigger
goal in Mumbai Congress,"
she said.
Earlier in the day, a meeting between Sonia and party
leader Jyotiraditya Scindia,
scheduled to take place on
Tuesday, was postponed.
Scindia is the chairman of the
screening committee for
Maharashtra assembly elections and the meeting was
scheduled to take place in the
afternoon.
The postponement of the
meeting between Sonia and
Scindia comes at a time when
the party is expected to appoint
a new state congress chief for
Madhya Pradesh.
Some party workers from
the state have demanded the
appointment of Scindia to the
post. So far, Sonia has met
Madhya Pradesh chief minister
Kamal Nath and Congress'
state unit in-charge Deepak
Babaria, after State Minister
Umang Singhar wrote a letter
to her against senior party
leader Digvijaya Singh for his
regular interventions in the
day-to-day functioning of the
Kamal Nath government.
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efence Minister Rajnath
Singh will travel to France
D
to receive the first Rafale aircraft on October 8, which is celebrated as Indian Air Force
Day. The aircraft has been
manufactured as per the IAF
specifications for the Indian
pilots, and the ground crew will
use it for training purpose.
However, the first batch of
four planes will start arriving in
India only in May next year
while the entire fleet of 36 jets
will join service by 2022. The
government-to-government
deal, inked in 2016, is worth
over Rs 60,000 crore.
Manufactured by French
aerospace conglomerate
Dassault Aviation, the first
Rafale jet will be handed over
to Singh at a ceremony near
Bordeaux, sources said here
on Tuesday. Earlier, the plane
was to be handed over on
September 19 or 20. Now, an
IAF team will visit France
around the same time and
sign documents with the
French after which the Indian
pilots will start training on the
advanced Indian R afale
planes.
As regards training of
pilots, sources said at least 24
IAF pilots will receive training
in three different batches till

forces and multiple cadres of
officers in the command hierarchy (IPS, Army, own cadre,
deputation).
"Many times, suicide is
associated with fratricide, thus
endangering
innocent
bystanders. Thus preventive
measures are required to mitigate its effect on the forces so
that they can effectively contribute to the cause of nation's
security, ," say the guidelines.
Perceived stress like denial
of leave at the time of requirement, problems not being
addressed and sometimes simly
to hold senior officers responsible for his/her death also
constitute the reasons for suicides.
Easy access to weapons,
suffering from prolonged illness, disease like psychiatric illnesses including depression,
psychosis and substance abuse
are also factors for committing
suicide by the forces' personnel.
Alcohol dependence/abuse,
domestic/financial stresses,
property disputes, extramarital
affairs, infidelity and failure in
love relationships are other
cause for suicides.
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n more trouble for arrested
Congress leader DK
IShivakumar,
the Enforcement

May 2020 for flying the Indian
Rafale jets. Once the full
strength of 36 jets is inducted,
one squadron will be based at
Ambala air base while the other
at Hashimara in West Bengal.
India decided to go in for
an emergency purchase of 36
Rafale jets to address the issue
of depleting squadron strength
of the IAF thereby impacting its
combat capabilities.
At present, the IAF has
nearly 30 squadrons while it
needs at least 42 squadrons to
fight a two-front war with
Pakistan and China. The deal
saw a political slugfest in the
run-up to the Lok Sabha elections this year with the main
opposition party Congress

alleging wrong doing.
The NDA government,
however, consistently denied
the allegations.
The IAF specific Rafale
jets will be fitted with Meteor
missiles which have a range
three times more than the
current medium range air-toair missiles.
The other Indian specific
equipment include helmetmounted sight, radar warning
receivers, flight data recorders
with enough storage for 10
hours of data, infrared search
and track systems, jammers,
cold engine start capability to
operate from high-altitude
bases, and towed decoys to lure
incoming missiles away.

Directorate (ED) has now
summoned his daughter
Aishwarya for questioning as
part of its probe into the money
laundering case against the
former Karnataka Minister.
Officials said Aishwarya
has been asked to depose
before the investigating officer
of the case here on Wednesday.
Her statement will be
recorded under the Prevention
of Money Laundering Act
(PMLA) and she would be
confronted with documents
and statements made by
Shivakumar with regard to a
trip to Singapore he made
with his daughter in 2017,
they said.
Shivakumar was arrested
by the ED on September 3 and
he is currently in the agency's
custody for custodial interrogation.
The anti-money laundering
probe agency had in September
last year registered a case against
Shivakumar, Haumanthaiah, an
employee at Karnataka Bhavan
in New Delhi, and others under
PMLA .
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escribing late BJP leader
Arun Jaitley as a " very
D
close friend", Prime Minster
Narendra Modi on Tuesday
paid glowing tributes to him
here at a 'Shradhanjali Sabha'.
Modi said Jaitley's life
"inspires us to work harder for
the nation". The former
Finance Minister passed away
last month at AIIMS after prolonged illness.
Stating that Jaitley was a
"very close friend", Modi said
he was a "stalwart blessed with
so much talent".
"He was a multi-faceted
personality. I miss his presence," the Prime Minister said
at the 'Shradhanjali Sabha' held
at the Jawaharlal Nehru
Stadium.
"Jaitley ji had health ail-

T
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ments but if one spoke to him,
he was more concerned about
the nation. Serving the nation
energised him," he said.
Modi said whatever work
Jaitley got, he added tremen-

dous value to that.
"We will all remember so
many memories with Arun ji.
His life inspires us to work
harder for the nation," the
prime minister said.

he Supreme Court has
agreed to examine the plea
of a "minor" Muslim girl, who
has been ordered to stay in a
shelter home for women in
Uttar Pradesh, after her marriage was found to be void by
the Allahabad High Court.
The apex court was hearing an appeal filed by the girl,
who is 16-years-old as per a
medical report, against the
high court's July order which
dismissed her petition against
a trial court directive sending
her to a shelter home at
Ayodhya.
The high court had dismissed her plea against the trial
court's order observing that
since she was a "minor" her case

would be dealt with in accordance with the Juvenile Justice
(Care and Protection) Act,
2015 and as she did not want
to join her parents, the order
sending her to the shelter home
was correct.
The girl, in her plea in the
top court, has said that as per
Mohammedan Law, once a
female attains the age of puberty, that is 15 years, she is independent to take decisions for
her life and is competent to
marry any one of her own
choice.
A bench comprising
Justices N V Ramana, Indira
Banerjee and Ajay Rastogi has
agreed to examine her plea and
has issued a notice to the Uttar
Pradesh government seeking its
response.
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o keep the morale high of
the frontline staff, who are
the first line of defence against
wildlife poaching, forest fires,
timber smugglers and other
activities that degrade the
wildlife habitats in tiger
reserves, the National Tiger
Conser vation Authority
(NTCA) has for the first time
come out with a proposal to
annually reward the best
among the unsung heroes.
Anup K Nayak, member
secretary, NTCA , said that the
reward is mainly for extraordinary efforts put in by the

frontline staff in overall tiger
conservation. "The move was
much-needed. These frontline
forest staff risk their lives as
they patrol day and night to
protect our vulnerable flora and
fauna by chasing and confronting timber smugglers or
poachers.
The proposal to give
rewards to such frontline staff
in the ranks of foresters, forest
guard and watchers for extraordinary performance was recommended by 2nd technical
committee meeting of the
NTCA held recently," he said.
As per proposal, a reward
of Rs 1 lakh each will be given

to two foresters, two forest
guards and two watchers/tiger
trackers from tiger reserves
and tiger bearing areas.
Talking about the award
selection criteria, Deputy
Inspector General (NTCA)
Surender Mehra said that a
guideline in this regard has
already been prepared. The
reward will be given to frontline staff for performing extraordinary work continuously
for at least two years. "The
nomination will be recommended and forwarded by the
State chief wildlife warden,"
Mehra said adding that the
incentive is just one of the

many steps that are needed to
encourage the staff.
Wildlife activist Sanjay
Gubbi said," "these watchers,
guards and foresters are critical
for wildlife and forest protection. There is no alternative to
the old system of foot patrolling
as most illegal activities such as
poaching or timber smuggling
can only be detected through
this mode of perambulation."
There are around 50 tiger
reserves in the country which
are home to 2,967 big cats. A
battery of 11,500 staff is manning them.
According to various
reports, between 2012 and

2017, India accounted for
almost a third (162 of 520) of
all ranger (frontline forest staff)
deaths, according to the
International
Ranger
Federation. In 2017, of the 100
rangers that died on-duty
worldwide, 28 were Indians.
Though animal attacks, most of
which are accidental, account
for the maximum number of
ranger deaths in India, murders
at the hands of poachers, timber and sand mafias and illegal
miners come a close second.
Vehicle accidents, drowning
and forest fires together constitute the third major cause,
say the reports.
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t least 76 per cent of Indian
households consumed adeA
quately iodised salt, which
means salt with more than or
equal to 15 parts per million
(ppm) of iodine, according to
'India Iodine Survey 2018-19',
a study conducted by Nutrition
International with AIIMS and
Association for Indian
Coalition for the Control of
Iodine Deficiency Disorders
(ICCIDD).
The Universal Salt
Iodisation (USI) has a target of
reaching 90% of the population
with adequately iodised salt.
"The survey comes at a crucial time when the Poshan
Maah (nutrition month) is
being celebrated across the
country. The results show that
industry regulators, state and
central government and other
stakeholders have played a critical role in the success so far.
"It is now time for us to
step up our efforts to achieve
full USI by 2022. I would be
happy to organize a meeting of
the stakeholders and states at
the NITI Aayog to take this discussion forward and devise a
strategy to achieve USI by
2022" Dr Vinod Paul, Member
(Health and Nutrition), NITI
Aayog said after releasing the
survey.
The survey, carried out
with the support of the Canada
Government through Global
Affairs Canada, was conducted across all 29 states and 7
Union Territories and includ-

ed a total of 21,406 households.
Front-runner states with more
than 99% of households having
access to adequately iodised salt
were Jammu & Kashmir,
Manipur, Mizoram and
Nagaland.
In addition, the survey
revealed that 13 out of 36
states have already achieved
Universal Salt Iodization (USI)
with more than 90% of their
households having access to
adequately iodized salt.
Andrew O Connell,
Nutrition International's
Regional Director, Asia, said,
We are confident that the
results from the India Iodine
Survey 2018-19 will guide policy decision and interventions
needed to sustain the progress
and step up efforts to reach
Universal Salt Iodisaiton.
Iodine is a vital micronutrient needed regularly in small
quantity for optimal mental
and physical development in
human beings. Its deficiency
can result in a range of disabilities and disorders such as
goitre, hypothyroidism, cretinism, abortion, still-birth,
mental retardation and psychomotor defects.
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police was reluctant to register
a rape case against the 72-yearold BJP leader.
“On Sunday, the SIT
quizzed me for about 11 hours.
I have told them about the rape.
Even after telling them everything, they have not arrested
Chinmayanand yet,” she had
said. She had alleged that when
her father gave a complaint to
police here about her physical
exploitation, Shahjahanpur
District Magistrate Indra
Vikram Singh “issued threats”,
asking her father to file “a
missing complaint” instead.
“I have all the proof. The
hostel room where I lived has
been sealed. It should be
opened in front of the media,”
she said. Amid all this, the man
who claimed to be the brother
of the victim handed over a pen
drive to the SIT.
The victim and her brother have claimed that if the SIT
does a fair probe, this pen drive
has some vital evidence against
Chinmayanand. According to
the victim’s brother, the pen
drive contains a video that is
enough to expose the “real
face” of the BJP leader.
After sustained and long
interrogation of the youth by the
SIT, it is being said that the victim’s family has already
expressed doubt over the probe.
Now it is up to the police what
it can churn out from the pen
drive. On the FIR registered by
Chinmayanand’s lawyer alleging
that she was demanding C5
crore, she said, “It should be
probed. This is a fake allegation.”
“He (Chinmayanand) has
ruined lives of many girls. I can’t
tell the exact number. I am the

only one to muster the courage
and stand up,” she added.
The SIT is looking into
details of the probe conducted
by the local police in the highprofile matter.
The SIT had called members of the girl’s family at the
district Police Lines on Sunday
afternoon for recording their
statement. The Apex Court
had said that an Allahabad
High Court bench would monitor the probe.
The inspector general said
the report would be submitted
to the Supreme Court in a
sealed envelope after the
inquiry. The SIT was formed
last Tuesday, a day after the
Supreme Court took suo motu
cognisance of the case and
directed the State Government
to investigate the charges levelled by the student.
The victim had gone missing on August 24, a day after
she posted a video on social
media, alleging that a “senior
leader of the sant community”
was harassing and threatening
to kill her. She was located in
Rajasthan last Friday.
Her father had filed a complaint with police, accusing
72-year-old Chinmayanand of
sexually harassing her, a charge
refuted by the former
Union Minister’s lawyer who
claimed it was a “conspiracy” to
blackmail him.
Police had on August 27
booked Chinmayanand under
Sections 364 (kidnapping or
abducting in order to murder)
and 506 (criminal intimidation) of the Indian Penal
Code based on the her father’s
complaint.
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embers of a Special
Investigation Team (SIT)
on Tuesday searched the hostel room of the student who
had accused BJP leader Swami
Chinmayanand of raping
and “physically exploiting” her
for a year.
The SIT members, accompanied by forensic experts,
spent nearly six hours at the
hostel room to collect evidence in connection with her
allegations against the former
Union Minister, college sources
said. The student and her family members accompanied the
SIT members during the
search, they said.
The team, which reached
the hostel around noon,
remained in the room till 5.45
pm, examining the postgraduate student’s belongings.
After the search, the room
was locked and sealed.
The SIT, headed by
Inspector General Naveen
Arora, was set up by the Uttar
Pradesh Government on a
Supreme Court directive.
The college principal said
though the room in which the
student was staying was meant
for two people, she lived there
alone. Police sources said no
rape case was registered till
Tuesday evening against
Chinmayanand after she lodged
a zero FIR in New Delhi. The
woman appeared before the
Press on Monday, alleging that
Chinmayanand had raped her,
and also “physically exploited”
her for one year.
She had told mediapersons that the Shahjahanpur

Muzaffarpur: Four persons of
a family died of asphyxiation
inside a newly-constructed septic tank at a village in Bihar’s
Muzaffarpur district on Tuesday,
an official said.
The incident occurred at
Madhuban Kanti village under
Bara Bharti panchayat of
Minapur block this morning
when a man, who went to
remove the scaffolding of the
newly-built septic tank, fell into
it accidentally, Sub-Divisional
Magistrate (East) Kundan
Kumar said. He died of suffocation after inhaling toxic gas,
Kumar said. Another three per-

sons of the family, who rushed
to save the first one, entered the
tank and also died of asphyxiation, he said. The deceased were
identified as Madhusudan Sahni,
Kaushal Kumar, Dharmendra
Sahni and Veer Kumar Sahni, he
said adding that all of them
could be in the age-group of 3035. The bodies were sent to Sri
Krishna Medical College and
Hospital here for post-mortem.
Minapur Circle Officer
Gyan Prasad Srivastava
annouced that an ex-gratia of
C4 lakh would be paid to the
next of kin of those died in the
incident.
PTI

Guwahati: People excluded
from the final NRC will get
certified copies, regarding
rejection of their names, at the
earliest so that they can file
their appeals, the office of the
NRC state coordinator
announced on Tuesday.
The dates regarding distribution of exclusion certificates will be announced soon,
NRC State Coordinator’s
office tweeted.
The process of collection
of exclusion certificates from
the NRC Seva Kendras are on,
the notice added.
The final NRC published
on August 31 consisted only of
Supplementary Lists and
“queries are being received
from the public about publication of all members of a
family irrespective of their
involvement in the claims and
objections process” the tweet
said.
“The results for the complete family will be available
for display online from
September 14 next and this
will be available only online,”
the notice added.
The final NRC was
released with 19,06,657 of the
total 3,30,27,661 applicants
excluded and 3,11,22,004
included.
PTI
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he Pune Police on Tuesday
conducted searches at the
T
residence of Delhi University
(DU) professor Hany Babu in
Noida in connection with its
probe into the 2017 Elgaar
Parishad case for alleged
Maoist links, officials said.
Pune
Assistant
Commissioner of Police Shivaji
Pawar said no arrest was made
during the search operation at
45-year-old Babu’s house in
Sector 78 of Noida, adjoining
the national Capital.
“We have conducted a
search operation at Babu’s residence in Noida in connection
with the Elgaar Parishad case
registered at the Vishrambaug

police station in Pune,” he said,
adding that police have recovered some electronic devices.
Babu, who teaches English
at the Delhi University, was
booked under Indian Penal
Code sections 120B (criminal
conspiracy), 121 and 121A
(waging or attempting to wage
war against government), 124A
(sedition), among others.
Babu alleged that police did
not have a search warrant and
they seized the phones of his
daughter and wife, barring
them from communicating
with friends.
“The officers entered my
residence and looked through
every room of my apartment.
The search went on for six
hours, at the end of which they

said they will be seizing my laptop, my hard disks, my pen drives and books. They made me
change the passwords of my
social media accounts and my
email accounts,” he said.
His wife, Jenny Rowena,
who teaches English at
Miranda House, said they are
scared after the raids, but DU
teachers and students have
expressed solidarity with them.
“We were sleeping when
they came. We didn’t know why
they were doing it. They told us
that the case does not need a
search warrant. They just told
us some case number and then
said it is connected to Rona
Wilson case,” she told PTI
over phone.
“We have books in three

rooms and they video recorded the books. After six hours,
they said, that you are suspects
now in the Bhima Koregaon
case,” she said.
The Noida Police said that
only a search and seizure operation was conducted at his
residence.
“Video recording of whole
proceedings was done, reasons for search were explained
to him in English, a copy of
seizure panchnama was given
with his due acknowledgement,”
Noida
Senior
Superintendent of Police
Vaibhav Krishna said.
The SSP said the Pune
Police team comprised a senior
crime branch officer and cyber
experts besides Pawar, the

investigation officer in the case,
while the Noida Police provided logistical support.
The Delhi University
Teachers’
Association
(DUTA) condemned the raids
on Babu’s house.
“Such raids without search
warrants are against the very
essence of democracy, individual freedom, and open the
door for planting evidence.
Arbitrary use of instruments of
the state to harass and intimidate dissent is inexcusable,”
the DUTA said in a statement.
The Elgaar conclave was
held at historic Shaniwar
Wada in Pune on December
31, 2017, ahead of the 200th
anniversary of the battle of
Koregaon Bhima.
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Saharanpur: A statue of BR
Ambedkar was damaged at
Ghunna village in Uttar
Pradesh’s Saharanpur district,
police said on Tuesday.
They said the incident led
to disenchantment in the Dalits
when they noticed the damaged
statue on Tuesday morning.
“People blocked a road in
protest against the incident.
Police reached the spot on getting information and requested
them to lift the blockade. Amid
this, a scuffle took place
between police and the protesters,” they said. “Police are
searching for the miscreants
who damaged the statue,” a
senior police official said. PTI
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s the State Home department has accepted the resignation of Pradeep Sharma,
Maharashtra’s former senior
police inspector and yesteryear’s prominent encounterspecialist, there is a strong
chance that he will contest the
State Assembly polls on a Shiv
Sena ticket.
Giving an indication to this
effect, the Shiv Sena’s official
mouth-piece “Saamana” stated
in a news report on Tuesday:
“Pradeep Sharma is interested in
contesting the State Assembly
polls from Nalla Sophara constituency (near Mumbai located in Palghar district). He will

soon join the Shiv Sena”.
When Sharma resigned
from the police service in the
second week of July this year
after nearly 36 years of service
marred by many controversies,
the speculation had it that he
would join the ruling BJP.
However, with the Sena mouthpiece itself claiming that
Sharma would join the Shiv
Sena, the earlier speculation
has come to a naught.
If and when Sharma formally joins the Shiv Sena,
Sharma will be the second
encounter-specialist to join the
saffron alliance. Ravindra
Angre, who had gunned down
54 underworld gangsters and
criminals in his controversial
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ndia’s fast bowler Md Shami
will “definitely” appear before
Ia designated
court in Kolkata on
the next date of his hearing, his
legal advisers said on Tuesday.
The Indian speedster who
was on his way to India via the
USA after playing in India-West
Indies series was on Monday
granted interim relief by the
Alipore Sessions Court.
The Court hearing a plea
from the cricketer’s lawyers
granted an interim stay on his
arrest ordered by a lower court
that had issued an arrest warrant
against Shami and his brother
for failing to appear on earlier
occasions after repeated summons. While his brother was
directed to appear immediate-

ly the quickie was given a
breathing period of 14 days in
consideration of his being away
in West Indies.
The India pace man is an
accused in case of domestic violence and sexual harassment
filed by his estranged wife
Hasin Jahan. The couple has a
girl child.
The interim stay was granted by Alipore court in West
Bengal in connection with the
case wherein Hasin Jahan
accused Shami of dowry and
sexual harassment. The next
hearing will be held on
November 2.
The cricketer who is likely
to return to India on September
12 has been asked to appear
before the court by November
2 the next date of hearing.

career, had earlier joined the ruling BJP on February 1, 2015.
Sharma, who joined the
police force in 1983, was
among the encounter-specialists that the Mumbai underworld had come to dread in the
late 1999 and early 2002 –a
period that saw the triggerhappy cops eliminate over 250
gangsters.
Sharma and other “Dirty
Harrys” of the Mumbai police
like Daya Nayak, Vijay Salaskar,
Praful Bhosale, Sachin Vaze,
Arun Borude, Ravindra Angre
and Aslam Momin had sent
panic waves through the underworld in the nineties and in the
first half of this decade.
Collectively, they had shot down

over 500 hard-core criminals
between 1992 and 2005.
In the early 2000s, Sharma
and Nayak, who were the
poster boys of the Mumbai
police then, had gone to town
claiming that they had gunned
down 112 and 95 gangsters
respectively. A tall and wellbuilt officer, Sharma had made
it to the pages of “Time”
Magazine, along with Daya
Nayak, in his hey days, for his
dare-devilry.
After having been transferred to Amravati in eastern
Maharashtra in the wake of the
custodial death of a terror suspect Khwaja Yunus in 2003,
Sharma’s career nosedived in
August 2008 after the state

government dismissed him
from service for his alleged
links with D-company. He,
however, redeemed himself on
May 7, 2009, when the
Maharashtra Administrative
Tribunal (MAT) ordered his
reinstatement, by stating that
his dismissal was unsustainable
under the law.
Sharma was once again in
the dock, when was arrested
along 21 others on January
8,2010 in connection with in
the fake encounter case of
gangster Ramnarayan Gupta
alias Lakhan Bhaiyya. On July
5, 2013, Sharma got a new lease
of life, as a Mumbai court
acquitted him in in that fake
encounter case.
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here was no respite in the
ongoing turf war between
ruling Trinamool Congress and
the BJP with the former refusing to recognise the saffron outfit as a political party and comparing it with a bat.
Reacting to BJP State president Dilip Ghosh’s comments
that Trinamool Congress was a
party of criminals which had
unleashed a reign of terror and
bloodshed in Bengal, senior
TMC leader and Bengal
Minister Firhad Hakim on
Tuesday said “we do not recognise BJP as a political party
because it has no genuine base

in the State.
“If you think a bat to be a
bird then you must take the BJP
as a political party. Much of its
muscle-flexing is on account of
the support it is getting from the
CPI(M) supporters. It is with the
help of the CPI(M) votes that
they have been able to win some
seats (in Lok Sabha elections).
Next time they will be back to
square one.”
Attacking the saffron outfit
further he said the BJP leaders
were taking the help of CPI(M)
supporters to stand on its feet on
the one side and on the other
they were keeping their own
leaders behind the protective
ring of the central forces. “They

don’t have the courage to reach
out to the people on their own
without the help of the central
forces,” he said. Attacking the
BJP for unleashing the CBI
and ED on opposition leaders
he said “had it not been for the
ED and CBI then many TMC
leaders who have been forced to
join the BJP leaders would have
come back to us.”
The ferocity of TMC-BJP
dogfight increased in the past
one week following the alleged
murder of two BJP supporters
in Birbhum and North 24
Parganas districts on the one
hand and the murder of two
TMC leaders in Murshidabad
and South 24 Parganas.
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he Dravidians who claim
about a separate Tamil idenT
tity and describe the Hindispeaking population in North
India as Aryans suffered a major
setback as an inter- continental
team of genome experts and
archaeologists conclusively
proved beyond any doubt that
there was never any Aryan invasion on the subcontinent from
across the border.
The scientists were drawn
from Deccan College Post
Graduate and Research Institute,
Pune, Harvard Medical School,
Broad Institute of Harvard and
MIT, Birbal Sahni Institute of
Palaeosciences, Lucknow, Centre
for Cellular and Molecular
Biology under the CSIR

(Hyderabad) , Max Planck
Institute ,Leipzig, Germany and
University of California,USA.
The results of the comprehensive scientific research
undertaken by the team has
been published in Cell , an internationally reputed science journal that publishes such studies
after peer-review. A team of scientists and technologists in the
respective fields of study cross
examine the findings and
approve the same before the
results appear in fine print in
Cell.
The title of the scientific
findings , which is described by
genome scientists like Prof
Kumarasamy Thangaraj of
CCMB, Hyderabad and Prof
Gyaneshwar Chaubey of
Banarese Hindu University as
the last nail on the coffin of the

Dravidian theory is “Ancient
Harappan genome lacks ancestry from Steppe Pastoralists or
Iranian Farmers”.
The research which
focussed on human genomes as
well as archaeological studies
found that the Indus Valley
population has no detectable
ancestry from Steppe pastoralists or from Anatolian and
Iranian farmers, suggesting
farming in South Asia arose
from local foragers rather than
from large-scale migration from
the West, Prof Vasant Shinde,
director, Deccan College told
The Pioneer
He said this was the first
ever “synchronised research”
involving archaeologists and
genome scientists that went into
the controversial topic. The
Dravidian political parties in

Tamil Nadu have been harping
on separate Dravidian identity
for hundred years. Their argument was that the Aryans who
invaded the Indus Valley drove
away the Dravidians towards
the southern part of the sub
continent and annexed the fertile Indus Valley as well as
Gangetic Plains.
The
Indus
Valley
Civilization is one of the first
large scale urban societies f the
ancient world believed to have
existed during the period 2600
to 1900 BCE. “But the DNA
samples we collected from a
Harappan cemetery in
Rakhigarhi in Haryana proves
that there is no trace of any foreign genetic presence in them
which proves that people
belonging to the Indus Valley
Civilization had distinct genet-

ic lineage,” said Prof Thangaraj
of CCMB, Hyderabad.
Prof Shinde explained that
had there been traces of genome
from other sources like Iran or
Steppe region in the samples
collected from Rakhigarhi it
could have been argued that
there was annexation and cross
breeding. “But the results negate
the theory of Aryan-Dravidian
divide and Aryan attacks of
any kind,” said Prof Shinde.
Many research studies
undertaken after the success of
the human genome sequencing
have repudiated the Aryan
Invasion theory . In early 2011,
scientists led by Prof Thangaraj
and Prof Chaubey had demolished the claims of the
Dravidians through DNA (basic
units of life) research.
Prof Chaubey pointed out

that the findings further prove
that the Harappan population
has contributed equally to the
dissemination of the population
across the sub-continent. “There
is no population in any part of
the country in which the Indus
Valley lineage is absent,” said
Prof Chaubey.
Leading Indologists like
Nicholas Kazanas of the Omilos
Meleton Cultural Institute at
Athens has proved the fallacy
behind the Dravidian theory.
“There is no scientific, cultural
or archaeological proofs that say
there existed something like
Dravidianism. India is the cradle of civilization which gave
Vedas and Upanishads to the
world. If some people do not
want to be proud of that, well,
they have some agendas,” Prof
Kazanas had told this paper
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joint team of Jammu &
Kashmir Police along with
security forces claimed to have
arrested eight member group of
over ground workers (OGWs)
working at the behest of three
active Lashkar-e-Tayyeba (LeT)
terrorists from Sopore area
of Kashmir’s Baramulla district
on Monday.
Police said these OGW’s
were following the diktats of
their mentors and “threatening” local residents by pasting
posters across common places
in the area.
Superintendent of Police,
Sopore Javid Iqbal in a statement said, “We have busted a
module of LeT terrorists by
arresting eight active members
of their group for pasting threatening posters in Sopore and
adjoining areas”.
According to the local
police, “the LeT terrorists were
behind attack on the family of
a fruit merchant, in which

father daughter duo had
received bullet injuries in
Dangerpora area of Sopore”.
SP, Sopore claimed, “three
LeT terrorists Sajad Mir, alias
Haidar, Asif Maqbool Bhatan
and Mudassir Pandith were
involved in the attack on the
fruit merchants family and on
a migrant labourer in the area”.
He said “Sajad has been
active from 2016 and heading
the local LeT module that has
been involved in series of attacks
and issuing threats to the locals”.
The OGW’s arrested by
the police were identified as
Aijaz Mir, Omar Mir, Tawseef
Najar, Imitiyaz Najar, Omar
Akbar,
Faizan
Latief,
Danish Habib and Showkat
Ahmad Mir.
“The OGWs had prepared
threatening posters and circulated them in the locality. Sajad
Mir and his associates were the
main persons on whose behest
the posters were published and
circulated in the area,” police
official said.

Mumbai: The Maharashtra
Government issued certificates
of citizenship to 23 persons
who hailed, originally, from
Pakistan, a State Government
release said on Tuesday.
These people had migrated to India several years ago
and were staying in the country on long-term visa.
“They
were
born
in Pakistan’s Punjab and
Sindh provinces and had
migrated to India...After
Partition. They were living
here on long-term visa in
Jalgaon, Aurangabad, Amravati
and
Kolhapur
(in
Maharashtra). Most of them
are from Sindhi and Sikh communities,” Maharashtra minister of state for home Deepak
Kesarkar told PTI.
“The certificates of citizenship were issued to them
after clearance from the Union
government. This was the
fourth round of such grant of
citizenship in the state,” he
added.
PTI

Solapur (Maharashtra): Social
media went into splits on
Tuesday after Hindutva protagonist, Manohar Sambhaji Bhide,
claimed that the US space
agency NASA had adhered to
Indian astrological calculations
for its successful moon mission.
Bhide — who is revered as
‘Guruji’ by his followers with
Prime Minister Narendra Modi
and Chief Minister Devendra
Fadnavis reportedly his admirers — made the claim at a
meeting here on Monday after
the Indian Space Research
Organisation (ISRO) that the
Chandrayan-2 Orbiter had
located the missing moon lander Vikram.
“Until now, USA’s NASA has
launched 38 missions to the
moon which failed. Later, a scientist studied Indian lunar calendar and ensured that the next
NASA mission was scheduled
on Ekadashi Day and it succeeded,” Bhide claimed.
The 85-year old activist

explained that on Ekadashai
Day, all the elements in the universe are ‘in sync’ leading to the
success of their mission and the
Indian almanac system is
incomparable.
Elaborating, Bhide — who
usually moves around barefoot
— said the ancient Indian systems of astronomical calculations are so accurate that they
can measure the thousandth
part of a second, which the
Americans deployed for their
successful missions. However, it
is not known how ISRO has
reacted to Bhide’s indirect advice
to it just two days after communication signals were lost
with Vikram, barely 2.1 kms
above the moon’s south polar
region, on Sep. 7, plunging the
whole country into a state of
anxiety. Nevertheless, many on
the social media networks poked
fun at Bhide for his outlandish
ideas and claims and some
demanded action against him
for his fanciful assertions. PTI
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Chennai: Describing abrogation
of Article 370 as a path breaking decision of the Centre,
Union Finance Minister
Nirmala Sitharaman on Tuesday
said the Congress should
speak in one voice on Jammu &
Kashmir and matters of
national security.
The Opposition party
should evaluate the situation, she
told reporters here to a question
about a reported Pakistan
dossier to the UN Human
Rights Council purportedly having remarks of Congress leader
Rahul Gandhi and National
Conference leader Omar
Abdullah against the Centre’s
action in scrapping special status to Jammu and Kashmir.
“The Congress leadership
should please look at what is
happening within the country
and speak in one voice as regards
to issues like Jammu and
Kashmir and as regards to issues
which matters to the country’s
national security”, she told
reporters.
PTI
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he Supreme Court awarded a compensation of Rs 20
lakh to a former judicial officer who was compulsorily
retired on corruption allegations which were later found to
be incorrect.
The apex court noted the
Gujarat High Court held that
no corruption charge was
made out against the former
judicial officer.
A bench of Justices
Deepak Gupta and Aniruddha
Bose, however, did not agree
with the view of the high court
which said that since the 53year-old officer had already
been out of job for eight years,
he should not be brought back
into service after such a long
time.
“Once the high court held
that the charges had not been
proved against the appellant,
who was a judicial officer, his
honour and dignity required
that he should be brought back

into the service. We hold that
the appellant (officer) has not
committed any act unbecoming of a judicial officer,” the
bench said in its order.
The top court said that he
cannot be brought back in service since he has already passed
the age of superannuation.
“We are of the considered
view that since the appellant
(officer) has not worked during all these years and this will
lead to another round of litigation to decide what he was
earning during this period, in
lieu of awarding him backwages, we direct that a lumpsum amount of Rs 20 lakh be
paid to the appellant,” the
bench said.
It said that the amount be
paid to him within six
months.The apex court passed
the order while dealing with a
plea filed by the former judicial
officer, who had joined the service in November 1981, regarding the relief to be granted to
him.
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Leh: Keen to shrug off its “war
zone” tag, around 500 families
in Kargil are looking to the
Centre to pump funds and
promote the region as a tourist
destination internationally after
the move to accord it Union
Territory status.
During the tourism minister’s three day visit to Leh last
week, tour operators and hoteliers from the region appealed
to him to focus on Kargil,
which they claimed is still living in the shadow of the 1999
Kargil war between India and
Pakistan.
“Even 20 years after the war,
if you type Kargil in a search
engine, the first result that pops

up is Kargil war. That is so
unfair to the people of the
region whose mainstay is
tourism. Because of the war
zone tag, we have never realised
our potential of being a tourist
destination despite the region
having various places of interest,” said Ashraf Ali from the All
Kargil Travel, Trade Association.
The Kargil war lasted for
nearly three months, killed
more than 500 Indian and nearly 400 Pakistani soldiers, and
ended with India pushing back
Pakistani fighters to the other
side of the LoC successfully.
While Pakistan called its operation to take over the control of
Indian posts along the LoC as

Operation Badr, India called its
offensive Operation Vijay.
With the Narendra Modi
Government according Leh
and Kargil Union Territory

status on August 5, both these
previous districts of Jammu &
Kashmir hope to come out of
the shadow of violence associated with the Valley.

However, for Kargil, the
focus is now to ensure that it
gets its share from the union
Government and is not overshadowed by Leh, which,
they claimed was now the
Centre’s darling.
“In all the discussions that
are going on, it is Leh and not
Kargil that is in focus. We have
the Aryan Valley, the Suru
Valley, Drass, Zanskar Valley
which could be promoted as
tourist destinations. Also, we
have three Buddha rock carvings which are the last such
carvings after the Bamyan statues were destroyed in
Afghanistan by the Taliban.
These statues have been left

unprotected and unpreserved,”
said Md Hasnen Rangyul, a
hotelier who was part of the delegation from the region.
While Kargil gets around
1.25 lakh tourists every year, it
is usually treated as a “transit
camp”, they said.
Kargil is placed midway
between Leh and Srinagar and
thus by tourists as a resting point
before their onward journey.
“All we get are tourists who
stay the night at our hotels and
leave the next morning after
breakfast. That’s not tourism, its
like treating the region as a transit camp. Around 3,000 foreigners from Japan, Korea come
to Kargil to see the Buddha

carvings and also enjoy the
apricot blooming season. We
want the Government to promote us internationally
and include us in its various circuits,” said Ali.
However, surprisingly, it is
Bollywood that is giving them
some solace, specially Karan
Johar’s Dharma Productions.
While parts of Johar’s earlier
film, Kalank was shot here, it is
ironically a film on Capt Vikram
Batra who was posthumously
awarded the Param Vir Chakra,
India’s highest and most prestigious award for valour, for his
actions during the 1999 Kargil
War, which is giving the region
some succour.

“The entire team is shooting there for months. So, as this
news comes, we want to tell the
international community and
the domestic tourists to come to
Kargil and stay here. We have
around 30 hotels, beautiful
peaks which are covered with
snow for 12 months and people
who are immensely hospitable.
Kargil’s area is 15,000 sq km,
bigger than Kashmir Valley and
is as beautiful,” appealed Ali.
The Government on its
part has promised equal distribution of opportunities and
funds for Leh and Kargil, assuring the stakeholders in both the
regions that the focus is on
boosting tourism.
PTI
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Kolkata: Union Minister Smriti
Irani on Tuesday hit out at West
Bengal Chief Minister Mamata
Banerjee for her opposition to
NRC, saying that the BJP-led
government at the Centre is
committed to protecting the
rights of each and every citizen
of the country.
The illegal infiltrators will
be dealt with as per law and the
constitution, she asserted.
“No Indian will be left
out... We are dedicated towards
protecting the rights of the citizens of the country,” the union
minister said on NRC.
Irani criticised the ruling
Trinamool Congress in the
state for political violence and
corruption and said the cut
money controversy is an example of its corrupt government.
“The fact that TMC has
ordered to return the cut
money taken by their party
leaders from masses who
availed government schemes, is
a blatant example of the corruption in the TMC government. Those who have raised
their voices against cut money
and have sought their money
back are now being raped and

murdered,” Irani said.
A woman from Moynaguri
in Jalpaiguri district who had
demanded the refund of the cut
money given by her was gangraped by alleged TMC leaders.
Banerjee’s opposition to
policies of the central government are well known to the
people, she said.
“The belligerent stand
taken by Mamata Banerjee is
preventing the people of the
state from availing benefits
provided by the central government, that could have
reached farmers, women and
children.
“Establishment of industries have been stalled by the
West Bengal government ...
The Lok Sabha election results
in West Bengal has shown that
people of the state want
change,” Irani, who is union
cabinet minister for textiles
and women and child development, said.
BJP won 18 of the 42 Lok
Sabha seats in the state, just
four less than TMC in the Lok
Sabha polls.
Referring to Banerjee’s
opposition to bank mergers

and her letter to Prime Minister
Narendra Modi that it would
cause job losses, Irani said
Union Finance Minister
Nirmala Sitharaman has articulated that not a single job will
be lost because of the merger.
The fact that Chief
Minister of Bengal has taken
positions against the Centre is
nothing new for the people of
Bengal.
“In fact when it comes to
the issue of illegal immigrants
in Bengal she held a different
position in August 2005 when
she hurled papers at the Lok
Sabha deputy speaker as a
mark of protest against the
inclusion of names of illegal
immigrants in the voter list of
Bengal.
“So the dichotomy in her
stand is not a new thing,” she
said and hit out at Banerjee for
her opposition to the NRC.
Referring to Trinamool
Congress leadership hitting
the streets in West Bengal over
NRC in Assam, Irani said the
Union Home Minister Amit
Shah has already assured the
citizens of the country that no
citizens will be left out. PTI
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Thiruvananthapuram: Kerala
Governor Arif Mohammad
Khan on Tuesday greeted the
people of the state on the eve
of Onam.
In his message, Khan conveyed his heartiest Onam
greetings to Keralites all over
the world.
“I sincerely wish that the
melody, beauty and sparkle of
Onam fill our minds and
homes with the celestial joy of
festivity and convey to the
world, Kerala’s unique message
of equality, love and harmony,”
he said in a release.
Minister of State for
External
Affairs
&
Parliamentary Affairs, V
Muraleedharan also wished
the people of the state on
Onam eve.
“Onam festival marks the
history and the cultural heritage of Kerala. Malayalis are
ready
to
welcome
‘Thiruvonam’ by making floral carpets, wearing new
clothes and preparing a lavish

Onam ‘Sadhya’,” he said in a
release.
Police are maintaining a
tight vigil following inputs
from the Army that there may
be a terror attack in southern
parts of the country.
Meanwhile,
Kerala
Tourism’s week-long cultural
extravaganza to mark this
year’s Onam celebrations started on Tuesday, showcasing
the states vibrant classical and
folk dances,modern art and
performing traditions across
the southern state.
The fest would feature
over 5,000 artistes of different
genres and Thiruvanathauram,
the state capital, alone would
have programmes in as many
as 29 venues, officials said.
The celebrations would
conclude with a colourful cultural pageantr y here on
September 16.
According to mythology,
Kerala was once ruled by
“Mahabali”, a generous Asura
(demon) king.
PTI

Jammu: Union Minister
Jitendra Singh said on Tuesday
the biggest achievement during the 100 days of the Modi
government’s second term is
the scrapping of the special
status of Jammu and Kashmir
and “our next agenda” is
making POK an integral
part of India.
“It is not only my or my
party’s commitment but a
resolve of the unanimous resolution passed by Parliament
in 1994 by the then Congress
government, headed by P V
Narsimha Rao. This is an
accepted position,” Singh said
on issue of Pakistan-occupied Kashmir.
Replying to a question on
the vicious campaign
launched by Pakistan on abrogation of Article 370, the
Union minister in the PMO
said the world view is aligned
with India.
“Some of those countries,
which were not agreeing to
India’s viewpoint, now follow
our view point,” he said,
adding the common man in
Kashmir is “rejoicing” about

the potential benefits.
However, he suggested, a
handful of beneficiaries “of
this mayhem, which was carried on for all these years, are
unhappy.”
Recounting the achievements of Prime Minister
Narendra Modi’s second term
in its first 100 days, Singh said
the abrogation of the article
was biggest step in fully integrating Jammu & Kashmir
with India.
He said India comes first
to any other identity.
“The biggest and greatest
achievement of 100 days is the
abrogation of Article 370,”
Singh told reporters here.
“It needed tremendous
amount of will power, conviction and determination,”
he added.
“Our next agenda is
retrieving PoK” and making it
an integral part of India, he
asserted.
As part of a nationwide
campaign to highlight the 100
days of bold initiatives by the
National Democratic Alliance
government, Singh said “had

(Jana Sangh founder Syama
Prasad) Mookerjee been alive,
he would have declared ‘go
and tell the world that Modi
and Amit Shah have abrogated Article 370’.”
“He said it is redemption
to the promise of Mookerjee,”
he said.
Singh said as far as terrorism is concerned, Pakistan
has continued to perpetuate
and sponsor terrorism on soil
of India in J&K.
“What is being said in
Pakistan by some leaders is
being closely followed by the
MEA. Their remarks do not
carry any weight,” he added.
He said India’s position is
of consistency, conviction and
candidness.
Singh said there cannot be
any premium on the antiIndia activities and terrorism.
“Now the time has come,
history would decide this...
Whether Nehru or Mookerjee
was right? The moment of
judgment has arrived”.
He said everyone knows
who has enjoyed premium
by anti-India activism

and “they would have to pay
the price.”
On the return of Kashmiri
Pandits to the Valley, he said,
“Once the conditions are conducive, you do not have to
make up a plan. They will
themselves voluntarily go back
as it is vicious to live outside
their home land.”
He said that this is going
to be the last phase of militancy in Kashmir. After this,
he added, not only KPs but
many others will be looking
forward to head to the Valley.
On
an
Amnesty
International report on security forces, he said he was sure
that concerned agencies are
taking cognisance of it.
“There are 101 human
rights violations being committed in various states of
America. All narcotics are
happening
from
US.
Government is now in the
process of banning electronic
cigarettes, which comes from
the US. That country, which
blames us for rights violations,
is benefiting from the trade of
it,” he added.
PTI

Chennai: A suspected operative of terror outfit Jamaat-ulMujahideen Bangladesh was
produced before the court of a
judicial magistrate here on
Tuesday after he was arrested
by the Special Task Force of
Kolkata Police with the help
of local police.
The magistrate granted a
transit remand to suspect
Asadullah Sheikh, who was
later taken by the STF, the local
police said.
Sheikh (35) has been
booked under several sections
of the Indian Penal Code after
he was nabbed from his hideout in the city’s Neelankarai
area, they added.
“We had information that
Raja was hiding in Chennai.
Our officers conducted a raid
and nabbed him from
Neelankarai area. He was residing in a rented house there.
Raja is an active member of the

JMB,” a senior officer of
Kolkata Police STF said.
Several documents and a
mobile phone were seized from
his possession, he added.
Five suspected JMB members, including Sheikh, have
been arrested by the Kolkata
Police since the last week of
August. A top operative of the
outfit who was involved in the
2018 Bodh Gaya blast was
arrested from Bihar.
The Centre, in May this
year, declared the Bangladeshbased JMB, which is blamed for
the terror attack on a Dhaka
cafe in 2016 that claimed the
lives of 22 people, including 17
foreigners, a banned terrorist
organisation.
PTI
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)RUDPDQZKRVD\VKHLVDPDVWHURIGHDOV863UHVLGHQW
'RQDOG7UXPSVHHPVUDWKHUGHVSHUDWHWKLVWLPH

(

YHU\$PHULFDQ3UHVLGHQWZDQWVWROHDYH
KLVKHUPDUNRQPRGHUQZRUOGKLVWRU\
XVXDOO\E\DOWHULQJJOREDOSROLWLFVIRUEHW
WHURUZRUVH6RPHGRLWZLWKHFRQRPLFSRO
LF\RWKHUVPLOLWDULO\<HWRWKHUVZDQWQHJRWLDW
HGVHWWOHPHQWVWRWURXEOHVSRWVLQDQGDURXQG
WKHZRUOGZKLFKKDVEHHQWKHSUHIHUUHGPHWKRG
LQWKHUHFHQWSDVW8VXDOO\HDFKDGPLQLVWUD
WLRQEXLOGVRQWKHZRUNGRQHE\LWVSUHGHFHV
VRUDVLVWKHFRGHRIVWDWHFUDIW+RZHYHUWKDW
LVVRPHWKLQJWKDWPRGHUQSROLWLFDOOHDGHUVEXLOW
XSE\VRFLDOPHGLDJLPPLFNVDQGUKHWRULFDO
UDPEOLQJVVHHPWRKDYHORVW0DQ\SROLWLFLDQVSDUWLFXODUO\WKHFXUUHQW863UHVLGHQW
'RQDOG7UXPSKDYHEHHQHOHFWHGRQWKHH[SUHVVSURPLVHRIXQGRLQJWKHZRUN
GRQHE\WKHLUSUHGHFHVVRUV6RKHSURPSWO\ULSSHGXSWKH86,UDQQXFOHDUGHDO
WULHGWREDQLVKIRUPHU863UHVLGHQW%DUDFN2EDPD·VVLJQDWXUHKHDOWKFDUHSROL
F\¶2EDPDFDUH·DQGUHQGHUHGDVXQGHUWKHJOREDOWUDGHV\VWHP
%XWWKDWGRHVQRWPHDQ7UXPSZRXOGQ·WZDQWWREHUHPHPEHUHGLQKLVWRU\
2QHFRXOGVDIHO\DUJXHWKDWKHLVGHVSHUDWHIRUDGHDO+LVDWWHPSWVWRZLQRYHU
.LP-RQJXQKDYHEHHQUDWKHUHSLFEXWXOWLPDWHO\IUXLWOHVV+HKDVVHQWKLVVRQ
LQODZ-DUHG.XVKQHUZKRXQGHUVWDQGVPRUHDERXWUHDOHVWDWHWKDQKHGRHVDERXW
PXFKHOVHWRGHDOZLWKWKH0LGGOH(DVW2QHUHVXOWKDVEHHQWKHVKLIWLQJRIWKH
$PHULFDQ(PEDVV\LQ,VUDHOWR-HUXVDOHPXSVHWWLQJWKHORQJVWDQGLQJVWDWXVTXR
7UXPSDOVRZDQWVWRGLSKLVILQJHUVLQWRWKH,QGLD3DNLVWDQPXGGOHVRPHWKLQJ
WKH$PHULFDQVKDYHZLVHO\VWHHUHGFOHDURIIRUGHFDGHV0D\EHKHZDVSHUVXDG
HGE\3DNLVWDQ3ULPH0LQLVWHU,PUDQ.KDQWRGRVRPHWKLQJEXWKLVGHVSHUDWLRQ
WREHUHPHPEHUHGDVD´GHDOPDNHUµLVOHDGLQJKLPWRPDNHVRPHUHDOO\EDG
FDOOVVXFKDVKLVLOOWKRXJKWRXWVWUDWHJLHVLQ6\ULDDQG$IJKDQLVWDQ,QWKHODWWHU
KHZDQWVWRPDNHDGHDOZLWKWKH7DOLEDQ+HHYHQFDOOHGLWVOHDGHUVWRWKH86
WKHZHHNRI6HSWHPEHUWKHWHUURULVWDWWDFNWKDWKDVGHILQHGWKDWFRXQWU\·V
PRGHUQKLVWRU\DQGRQHWKDWDOPRVWFHUWDLQO\ZDVRUFKHVWUDWHGZLWKWKHVXSSRUW
RIWKH7DOLEDQ7KHWHUURURXWILWVKRXOGEHUHPHPEHUHGIRUZKDWLWLV³DPRUDO
O\DQGHWKLFDOO\FRUUXSWJURXSRIEDQGLWV7UXPS·VGHDOLQJVZLWKWKH7DOLEDQZHUH
GHHSO\ZRUU\LQJIRU,QGLDDQGDOPRVWFHUWDLQO\SOD\HGDSDUWLQWKHDEURJDWLRQRI
$UWLFOHLQ-DPPXDQG.DVKPLUDVWKHUHZDVDIHDUWKDWWKH3DNLVWDQLHVWDE
OLVKPHQWKDYLQJWDVWHGEORRGLQ.DEXOZRXOGZDQWWRGRWKHVDPHLQ.DVKPLU
7KDQNIXOO\HYHQVRPHRI7UXPS·VV\FRSKDQWVKDYHFDOOHGKLPRXWIRUKLVFUD]\
GHDOLQJVDQGWKH7DOLEDQOHDGHUVWKHPVHOYHVQRPDVWHUVLQVWDWHFUDIWWKRXJKW
WKH\FRXOGFRPHWRWKHEDUJDLQLQJWDEOHDIWHUKDYLQJDWWDFNHG$PHULFDQLQWHU
HVWV2IFRXUVHVRPHREVHUYHUVEHOLHYHWKDWWKHPRYHWRFDQFHOSHDFHWDONVZLWK
WKH7DOLEDQFRXOGEHDWDFWLFDORQHZLWKWKH86 3UHVLGHQWSUREDEO\WU\LQJWRJHW
PRUHIRUWKH$IJKDQJRYHUQPHQW7KHVHH[SHUWVDOVRSRLQWHGWRWKH861RUWK
.RUHDHQJDJHPHQWZKHUHKHFDQFHOOHGWDONVZLWK.LP-RQJXQRQO\WRUHVFKHG
XOHWKHPGD\VODWHU5HSRUWVVD\7UXPSLVLVRODWHGLQKLVTXHVWIRUDZLWKGUDZ
DOGHDOZLWKVHQLRUSHHUVRSSRVHGWRLW7KH7DOLEDQVDLGWKH86PRYHZLOOOHDG
WRPRUHORVVHVWRWKDWFRXQWU\ZLWK86FUHGLELOLW\HURGHG7KHSUREOHPLVWKDW
7UXPSXQVXUHZKHWKHUKHZLOOZLQUHHOHFWLRQLQD\HDU·VWLPHPLJKWPDNHVRPH
PRUHIDWDOFRPSURPLVHVRYHUWKHQH[WIHZ\HDUV,QGLDDQGWKHZRUOGVKRXOGEH
ZDU\RIKLVGHDOPDNLQJ)RUQRZ,QGLDFDQWDNHKHDUWIURPWKHIDFWWKDWLWZRXOG
SHUKDSVUHGXFH86GHSHQGHQFHRQ3DNLVWDQMXVWDELWWKHODWWHUEHLQJWKHEULGJH
EHWZHHQDGPLQLVWUDWLRQRIILFLDOVDQGWKH7DOLEDQ%XWLI7UXPSLVLQGHHGNHHQWR
EHWKLVVWDNHVDVSHDFHPDNHUKHUHZHFRXOGKDYHDQXQVWHDG\EDFN\DUG

Ec`fS]VW`c<R^R]?ReY

7KHULRWVSUREHZLOOFRPSRXQGWKH03&0¶VZRHV
DIWHUWKHKHDWIURP('DQG&RQJIDFWLRQILJKWV

7

URXEOH FRQWLQXHV WR EUHZ IRU WKH
&RQJUHVV LQ 0DGK\D 3UDGHVK ZLWK
&KLHI0LQLVWHU.DPDO1DWKQRZLQWKHOLQH
RIILUHDVWKH8QLRQ+RPH0LQLVWU\KDVGHFLG
HGWRUHRSHQVHYHQFDVHVSHUWDLQLQJWRWKH
DQWL6LNKULRWV0RUHWKDQ6LNKV
ZHUHEXUQWDOLYHLQ'HOKLDIWHUWKHDVVDVVLQD
WLRQRIWKHQ3ULPH0LQLVWHU,QGLUD*DQGKLDQG
1DWK·VDOOHJHGRIIHQFHZKLFKKDVDOVREHHQ
WHVWLILHGE\VHYHUDOH\HZLWQHVVHVZDVRIJLY
LQJVKHOWHUWRILYHSHUVRQVZKRZHUHDFFXVHG
LQRQHRIWKRVHVHYHQFDVHV,WPD\QRWFXO
PLQDWHLQDKDUVKGHFLVLRQEXWFRXOGEHHQRXJKWRWURXEOHDVLWWLQJ&KLHI0LQLVWHU
%HVLGHVWKHZLO\SROLWLFLDQWKDWKHLV1DWKKDVEHHQDEOHWRKROGRIIKLVLQYROYH
PHQWLQWKHFDVHPRVWO\RQWKHJURXQGWKDWWKHUHZDVQR),5DJDLQVWKLPDQG
WKH1DQDYDWL&RPPLVVLRQKDGH[RQHUDWHGKLP6RWKRXJKQRWKLQJQHZWKHPRYH
ZLOOFHUWDLQO\FRVWKLPLQWHUPVRISHUFHSWLRQYDOXHFRPLQJDVLWGRHVFORVH
RQWKHKHHOVRIDKRVWRIUDLGVE\LQYHVWLJDWLQJDJHQFLHVDQGLQFRPHWD[GHSDUW
PHQWDQGWKHVXEVHTXHQWDUUHVWVRISURPLQHQWOHDGHUVIURPWKH&RQJUHVVHVSH
FLDOO\WKRVHZLWKRUJDQLVDWLRQDOVWUHQJWKDQGFULVLVPDQDJHPHQWVNLOOV/HVVWKDQ
WZRZHHNVDIWHUWKHWKHDWULFDODUUHVWRI&KLGDPEDUDP&RQJUHVV·ILQDQFLDOO\VWURQJ
DQGSRSXODUOHDGHU'.6KLYDNXPDUWRRZDVSXWEHKLQGEDUVLQFRQQHFWLRQZLWK
DPRQH\ODXQGHULQJFDVH$QGZKDWHYHUWKHSROLWLFDOPRWLYDWLRQVHYHU\SDUW\
H[HFXWHV WKH LGHD RI HIIHFWLQJ UHWULEXWLYH MXVWLFH DV D ZD\ RI SUHVVXULQJ WKH
2SSRVLWLRQFDPS6RWKLVKHDWZDVEXWH[SHFWHGFRQVLGHULQJWKH0DGK\D3UDGHVK
*RYHUQPHQWLVMXVWVXUYLYLQJRQDZDIHUWKLQPDMRULW\DQGWKHRSSRVLWLRQ%-3
PXFKOLNH.DUQDWDNDFDQQRWIRUJHWWKHKXPLOLDWLRQRIORVLQJD\HDUROGVWURQJ
KROGDQGLVKHOOEHQWRQWRSSOLQJLW
1DWKLVEHLQJFRUQHUHGIURPDOOVLGHVERWKZLWKLQKLVSDUW\DQGRXWVLGHDQG
WKH&RQJUHVV·PDVWHUVWUDWHJLVWVXGGHQO\ILQGVKLPVHOILQDFOHIWVWLFN(YHQLI
WKHULRWVFDVHGRHVQ·WKROGZDWHUWKH(QIRUFHPHQW'LUHFWRUDWH (' KDVKLPLQ
DELQGDVLWDUUHVWHGKLVQHSKHZLQFRQQHFWLRQZLWKDQDOOHJHGEDQNORDQIUDXG
FDVHLQYROYLQJCFURUH7RPDNHPDWWHUVZRUVHLQWHUQDOGLVVHQVLRQEHWZHHQ
WKHROGDQGQHZJXDUGKDVSXWKLPLQDSUHFDULRXVVLWXDWLRQ:LWK1DWKKROG
LQJWKHGXDOFKDUJHDVWKH&KLHI0LQLVWHUDQG3UDGHVK&RQJUHVV&RPPLWWHH 3&&
SUHVLGHQWWKHDPELWLRXV\RXQJEULJDGHKHOPHGE\-\RWLUDGLW\D6FLQGLDLVVWDN
LQJWKHLUFODLPDWOHDGHUVKLSFRQVLGHULQJKHWRRKDVDXWKRUHGWKHSDUW\·VZLQ
LQWKH$VVHPEO\HOHFWLRQODVW\HDU6RQLD*DQGKLPD\KDYHUHWXUQHGDVSDUW\
FKLHIEXWLQNHHSLQJWKHOR\DOLVWROGJXDUGOLNH'LJYLMD\D6LQJKDQG1DWKKDSS\
VKHLVULVNLQJDUHEHOOLRQDQGZRUVHSRVVLEO\GHIHFWLRQE\WKH6FLQGLDFDPS
,IVRPHGLVVHQWHUVSOD\XSWKHULRWFDVHFKDUJHVVKHZLOOKDYHOLWWOHRSWLRQEXW
WRGLVWDQFHKHUVHOIDQGGHOLQN1DWKIURPWKH&RQJUHVVGROHRISULYLOHJHV,QIDFW
KLVVZHDULQJLQFHUHPRQ\DV&KLHI0LQLVWHUZDVKHOGDPLGSURWHVWVE\6LNK
JURXSVGHPDQGLQJKLVUHVLJQDWLRQ7KHSUREOHPLVWKDW1DWKKDVEHHQUHLQLQJ
LQ KLV QXPEHUV GHVSLWH WKH %-3·V SHUVLVWHQW SRDFKLQJ DWWHPSWV VLQFH ODVW
'HFHPEHU%XWQRZZLWK6FLQGLD·VFKDOOHQJH1DWKVXGGHQO\ILQGVKLPVHOIDPRQJ
HQHPLHVZLWKLQDQGZLWKRXW&RQJUHVVYHWHUDQVPXVWUHDOLVHWKDWWKHROGGD\V
RIWKHSURWHFWRUDWHDUHDOOEXWRYHU
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ast month, the Sri Lankan Army
(SLA) held its ninth annual
defence seminar under the shadow of the tragic Easter Sunday
bombings in Colombo, the muchdiscussed appointment of Army
Commander Lt Gen Shavendra Silva and
the political reverberations of a presidential election that might return Sri Lanka to
a securitised state under the Rajapaksas.
Thirty years after the Eelam war started, on May 19 around 9:45 am, the 53
Infantry Division of SLA killed LTTE
supremo Velupillai Prabhakaran around
Nandikadal Lagoon. Colombo has celebrated that day by proudly declaring not a single terrorist attack since then. This achievement was marred by the April 21, 2019, terrorist bombings, raising the question:
“What happened” after the SLA had eliminated root and branch, LTTE insurgency
and terrorism, and ushered in a decade of
peace and development but without
addressing post-conflict resolution, including transitional justice and accountability.
SLA used the post-victory period to
consolidate and savour the fruits of battlefield triumphs earned with heavy human
losses. It shared lessons of its incredible
success with other countries facing domestic terrorism in the form of annual defence
seminars. Lt Gen Silva highlighted “learning from debacles as well” referring to the
Easter Sunday bombings. From my privileged position of being a permanent invitee since 2011, it must be said that the proficiency the Army displayed in defeating
the LTTE is equally visible in the organisation of the seminar. The cultural evening
presented by the versatile men and women
of the SLA is getting better every year,
especially its innovative themes and special effects.
In the defeat of the LTTE and other
insurgencies, what cannot be forgotten is
the key role played by India and Indian
Peace Keeping Force (IPKF) in preventing
Eelam, protecting Sri Lanka’s sovereignty
and integrity, preserving democracy by
conducting three sets of elections: provincial, parliamentary and presidential in the
north-east; promoting 13th Amendment
on devolution for Tamils; and undermining the military capacity of the LTTE.
While IPKF fought LTTE in north east,
SLA was enabled to crush the JVP revolt
in the south. In the 1970s, too, Indian
troops helped SLA in subduing JVP rebels.
The IPKF memorial in Colombo is not
only Sri Lanka’s salute to 1,200 Indians dead
and 5,000 wounded but also the foundation on which stands the defence relations
between the two militaries.
Today, defence cooperation includes
counter terrorism, maritime security in the
Indian Ocean and a trilateral coastal security mechanism with the Maldives, whose
Chief of Defence Force attended this
year’s seminar.

The “what happened”
question about the Easter
Sunday bombings still being
investigated came up at the
seminar. It is simplistic to
attribute it to the dysfunctional Government sourced to the
53-day Constitutional crisis
starting October 26, 2018, with
the President and Prime
Minister working at cross purposes. Sharing of parallel intelligence was conspicuously
absent. It was total and complete systemic failure. On the
sidelines of the seminar, one
picked up that India baiters in
Colombo, including Pakistanis,
were asking how did India
“know so much” about potential bombers — it knew their
names, cell numbers and details
of weapon caches — and why
did the suicide bomber earmarked to trigger off his explosive device in India-owned Taj
Samudra hotel walk out ostensibly after some malfunction?
The
then
Army
Commander Lt Gen Mahesh
Senanayake is reported to have
told BBC that some of the
human bombers had travelled
to south India and Kashmir for
training. This was denied by
India. Elements within the
Army were extremely unhappy with the Constitutional crisis and its aftermath, leading to
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riots in Amparai, Kandy and
Colombo. Fortunately, only
two Muslims were killed in the
post-bombing riots when SLA
swiftly put a lid on the violence
and rounded up nearly 100 suspects.
A reorganisation of intelligence and security has taken
place. The Chief of National
Intelligence, who coordinates
seven different intelligence
agencies, is an Army officer,
Maj Gen JR Kulathunga.
Previously, this appointment
was held by a police officer.
Maj
Gen
Dayasiri
Hettiarachchi, former Jaffna
commander, has opened a new
department for deradicalisation of Muslims. The new
Defence Secretary is Lt Gen
Shantha Kottegoda, a former
Army Commander. This post
was traditionally held by a
civil servant. All these new
appointments have been
placed under the Ministry of
Defence, reflecting the great
trust in the Army.
In the aftermath of the
Easter bombings, national
security and the pivotal position of the Army in Sri Lankan
society, never in doubt, is soaring high. Colombo’s shrinking
Galle Face Green is towered by
highrise five-star hotels and a
future port city rising from the
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Sir — This refers to the editorial, “Onwards and upwards”
(September 9). Chandrayaan-2
literally appeared to be a case of
so near yet so far. The ISRO
spacecraft, Chandrayaan-2,
failed to make a soft-landing just
when it was 2.1 km from the earmarked spot on the moon’s surface, putting on hold the nation’s
midnight celebrations.
Success in space programmes is fraught with great
risks and failures are a part and
parcel of scientific research. The
country rightly stands by its scientists. As ISRO Chairman K
Sivan came out to see off the
Prime Minister, he could not
hold back his tears.
Hope and despair of a nation
were vividly depicted in those
moments when a journey, one of
scientific pride, went awry in the
last lap. Having accomplished so
much, ISRO can be trusted to
undertake necessary corrections
and launch the proud mission
yet again. It can do it. The
entire country has trust in its
capabilities.
JS Acharya
Hyderabad

speculation of a military takeover but was quickly discounted as SLA has a history of civilian control.
Two enquiries are underway: One, a presidential commission and the other, a parliamentar y
inquisition.
Presidential hopeful Gotabhaya
Rajapaksa has said that he will
order an enquiry if he is elected. In his earlier comments, he
had criticised the Government
for dismantling after the war,
the intelligence network he
had set up before it. This is only
partially true. Several military
intelligence officers and soldiers are being investigated for
omissions and commissions.
Intelligence agencies
ignored some of the leads at the
behest of political leaders.
Mention was made of growing
polarisation of society, religious and ethnic tensions at the
seminar. One could pick up the
palpable fear among majority
Sinhalese about radicalisation
of Muslims, which is not a new
phenomenon. At another level,
it is the envy about the prosperity and wealth enjoyed by
Muslims as a trading community leading to anti-Muslim
sentiment. The Muslims, too,
live in fear of the Sinhalese
Bodu Bala Sena, allegedly
responsible for anti-Muslim
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aTVX^]7^fTeTafXcW2WP]SaPhPP]!^aQXcTabcX[[QTX]V
PRcXeT P]S X]e^[eTS X] Xcb R^]cX]d^db _PcW Xc QaX]Vb
RWTTabP]SW^_Tbc^\P]h_T^_[TCWT[^bX]V^UR^]
cPRcfXcWEXZaP\_aX^ac^[P]SX]VaTbd[cTSX]cWT8]SXP]
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X] cWXb \XbbX^] PaT WXVW[h P__aTRXPcTS CWT ?aX\T
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Sir — The words Ram Jethmalani
and criminal law are almost synonymous. The firebrand advocate
was known for his robust arguments and physical presence
inside the courts. Jethmalani
loved to play the devil’s advocate.

depths of the Indian Ocean.
Soldiers are back at vantage
locations “protecting the people”, one of Lt Gen Silva’s top
missions. Similarly, checks at
the Bandaranaike International
Airport have been enhanced.
Tourism, which took a big hit
after the bombings, has picked
up and is expected to return to
the 2018 high.
Elaborate inter-faith harmony programmes have been
launched by the National Peace
Council. The demonising of
Muslims has to end if Sri Lanka
has to return to the path of sanity, peace and development.
The defence seminar has
proved SLA remains the ultimate protector of the Sri
Lankan people but tainted with
alleged human rights violations. The air on this should be
cleared soon.
Special Forces’ HS
Kumarasiri, Sri Lanka’s most
highly decorated soldier, was
killed this month in his 681st
free fall attempt during a
multinational exercise in the
east, proving that fear is
unknown to SLA.
(The writer is a retired
Major General of the Indian
Army and founder member of
the Defence Planning Staff,
currently the revamped
Integrated Defence Staff)

the medical evidence given by
TD Dogra on Indira Gandhi,
which later won Balbir’s acquittal; to pleading for R ajiv
Gandhi’s killers in 2011 — his
range and histrionics in court
knew no limit.
KS Padmanabhan
Chennai

E^SUbdQY^VedebU

<X]XbcTa³bVTbcdaTc^fPaSb8BA>2WXTU^eTacWTUPX[daT
ST\^]bcaPcTb [TPSTabWX_ P]S cWT b_XaXc ^U UPXa]Tbb
7^fTeTabdRWT\^cX^]P[^dcQdabcbbW^d[SQTPe^XSTS
X]P_dQ[XRS^\PX]P]SX]bcTPScWTcTP\bW^d[S_dcd_
PQaPeTUPRTc^cWTT]cXaTf^a[SP]SPRRT_ccWTUPX[daTb
X]cWTaXVWcb_XaXc^UcWTVP\T
EPad]3P\QP[
1T]VP[dad

The number of high-profile and
“unpopular” cases, which he
chose to defend during the course
of a colourful and charismatic
career, is legion.
As a lawyer, he was proficient
and knowledgeable in all branches of law. His clients came in all
shapes and sizes — scamsters,
gangsters, smugglers, anti-social

elements and even anti-nationals.
This underlined his forte as a
criminal lawyer without parallel.
Sample some of his most celebrated cases: He defended BJP
leader LK Advani in the hawala
scam to Lalit Modi, former IPL
Chairman; from backing one of
Indira Gandhi’s alleged assassin,
Balbir Singh, and challenging

Sir — The no-deal Brexit proposal has encountered plenty of
obstacles and challenges. As
expected, British Prime Minister
Boris Johnson is finding it
increasingly difficult to deal
with the political situation. Part
of the problem is the present
political vacuum in the country.
As such, the only way forward is
through cooperation. Johnson
should probably get advice from
veteran political figures who
can help him come out of the
current political crisis. The
options facing the country are
clear: staying in the EU; a hard
Brexit; or no deal.
P Senthil
Mumbai
BT]Shh^daUUTTSQPRZcc^)
[TccTabc^_X^]TTa/V\PX[R^\

P]P[hbXb
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RWHYHU\RQHLVDGHSWDWLQYHVWLQJDFWLYHO\LQVKDUHPDU
NHWVGXHWRWKHXQSUHGLFWDELOLW\RIVWRFNSULFHV3XWWLQJ
PRQH\LQWKHVWRFNPDUNHWUHTXLUHVSURIHVVLRQDOH[SHU
WLVHZKLFKPRVWFRPPRQSHRSOHODFNPDNLQJWKHPZDU\RI
WKHERXUVHVWKDWFDQEHTXLWHYRODWLOH)RUVXFKLQYHVWRUVDQG
IRUEHJLQQHUVZKRZLVKWRSXWPRQH\LQWKHVWRFNPDUNHWEXW
DWWKHVDPHWLPHFDQQRWDFWLYHO\PDQDJHWKHLULQYHVWPHQWVSURS
HUO\LQGH[LQYHVWLQJFRXOGEHWKHSHUIHFWVROXWLRQ
,QGH[LQYHVWLQJLVDSDVVLYHLQYHVWPHQWVWUDWHJ\WKDWDWWHPSWV
WR JHQHUDWH VLPLODU UHWXUQV DV D EURDG PDUNHW LQGH[ OLNH WKH
%RPED\6WRFN([FKDQJH6HQVH[RU1LIW\E\UHSOLFDWLQJLWV
SHUIRUPDQFH7KLVFDQEHDFKLHYHGE\LQYHVWLQJLQPXWXDOIXQGV
WKDWFORVHO\WUDFNVWKHXQGHUO\LQJLQGH[ZKLFKFRXOGEHHLWKHU
DQHTXLW\RUIL[HGLQFRPHLQGH[DQGWU\LQJWRUHSOLFDWHLWVSHU
IRUPDQFH:KHQDQLQGH[IXQGWUDFNVDEHQFKPDUNOLNHWKH1LIW\
LWVSRUWIROLRZLOOKDYHWKHVWRFNVWKDWFRPSULVH1LIW\LQWKH
VDPHSURSRUWLRQV
3URSRQHQWVRILQGH[LQYHVWLQJVXSSRUWHGE\PRGHUQILQDQ
FLDOWKHRU\EHOLHYHWKDWLWLVLPSRVVLEOHWREHDWWKHPDUNHWDV
WUDGLQJFRVWVDQGWD[HVHDWLQWRDQ\KLJKUHWXUQVJHQHUDWHGE\
DFWLYHSRUWIROLRPDQDJHPHQW(PSLULFDOUHVHDUFKILQGVWKDWLQGH[
LQYHVWLQJWHQGVWRRXWSHUIRUPDFWLYHPDQDJHPHQWRYHUDORQJ
WLPHIUDPH$GRSWLQJDKDQGVRIIDSSURDFKWRLQYHVWLQJHOLP
LQDWHVPDQ\RIWKHELDVHVDQGXQFHUWDLQWLHVWKDWDULVHLQDVWRFN
SLFNLQJVWUDWHJ\
$VWXG\E\)HUULDQG%HQNHDFWXDOO\VKRZHGWKDWLQGH[
LQYHVWLQJRXWSHUIRUPHGVLPLODUDFWLYHVWUDWHJLHVPRUHWKDQSHU
FHQWRIWKHWLPH7KDWLVLQWKHYDVWPDMRULW\RIFDVHVVLPSO\WDN
LQJWKHPDUNHWUHWXUQVSURGXFHGEHWWHUUHVXOWVWKDQWU\LQJWREHDW
LW6LQFHLQGH[LQYHVWLQJWDNHVDSDVVLYHDSSURDFKLQGH[IXQGV
XVXDOO\KDYHORZHUPDQDJHPHQWIHHDQGH[SHQVHUDWLRVWKDQDFWLYH
O\PDQDJHGIXQGVPDNLQJLWDQHIIHFWLYHVWUDWHJ\WRPDQDJHULVN
DQGJDLQFRQVLVWHQWUHWXUQV
7KHVLPSOLFLW\RIWUDFNLQJWKHPDUNHWZLWKRXWDSRUWIROLRPDQ
DJHUDOORZVSURYLGHUVWRPDLQWDLQPRGHVWIHH,QGH[IXQGVDOVR
WHQGWREHPRUHWD[HIILFLHQWWKDQDFWLYHIXQGVEHFDXVHWKH\
PDNHOHVVIUHTXHQWWUDGHV7KHUHDUHVHYHUDODGYDQWDJHVRILQGH[
LQYHVWLQJ
/RZFRVWV2QHRIWKHELJJHVWUHDVRQVWKDWLQGH[LQYHVWLQJ
LVVRHIIHFWLYHLVDOVRRQHRIWKHVLPSOHVWDQGWKDWLVLWVORZFRVW
3ULFHLVDFWXDOO\WKHVLQJOHEHVWSUHGLFWRURIDPXWXDOIXQG·VIXWXUH
SHUIRUPDQFH%HWWHUWKDQSDVWUHWXUQV%HWWHUWKDQWKHIXQGPDQ
DJHU·VWUDFNUHFRUG/RZFRVWVOHDGWREHWWHUUHWXUQV,QGH[IXQGV
DUH RIWHQ WKH PRVW HFRQRPLFDO LQYHVWPHQWV DYDLODEOH VLPSO\
EHFDXVHWKH\GRQ·WUHTXLUHDSRUWIROLRPDQDJHUZKRQHHGVWREH
SDLG$QGWKH\DOVRGRQ·WLQFXUDOOWKHWUDGLQJFRVWVWD[HVDQG
RWKHUH[SHQVHVWKDWJRLQWRVRPHRIWKHPRUHDFWLYHVWUDWHJLHV
,QGH[IXQGVKDYHDVLPSOHMREDQGWKDWLVWRWUDFNWKHPDUNHW7KDW
VLPSOLFLW\NHHSVWKHPDIIRUGDEOHDQGWKHVHORZFRVWVDUHWKHQ
SDVVHGRQWRLQYHVWRUVLQWKHIRUPRIKLJKHUUHWXUQV
'LYHUVLILFDWLRQPDWWHUV,QGH[IXQGVDUHGLYHUVLILHG)RUH[DP
SOHLQVWHDGRIEX\LQJMXVWDIHZVWRFNV\RXFDQVSUHDGZLQJV
E\EX\LQJVWRFNLQHYHU\VLQJOHFRPSDQ\LQ,QGLD%\GRLQJVR
\RX·YHUHPRYHGWKHULVNRIDQ\VLQJOHFRPSDQ\VLQNLQJ\RXULQYHVW
PHQWSRUWIROLR%HFDXVHLQGH[IXQGVLQYHVWLQHQWLUHPDUNHWVWKH\
DUHDJUHDWZD\WRJHWWKHGLYHUVLILFDWLRQ\RX·UHORRNLQJIRU
&RQVLVWHQF\LVWKHNH\6WLFNLQJWRRQH·VLQYHVWPHQWSODQ
LVRQHRIWKHILYHPRVWLPSRUWDQWWKLQJVRQHFDQGRDVDQLQYHVWRU
$VWKHPDUNHWVPRYHXSDQGGRZQWKHUHZLOODOZD\VEHSHR
SOHDURXQG\RXFRQVXPHGZLWKHLWKHUIHDURUJUHHG%XWEX\
LQJDQGVHOOLQJEDVHGRQWKRVHHPRWLRQVW\SLFDOO\GRHVQ·WHQG
ZHOO,QVWHDGEHVWLQYHVWRUVVWLFNWRWKHLUSODQQRPDWWHUZKDW
LVJRLQJRQDURXQGWKHP
+RZHYHUGHVSLWHJDLQLQJLPPHQVHSRSXODULW\LQUHFHQW\HDUV
WKHUHDUHVRPHOLPLWDWLRQVWRLQGH[LQYHVWLQJ0DQ\LQGH[IXQGV
DUHIRUPHGRQDPDUNHWFDSLWDOLVDWLRQEDVLVPHDQLQJWKHWRSKROG
LQJVKDYHDQRXWVL]HGZHLJKWRQEURDGPDUNHWPRYHPHQWV,I,&,&,
%DQNRU+HUR0RWR&RUSIRULQVWDQFHH[SHULHQFHDZHDNTXDU
WHULWZRXOGKDYHDQRWLFHDEOHLPSDFWRQWKHHQWLUHLQGH[)RUSXWWLQJ
PRQH\LQLQGH[IXQGVLQYHVWRUVVKRXOGILQGLQGH[IXQGVWKDWDUH
DEOHWRPLUURUWKHSHUIRUPDQFHRIWKHXQGHUO\LQJLQGH[DQGVWD\
DZD\LIWKHIXQG·VSHUIRUPDQFHODJVWKHLQGH[E\PXFKPRUHWKDQ
WKHH[SHQVHUDWLR
2QWKHZKROHLQGH[IXQGVDUHH[FHOOHQWDOWHUQDWLYHVWRDFWLYH
LQYHVWLQJSDUWLFXODUO\RQDORQJWHUPEDVLVEHFDXVHRIWKHLUHDVH
RIXVHLQVWDQWGLYHUVLW\DQGKLJKHUUHWXUQV5LVNDYHUVHLQYHVWRUV
DQGEHJLQQHUVFDQFKRRVHWKLVURXWHWRLQYHVWLQVWRFNPDUNHWV
UHODWLYHO\VDIHO\DQGHQMR\WKHDGYDQWDJHWKDWWKH\EULQJ
7KHZULWHULV$VVLVWDQW3URIHVVRU$PLW\8QLYHUVLW\
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he Finance Ministry has directed commercial banks to link lending rates on
floating interest loans to retail customers
and Micro, Small & Medium Enterprises
(MSMEs) to an external benchmark like the
repo rate or the Treasury bills (T-bill) rate,
starting October 1, 2019.
Enough ink has been spilt over how this
can create an asset-liability mismatch for
banks, unless deposit rates can also be made
to float. However, this is not a practical option
given the nature of the product.
The efficacy of this move to improve monetary transmission has also been questioned
as banks can cushion the loss of margin from
a rate cut by buffering up their spread. Since
banks are not allowed to reset their spreads
for at least three years unless the credit risk
profile of the borrower changes substantially to warrant a change in risk premium, this
is a weak argument.
Commercial banks in India, especially the
Public Sector Banks, source their funds largely from customer deposits that carry a fixed
rate of interest as against market borrowings
that are pegged to external benchmarks.
Therefore, asset-liability management is a real
problem that they will face going forward.
Since further rate cuts are expected later this
year and probably at least until the economy
looks up, they are going to suffer contracting
spreads and net interest margins.
Add to that the balance sheets already
creaking under heavy provisioning for bad
loans, the picture is worrisome. The silver lining is probably what happens eventually
when market rates start inching upwards,
whenever that happens. But banks and analysts are not thinking that far into the future
now.
While in India we are debating this issue,
something similar is happening in our neighbourhood — in China. The Trump administration, with its tariff war seems to have
instilled a fear of falling Gross Domestic
Product (GDP) growth in the minds of the
Chinese administration. Last month, the
People’s Bank of China (PBOC) — the
Chinese central bank — announced that all
commercial banks were to peg their lending
rates to the average Loan Prime Rate (LPR).
The LPR is the rate that banks charge their
best customers. This is akin to the Prime
Lending Rate (PLR), then Benchmark Prime
Lending Rate (BPLR) and now Marginal Cost
of Funds based Lending Rate (MCLR) in
India. The benchmark LPR will be the average LPR of 18 commercial banks and these
panel banks will have to link their respective
LPR to the rate of medium-term lending facility, which is China’s parallel of India’s Reserve
Bank of India’s (RBI) repo rate.
The deposits franchise of the Chinese
banking system is primarily in the hands of
the largest four banks. Deposits make 80 per
cent and 50-60 per cent of the loanable funds
of these largest and smaller banks respectively. The smaller banks have been sourcing
short-term funds from the money market and
China’s shadow banking system, which the
regulator has capped to prevent a 2008-type

economic crash led by too much short-term
funding of longer-term assets.
On the contrary, similar to India, balance
sheets of American commercial banks source
most of their funds via customer deposits. As
for the week ended August 28, 2019, deposits
of commercial banks in America stood at
$12.8 trillion as against borrowings of only
about $2 trillion. This is in sharp contrast to
the situation in 2008 when close to a third of
funds came from wholesale funding markets.
Bank lending in the US is pegged to a market benchmark thereby, transmitting most of
the Fed’s rate cuts further into the economy.
Two realities stand out from a look at what
is happening across countries. One is that the
banking system in any country is meant to
enable monetary transmission besides credit creation. While it is an accepted practice to
peg lending rates to market benchmarks like
in the US, countries where monetary transmission is weak, such as in China, are using
regulation to improve it.
The second reality is the primacy of customer deposits as a funding source for commercial banking systems and the resulting
inevitability of asset-liability mismatch emanating from fixed versus floating rates between
borrowing and lending.
So how can the country’s banks manage
this asset-liability problem?
One point of view is that perfect or almost
perfect synchronisation between the movement of lending and borrowing rates was
never meant to be. Lending rates of banks in
India are known to be upwardly mobile but
downward sticky.
Banks add a spread over the benchmark
rate — whether an internal benchmark like
MCLR or an external one like the repo — that
covers its cost of funds, risk premium and
their profit margins.
This flexibility will be used to accommo-
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date this interest rate volatility as well, to some
extent. Besides, deposit rates are not static.
Deposit rates of term deposits have moved
much in tandem with rate cuts by the RBI.
Savings bank accounts rates today range
from 6.5 per cent to 3.25 per cent. Most Indian
banks’ profitability woes rest not in low
spreads but in poor quality credit that erodes
their spreads through provisioning.
Hedging this interest rate volatility using
interest rate derivatives is another option. Of
course, the depth of the market for interest rate
swaps and the talent in the country’s banks to
successfully use this tool for risk management
are key factors. While private sector banks
have been regularly using interest rate swap
to hedge their fixed versus floating exposures,
Indian public sector banks have been following a tough act of balancing social responsibilities and ownership related diktats with
commercial mandate.
It is time Indian public sector banks are
given the level playing field that enough and
more committees have recommended over the
years with respect to recruitment of the right
talent and compensation, good governance at
the board level and independence to run a
commercial enterprise on the same lines as
their private sector counterparts. Of course,
all this is subject to what any country’s banking system is meant to do, which includes
monetary transmission.
Most businesses in India, across industries,
do not have the luxury of following a perfect
cost-plus pricing model where spreads can be
maintained intact. They manage by controlling costs, pricing smartly where possible,
choosing the right customers and hedging
their costs and revenues using derivatives or
other market mechanisms. It’s time our banks
grew up.
(The writer is Assistant Professor at MDI,
Gurugram)
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fter a stunning victory in the
just-concluded Lok Sabha
elections, the Bharatiya
Janata Party (BJP) is determined to
retain the three poll-bound States
—Maharashtra, Har yana and
Jharkhand — where Assembly elections are scheduled to be held later
this year.
The BJP chief Amit Shah has
prepared an ambitious plan to bag
over 75 seats or Mission 75-plus for
the polls in Haryana, Mission 65plus for Jharkhand and Mission
220-plus for the 288-member
Maharashtra Assembly.
These elections will be an acid
test to see whether the BJP will be
able to continue its winning streak.

Why is the BJP so confident? First,
these polls are being held in the
backdrop of Prime Minister
Narendra Modi’s stunning victory
in May and the fact that the
Opposition in all the three States
has not recovered from the blow at
the hustings.
Second, the Opposition is still
not united.Third, they do not have
tall leaders either at the national or
State level to match Modi’s charisma. Fourth, in 2014, the BJP had
won 47 out of 90 seats in Haryana,
42 out of 81 in alliance, with the All
Jharkhand Students Union in the
State and 122 seats out of 288 in
Maharashtra in alliance with the
Shiv Sena.
Also, in the recent Lok Sabha
polls, the BJP and its allies nearly
swept these States, winning 63 of
their total 72 Lok Sabha seats.
The saffron party has identified
national integration and security as
key election issues while the abrogation of Article 370 and triple talaq
will also be talking-points. The
Opposition on the other hand,
would raise farmer distress, grow-

ing unemployment and the slump
in the economy, which are key
issues, but it lacks the money
power, communication skills,
organisational set-up or the leadership of the BJP.
Another positive for the BJP is
that a decimated Congress is its
main political adversar y in
Maharashtra and Haryana while in
Jharkhand it is the Congress-led
coalition.
The BJP hopes that a weak
Opposition, the nationalist upsurge
as well as the time-tested BJP-Shiv
Sena alliance will help the ruling
party return to power in
Maharashtra. A confident Devendra
Fadnavis claims that the BJP-Sena
alliance would win 229 of 288 seats
in Maharashtra.
The Chief Minister is riding on
the Bombay High Court’s Maratha
reservation order, desertions from
the Congress- Nationalist Congress
Party (NCP) and division of
Opposition votes.
Moreover, the BJP welcomes
defectors from other parties with
open arms and the erosion in the

Congress and the NCP has been
growing as senior leaders from
both organisations have shifted to
the saffron party.
The blow hot, blow cold relationship between the BJP and the
Shiv Sena will be put to test again.
The BJP has a bigger challenge
within the alliance as the progressive Sena leader Aditya Thackeray
is planning to contest the polls.
He will be the first Thackeray
to go for electoral politics. If Raj
Thackeray’s charisma in urban
areas, Sharad Pawar’s poll strategy
and anti-incumbency could work,
it might pose some challenge to the
party.
As for Haryana, the BJP has
found a winner in Chief Minister
Manohar Lal Khattar, who has
emerged as a leader in his own
right. While Shah and Modi have
already launched their poll campaign, the infighting in the
Congress’ Haryana unit and the
split in the Indian National Lok Dal
(INLD), have made the job easy for
Khattar.
The BJP’s main rivals in the

State are the Congress, the INLD
and the Haryana Janhit Congress.
The party is playing a non-Jat card
to consolidate the upper caste,
banias and the Other Backward
Classes. Both the INLD and the
Congress are vying for Jat votes,
which might be split.
Haryana is a classic case of how
the grand old party has frittered
away its chances in a State where it
has a presence, strong leaders as
well as a social base.
The Congress only has itself to
blame for its sad state in Haryana.
Bitter infighting, lack of organisation and a new caste dynamic has
ensured that the Congress poses little or no challenge to the BJP.
Congress chief Sonia Gandhi
has appointed former Union
Minister Kumari Selja as the new
Pradesh Congress Committee
(PCC) chief and has also pacified
former Chief Minister BS Hooda.
But it is too little, too late.
In Jharkhand, though the
Raghubar Das Government has
failed to impress in development
work, Chief Minister Das is hope-

ful of getting another term. “Ghar,
ghar Raghubar” is likely to be the
poll slogan this time. Though the
BJP won 12 out of 14 Lok Sabha
seats in the State in the last election,
but now it has to overcome the antiincumbenc y factor against
Raghubar Das.
The Congress is worried that
the BJP is growing in the State, particularly in the urban areas, while
only Muslims and the tribals remain
with the grand old party. The
Congress also got a jolt when its
State unit chief Ajoy Kumar quit the
party recently.
As of now, expectations are that
the BJP might sweep all the three
States. The leadership crisis, lack of
organisation and erosion in the
Congress will make it easier for the
BJP and its allies to win and allow
the
BJP
hegemony
to
continue. On the other hand, for a
totally demoralised Congress, winning even one State would boost the
morale of its workers. Overall, it is
advantage BJP.
(The writer is a senior
journalist)
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he ED said on Tuesday
that it has attached assets,
including three luxury apartments, worth C92 crore of a
Kolkata-based firm in connection with its probe into
the alleged bank fraud and
money laundering by the
company.
The agency said a provisional order for attachment of
the properties of the company, SPS Steel Rolling Mills Ltd,
has been issued under the
Prevention of Money
Laundering Act (PMLA).
The company was known
for producing ‘Elegant Steel’
brand and its control was
taken over by another
Kolkata-based firm in April
after the alleged bank default
was detected some years ago.
“The attached assets consist of shares of an entity
owning a 5-star hotel, three
luxurious apartments, office
building and 0.33 acres of
land,” the Enforcement
Directorate (ED) said in a
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statement.
It filed a criminal case in
the alleged bank fraud based
on a CBI FIR against the
company, the beneficial owner
of the company, Bipin Kumar
Vohra, and others for
“defrauding a consortium of
eight banks led by the
Allahabad Bank in Kolkata for
an amount of around C550
crore”.
Investigation revealed that
the bank loan amount was
“fraudulently siphoned”
through formation of shell
companies.
“The accused also diverted the loan amount in their
various other existing business
activities like running five-star
hotels, security agencies and
also for re-payment of earlier
debts,” the ED said.
The provisionally attached
assets were found to be the
“proceeds of crime” and
hence, were attached, it added.
Following continuous
defaults, the SPS Steel Rolling
Mills was referred to the
NCLT about 22 months ago.
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ood security will be hit
sharply due to climate
change and land degradation as
global demand will increase by
50 per cent, but yields may
decline by 30 per cent by 2050,
said a global report released at
the ongoing conference of parties.
The report, prepared by the
Global Commission on
Adaptation (GCA), led by former UN secretary general Ban
Ki-moon, was released at the
United Nations Convention to
Combat Desertification
(UNCCD) COP 14 being held
at Greater Noida. India has
taken presidency of the COP 14
from China till 2021.
India is among the 19
countries, which are a part of
the GCA, and Environment
Secretary C K Mishra is one of
its commissioners.
Releasing the report,
UNCCD Executive Secretary
Ibrahim Thiaw said desertification was not an imaginary
scenario and if climate adaptation was not invested in,
inequalities will rise and affect
the most vulnerable communities.
“Desertification is not an
imaginary scenario as data is
with us now. Degradation of
habitat is affecting the species
and most vulnerable communities.
“By 2050, we will need 50
per cent more crops to feed 10
billion people. The focus so far

has been on climate mitigation
but this should not be done at
the expense of adaptation,”
Thiaw said.
According to the report,
the demand for food will
increase by 50 per cent globally and yields may decline by up
to 30 per cent by 2050 in the
absence of ambitious climate
action.
“A more resilient food
future will rely on sharp
increases in agricultural
research and development,
which has demonstrated benefit-cost ratios between 2:1
and 17:1,” the report said.
It emphasised on the need
for a sustainable, climate-smart
production and change in
access to information, innovative technologies, and finance
to enhance the resilience of 500
million small-scale farming
households whose livelihoods
are most critically impacted by
climate change.
“Without adaptation, climate change may depress
growth in global agriculture
yields up to 30 per cent by
2050. The 500 million small
farms around the world will be
most affected,” it said.
According to the report, at
present, 3.6 billion people do
not get sufficient water for
atleast a month per a year. The
number of sufferers may rise to
over 5 billion by 2050, it said.
“Rising seas and greater
storm surges could force hundreds of millions of people in
coastal cities from their homes,
with a total cost to coastal
urban areas of more than 1 trillion USD each year by 2050,” it
said, adding that climate
change could push more than
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&L Partners, a law firm
company (formerly known
as Luthra & Luthra Law offices)
has
associated
with
VakilSearch, an online legal, tax
and compliance service company. The association comes in
after Rajiv Luthra, the founder
of L&L Partners came on board
as an investor and legal advisor.
Being one the leading
firms, Luthra & Luthra focus-

es on a myriad of services
such as project litigation, arbitration and tax expertise. The
company has identified the
need for the growing legal
community and has come forward to support the legal-tech
startup thus giving a boost to
like-minded legal entrepreneurs. In a mission to make
legal simple, VakilSearch aims
at easing the process of legal
service and helping the legal
community to network better.
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lagging non-payment of
dues by power discoms to
renewable energy producers,
Union Power Minister R K
Singh has cautioned seven
states, including Maharashtra
and Karnataka, that the developers could approach NCLT
against the distribution companies to recover payments of
around C5,355 crore.
Singh in a letter has urged
the chief ministers of these
states to issue directions to
their respective power distribution companies (discoms)
for clearing the dues of
renewable energy firms in the
next few days.
The power and new &
renewable energy minister
pointed out the power producers are likely to default on
their payment obligations due
to non-clearance of dues by
the discoms and there is a
“danger” of them approaching
the National Company Law
Tribunal (NCLT) for recovering the pending amount.
According to the letter,
discoms of Andhra Pradesh
have the largest outstanding
dues of C2,000 crore, followed by Tamil Nadu
(C1,892.54 crore) and
Telangana (C1,565.08 crore).
Discoms of Maharashtra

and Karnataka owe C574.48
crore and C737.20 crore,
respectively, to various renewable energy producers, while
that of Madhya Pradesh owe
C733.53 crore and Rajasthan’s
C477.96 crore, Singh said.
“Due to the non-payment
of dues, it is likely that many
of these RE (renewable energy) power producers would
default in making payment to
Ireda (Indian Renewable
Energy Development Agency)
and other financial institutions. Any default would
make them NPAs (non-performing assets),” the Union
minister said.
“There is also a danger of
RE
power
producers
approaching the NCLT
(National Company Law
Tribunal) against distribution companies (regarding
non-payment of dues),” he
added.
Further, the minister told
the chief ministers of
Karnataka and Andhra
Pradesh that the discoms in
their states are reported to
have outstanding dues of 112
crore and 243 crore, respectively, to S olar Energ y
Corporation of India.
As on July 31, the total
outstanding dues of RE producers stood at C8,231.8 crore,
according to official data.

100 million
people within developing countries
below the
poverty line
by 2030.
B esides
Thiaw, the
report was
released in
the presence
of global
NGO World
Resources
Institute
(WRI) CEO OP Agarwal,
Global Environment Facility
(GEF) CEO Naoko Ishii, GCA
Research Director Anand
Patwardhan and others.
Speaking at the release,
Agarwal said that climate
change poses a worldwide
threat, and in India, more than
250 million people who live
below the poverty line, will face
its impacts.
“Unavailability of resources,
financial insecurities and the
inability to cope with changing
weather systems will put added
pressure on the poorest communities. Building climate
resilience by developing a
strong adaptation plan based on
sustainable development is the
need of the hour,” Agarwal
said. He said it will benefit governments, businesses and the
communities, thereby contributing to a healthy and flourishing economy
Suggesting measures to
combat climate change and
land desertification, the report
said spending USD 1.8 trillion
globally in five areas from
2020 to 2030 could generate
USD 7.1 trillion in total net
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uman rights watchdog
Amnesty International
H
India on Tuesday denied

benefits.
The five areas considered
for this estimate are early warning systems, climate-resilient
infrastructure, improved dry
land agriculture crop production, global mangrove protection, and investments in making water resources more
resilient.
“In other words, failing to
seize the economic benefits of
climate adaptation with highreturn investments would
undermine trillions of dollars
in potential growth and prosperity,” it said.
India is hosting the COP
14 with Environment Minister
Prakash Javadekar as its president for the next two years.
Nearly 200 countries are
attending the mega event with
over 8,000 participants from
across the globe.
Based in the US, Global
Environment Facility (GEF) is
an international partnership
of 183 countries, international
institutions, civil society organisations and private sector that
was established in 1992 to
address global environmental
issues.

charges of violating the foreign
exchange law after it was
recently served with a show
cause notice by the
Enforcement Directorate (ED).
“Amnesty International
India acknowledges that
Amnesty International India
Private Limited has received a
show cause notice from the
Enforcement Directorate.”
“We deny the charges. We
have faith in the Constitution
and the judicial processes and
cannot share further details
before answering the notice,” a
spokesperson for the global
body said.
The ED had issued a showcause notice to Amnesty
International India Pvt Ltd on
July 25 for alleged contravention of the Foreign Exchange
Management Act (FEMA) to
the tune of over Rs 51 crore.
Official sources had last
week said that the notice was
issued after completion of
probe. The alleged FEMA contravention is related to the
borrowing and lending regulations to the tune of Rs 51.72
crore for rendering civil society activities in the country by
getting remittances from its
parent body, Amnesty
International UK, in the garb
of export of services, sources
said. The show cause notice
was issued by the Adjudicating
Authority of the FEMA, which
is a special director rank offi-
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itch Ratings on Tuesday
forecasted India’s economic growth at 6.6 per cent
during the current year, down
from 6.8 per cent in the previous year, and said the government has only limited
room to ease fiscal policy
because of high debt.
It said GDP (gross domestic product) growth is likely to
rebound to 7.1 per cent next
year.
Keeping India’s rating
unchanged at BBB- with a
stable outlook, it said the rating balances a strong medium-term growth outlook and
relative external resilience
with sturdy foreign reserve
buffers, against high public
debt, financial sector fragilities and some lagging structural factors.
In its Asia-Pacif ic
Sovereign Credit Overview,
Fitch said India’s GDP growth
decreased for a fifth consecutive quarter in the April-June
quarter to 5 per cent, the lowest in six years.
“Domestic demand is faltering, with both private consumption and investment
proving lackluster, while the
global trade environment is
also weak,” it said.
The contribution of gross
fixed capital formation (1.3
per cent) remained weak at
the same level of the January-

March quar ter, when it
dropped sharply, while the
contribution of private consumption fell to 1.8 per cent
in the April-June from an
average of 4.6 per cent in the
preceding four quarters.
Manufacturing grew by
only 0.6 per cent, it said.
The government’s policy
measures to stimulate the
economy include support for
the automobile sector, a
reduction in capital gains tax,
and additional liquidity support for “shadow” banks.
Accompanying structural
reforms include a further easing of the foreign direct
investment (FDI) regime and
consolidation of the public
banking sector.
“There is only limited
room to ease fiscal policy,
given the high public debt,” it
said. “The FY20 Budget, presented last July, pointed
broadly to policy continuity
after the landslide win of
Prime Minister (Narendra)
Modi’s Bharatiya Janata Party
(BJP) in the Lower House
elections of April and May
2019. The Budget avoids fiscal loosening, but also falls
short of signalling fiscal consolidation in the coming
years.”
Fitch went on to list confidence in a sustained reduction in general government
debt over the medium term
and higher sustained invest-

ment and growth rates without the creation of macroeconomic imbalances as positive sentiments.
On the negative side, it
listed a rise in the government
debt burden due to absence of
fiscal consolidation or higher off-budget spending as
well as loose macroeconomic policy settings that cause a
return of persistently high
inflation and widening current account deficits that
could risk external funding
stress.
The rating agency said
benign food inflation and
easier global financial conditions following the US Federal
Reserve’s shift to a more
dovish stance has enabled the
Reserve Bank of India (RBI)
to cut policy rates aggressively.
The RBI has cut rates
four times by a cumulative
110 basis p oints since
February when it became the
first central bank in the AsiaPacific region to begin an
explicit easing cycle.
Headline inflation was
3.2 per cent in July, well within the target range of four per
cent.
“Fitch’s baseline is for the
RBI to remain on hold for the
remainder of 2019, although
we acknowledge the central
bank may look for opportunities for further easing,” the
overview added.

cer of the ED.
The federal probe agency,
in October last year, had conducted searches at the offices of
the NGO in Bengaluru on
charges of alleged violation of
the Foreign Contribution
Regulation Act (FCRA).
The ED had then said that
after Amnesty International
India Foundation Trust
(AIIFT) was denied the permission/registration under
FCRA (Foreign Contribution
Regulation Act) by the MHA
(ministry of home affairs) they
“resorted to bypass the FCRA”
by floating commercial entity
in the name of Amnesty lnternational India Pvt Ltd (AIIPL).
“This entity has received
foreign funds through commercial route to the extent of Rs
36 crore till date,” the ED had
said in a statement.
Out of the total amount of
Rs 36 crore, it said, Rs 10 crore
was received as long term
loans.
“This amount was immediately placed in FDs (fixed
deposits) and another Indian
entity — Indians for Amnesty
International Trust (IAIT) had
established an over draft facility for Rs 14.25 crore keeping
the said 10 crore FD as collateral which means the receipt of
FDI by trust only.
“The remaining Rs 26
crore was received in two other
bank accounts of AIIPL as
consultancy services. The
inwards remittances received
by the AIIPL from overseas is
in violation of FDI guidelines,”
it had said.
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ndia’s energy demand is projected to grow by 4.2 per cent
Ithrough
2035, an expansion
faster than all major economies
of the world, Oil Minister
Dharmendra Pradhan said
Tuesday as he sought investments in the country’s energy
chain.
Speaking at the eighth
Asian Ministerial Energy
Roundtable in Abu Dhabi, he
said the share of world’s thirdlargest energy consumer in
total global primary energy
demand is set to double to 11
per cent by 2040.
“The projected energy
demand growth is 4.2 per cent
per annum up to 2035. This
makes India’s energy demand
growing faster than all major
economies of the world,” he
said. “We are preparing for
such a growth path of energy
demand in the country.”
Pradhan said the per capita energy consumption of the
country with 1.3 billion people
is lower than the global average.
The projected energy
demand expansion calls for
making matching investments
in the energy sector, he said
adding at $85 billion India
recorded the highest growth of
foreign energy investments
anywhere in the world.
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lans and tariffs of
Reliance Jio’s fibreP
based broadband services are “non-disruptive” and “unlikely to shake things up”
the way they did in
wireless
space,
according to CRISIL
Research.
“CRISIL Research believes
the plans are unlikely to lead to
a significant churn in the market,” the report said.
On September 5, billionaire
Mukesh Ambani’s Jio had
announced launch of its fibrebased broadband service, offering minimum internet speed of
100 Mbps for C699 a month.
JioFiber will offer free voice
calling anywhere in the country, unlimited data and video
conferencing.
Annual subscribers will
get 4K set top box, for streaming TV channels, free while a
4K television set would be
complimentary with plans with
higher payouts such as ‘Gold’

A

and above.
“The lack of pricing aggression and non-attractive bundled pricing would result in
limited disruption in the
under-penetrated wired broadband market. Further, higher
non-refundable deposit fee of
C2,500 and additional cost for
premium content would also
dampen prospects,” the report
said.
It noted that consolidation in the sector is some time
away.
“Further, emerging developments in terms of pricing in
the television distribution space
will remain a monitorable. So
intense attrition is unlikely in
the road ahead,” it added.

ir India has temporarily
taken away its director of
operations Amitabh Singh
from flying duties for his failure to report to the regulator
DGCA a mid- air fuel issue in
Sydney last week, a source said
Tuesday.
Singh, who was captaining
a New Delhi-Sydney flight
on September 7 failed to file
the mandatory report on the
low fuel situation to the
DGCA, though he informed
the airline.
The incident came under
the scanner of both Indian
and Australian aviation regulators.
“Air India has temporarily de-rostered Singh from flying duties as he did not file the
mandatory online report
about the low fuel situation on
the said flight to the DGCA,”
a source told PTI.
Under the regulations, a
pilot is required to compulsorily report certain incidents,

including low fuel situation
during a f light, to the
Directorate General of Civil
Aviation (DGCA).
Though Singh filed a voluntary report about the incident with the airline, he
allegedly did not file it online
with the DGCA within the
stipulated 24 hours, airline
source had said Monday.
“He has been derostered
on the orders of the DGCA,”
the source added.
An Air India spokesperson was not available for
comments.
Following the incident,
the Australian aviation
authorities had also asked Air
India to probe the incident as
he did not declare “fuel emergency” to the Sydney air traffic control while seeking priority landing and instead
declared that there was minimum fuel.
“We are aware and it is
being investigated,” a senior
DGCA official had told PTI
Monday.
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Chennai, Sep 10 (PTI) The
task force set up by the government to boost investments
in infrastructure projects is in
the process of identifying sectors requiring funding from the
Centre, Finance Minister
Nirmala Sitharaman said here
on Tuesday, while stressing
the need to speed up spending.
"Government spending has
to be speeded up to boost
consumption. The best spending (by government) will be on
infrastructure.
We have (already)
announced Rs 100 lakh crore
and that is the amount, which
I think has to be speeded up for
infrastructure related projects",
she said.
Sitharaman was briefing
reporters on 'Furthering India's
development - 100 days of
Bold initiatives and decisive
actions of the Government of
India.'
"I have appointed a task
force to speedily identify the
projects so that money can be
front loaded", she said.
The Minister said the
Committee (or the task force)
has commenced work and was
in the process of identifying
those projects which would
receive the funding (Rs 100
lakh crore).
The task force, comprising
secretaries from various ministries, other senior officials and
the Niti Aayog CEO, would
identify technically feasible
and financially viable infrastructure projects that can be

initiated in 2019-20, she said.
Sitharaman said that the
government, as part of its move
to make India a USD 5 trillion
economy, has chalked out various measures, including infrastructure spending and merger of public sector banks,
among others.
Asked whether the government was confident of
achieving the targetted USD 5
trillion economy with the Gross
Domestic Product at five per
cent at present, she said the
GDP going up and down was
normal and recalled that it had
happened even during the UPA
regime in 2012-13 and 201415.
"But I am not taking it as
granted. I want to improve and
(am) taking steps. One solace
now is that inflation is under
control.
Food inflation (earlier)
crossed 10 per cent But now it
is 3.1 per cent. From 2014-till

date, it did not
touch four per
cent. While worrying about the
five per cent GDP,
also look at the
inflation rate", she
said.
She said the
current focus
would be on how
to increase the
GDP in the coming quarters.
On increase
in gold prices, she
said government
was importing gold to meet
local demand and consumers
were also looking at it as an
investment option.
"Apart from the demand,
other factors like crude oil
price increase and the (fluctuating) USD rate have also led
to increase in gold prices", she
said.Asked how the government was infusing confidence
among the business community, given the current slowdown, she said one measure
was by interacting with them
and addressing their issues
sector wise.
"All of us are constantly
interacting with (each) sector.
This is not just in Delhi, we are
actively doing all around the
country.
We came out with two
major announcements between
August and September. I have
promised that I will come out
with one or two more
announcements", she said.
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he Reserve Bank of India
mandating banks to link
T
certain loans to the external
benchmark-based interest rate
from October 1 is credit negative to the lenders as it will
limit their flexibility in managing risks, Moody's Investors
Service said on Tuesday.
Last week, the RBI had
stated that banks are not satisfactorily transferring the cuts
in policy interest rates to borrowers as it asked lenders to
mandatorily link all new floating rate personal or retail
loans and floating rate loans to
micro, small and medium
enterprises (MSMEs) to an
external benchmark.
The central bank has so far
this year cut interest rate by
110 basis points but lenders
have transmitted only a part of
it to borrowers in the form of
a lower cost of taking loans.
"This is credit negative
for India's banks as it will limit
their flexibility in managing
interest rate risk," Moody's
said in a statement.
This new external reference rate could either be the
repo rate, three-month or sixmonth treasury bills, or any
other benchmark market
interest rate published by
Financial Benchmark India
Pvt Ltd, an entity that administers benchmark rates.
Banks will be free to
decide the spread over the
external
benchmark.

Subsequently, credit risk premiums may undergo change
when a borrower's credit
assessment also undergoes a
substantial change, as agreed
upon in the loan contract,
Moody's said.
Furthermore, other components of spreads, including
operating costs, can be altered
once every three years.
It said banks currently
benchmark floating rate loans
against the marginal cost of
funds-based lending rates
(MCLR). With changes in
lending rates aligned to
changes in the cost of funding,
banks are able to mitigate
their interest rate risk.
"Under the new rules, this
direct linkage between lending
rates and funding costs will no
longer exist. This will expose
banks to asymmetrical movements in the cost of funding
and loan yields, thus exposing
them to interest rate risks," it
said.
Moody's said that under
the new regime, while the
floating-rate loan book will get
re-priced, only the non-CASA
(current and savings accounts)
deposits will see a re-pricing
on deposits.
"This will cause volatility
to banks' net interest margins
(NIMs), with NIMs rising
when interest rates increase
and declining when interest
rates fall. This volatility in
NIMs will translate into
volatility in the overall profitability of banks," it said.
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litches with Pratt &
Whitney engines
G
began to dog Indigo
again with four more
A320s and A321s reporting one issue or other
between Sunday and
Tuesday, according to a
source.
Besides, the airline is
reportedly deploying a
few planes powered by
P&W engines for daily
operations despite those
planes earlier reporting
heavy engine vibration,
the source added.
However, a senior DGCA
official rebutted the allegations
saying "some engines, which
reported vibrations were within the limits prescribed by the
US and European aviation safety regulators and they have
been released for operations
after boroscopic inspection."
Nevertheless, the regulator
is keeping a close watch on
them, the official added.
According to the source, on
Tuesday an Indigo flight bound
to Doha being operated by an
A321 Neo plane (VT-IUC)
was recalled to the bay from
take-off holding point due to a
technical issue in Delhi, while
a full emergency was declared
for a Chennai-Delhi flight on
its arrival Monday due to a
technical glitch.
In another incident
Monday, a Hyderabad-bound
Indigo flight operated by an

A320 plane was forced to abort
take-off after the pilot reported a technical snag in
Bengaluru, the source added.
Before this, on September
8, the airline's HyderabadGorakhpur flight was diverted
to Varanasi due to an engine
stall, which was accompanied
by high engine vibrations, the
source said.
Indigo, said two of the
reported cases were routine
maintenance issues and the
planes are back into operations.
In the other case, the aircraft is currently undergoing 'C
check' at an MRO facility in
Hyderabad, the airline said.
"There were two instances,
wherein one was in Mumbai
which resulted in an air turn
back. The other one was in
Guwahati which resulted in an
aborted take-off at low speed.
Both these aircraft are with-

drawn from services and are
awaiting engine replacement,"
the airline said in a statement.
A senior DGCA official, in
response to quires on the incidents from PTI said all these
occurrences have been attended to and wherever needed the
pre-emptive actions such as
engine replacements have been
undertaken.
"Some of the engines,
which reported vibrations were
within the limits prescribed by
the FAA and the EASA and
after the boroscopic inspection
they were released. Some of
events referred also took place
in aircraft with CEO (current
engine option) engines, Boeing
737s, Bombardier Q400s, and
ATRs," the official said.
"We are keeping a close
watch on these issues. We reiterate our commitment to complete safety," the official said.
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arkets regulator Sebi
has levied a fine of Rs
6 lakh on sub-broker SRU
Securities for indulging in
manipulative trading in the
shares of Cerebra Integrated
Technologies.
The order follows an
investigation conducted by
the Securities and Exchange
B o ard of In d i a ( S e bi )
between December 2014 and
January 2016.
Sebi found that the price
of the scrip on December 1,
2014, opened at Rs 9.15 on
the BSE and closed at Rs
19.35 on January 29, 2016. A
similar trend was observed
on the NSE.
B e s i d e s , t h e s c r ip
reached a high of Rs 28.75 on
December 15, 2015, on both
the exchanges.
During the investigation,
it w a s n ot e d t h at SRU
Securities had contributed to
positive last-traded price
(LTP) on many occasions.
"The acts of artificially
increasing the price of scrip
and creating a misleading
appearance of trading have
p ot e nt i a l t o m i s l e a d
investors and the fundamental tenets of market
integrity get violated with
impunity due to such fraudulent acts," Sebi said.

The regulator said the
dealings of the sub-broker
which resulted into significant price rise were "manipulative in nature."
By doing so, the entity
has violated the PFUTP
(Prohibition of Fraudulent
and Unfair Trade Practices)
Regulations.
"Further, by indulging in
such manipulative trades as
a Sebi-registered intermediary, it has failed to maintain
high standards of integrity,
promptitude and fairness in
the conduct of its business
and also failed to exercise
due skill, care and diligence
laid down in the code of conduct for sub-brokers," the
order added.
Accordingly, a total fine
of Rs 6 lakh was levied on
SRU Securities.
In a separate order, Sebi
imposed a fine of Rs 5 lakh
on Nihalchand G Kasliwal
for executing fraudulent
trades, which created artificial volume in the illiquid
stock option segment on the
BSE.
T h e i n d iv i du a l w a s
among the various entities
that were indulged in execution of non-genuine trades
in the stock options as they
executed reversal of trades
with same entities on the
same day.
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power giant NTPC
has been allocated Badam
Scoaltate-run
block in Jharkhand by
Ministry of Coal following the
acquisition of Barauni thermal
plant, an official said.
"The Ministry of Coal has
transferred the Badam coal
block, located in Jharkhand, to
the NTPC Ltd, on September 2,
2019," a senior company official
said. The Badam coal block was
earlier allocated to Bihar State
Power Generation Company
Ltd (BSPGCL). NTPC got the
coal block after it acquired the
Barauni thermal plant from the
BSPGCL in December 2018.
With this coal block,
NTPC currently possesses 10
coal blocks with a total estimated geological reserves of
over 7.3 billion tonnes and
production potential of about
113 million tonnes per annum,
the official said.
The company at present
has 10 coal blocks -- Pakri
Barwadih, Chatti Bariatu
(including Chatti BariatuSouth), Kerandari, Dulanga,
Talaipalli, Bhalumuda, Banai,

Mandakini-B, Badam and
Banhardih (being developed by
Patratu Vidyut Utpadan Nigam
Limited (PVUNL), a JV company of NTPC & state
Government of Jharkhand).
The company has also
made substantial progress in
coal mining and about 7.31
million tonnes of coal was
extracted from Pakri-Barwadih
and Dulanga mines in the last
financial year.
The NTPC has set a target
to produce 10.4 million tonnes
of coal in this financial year.
Earlier last month, NTPC
had said that the government
has accepted its request to surrender the Kudanali-Luburi
coal block located at Odisha
allotted to it jointly with Jammu
& Kashmir State Power
Development Corporation Ltd
(JKSPDC) in July 2013.
The company had also said
that the mine was allotted for
developing 1,320 MW Bilhaur
thermal power plant at Uttar
Pradesh, which now is being
developed as a solar plant and
Power Purchase Agreement
for this has been signed with
Uttar Pradesh.

oicing concern over the
malicious use of new
Information
and
Communications Technologies
(ICTs), India has said that
nations should not knowingly
allow their territory to be used
for committing "internationally wrongful" acts like cyber terrorism through it.
Joint Secretary (EG & IT)
(Cyber Diplomacy) in the
Ministry of External Affairs
Upender Singh Rawat said on
Monday that the issue of cyber
warfare, cyber doctrines and
their impact on international
security should be taken up at
all relevant international fora.
"It is of concern that cases
of malicious use of new ICTs to
the detriment of states are
increasing and there is a need
to express strong condemnation and rejection of these violations," Rawat said at the
Open-ended Working Group
(OEWG) on developments in
the field of Information and
Telecommunications in the
context of international security.
He said keeping in mind
the existing and potential
threats in the use of ICTs to
international peace and security, it is important that nations
not knowingly allow their territory to be used for committing internationally wrongful
acts using ICTs including cross
border cybercrime and cyber
terrorism.
“The impact of cybercrime
and cyber terrorism on national, regional and international

peace and security need to be
considered as international
cooperation on them will facilitate building trust and confidence among member States,
thereby contributing to international peace and security,” he
said.
Further, collaborative
efforts to deal with cybercrime
and cyber terrorism should be
seriously taken up and real time
cooperation
between
Government agencies should
be developed to tackle this
menace.
Rawat added that the
applicability of international
law to the ICT domain and
cybersecurity-related laws, policies and practices at national,
regional and international levels should be developed through
open, inclusive, transparent and
non-discriminatory approaches that involve all stakeholders.
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ities given the interconnected
nature of the domain.
Confidence Building
Measures include developing
mechanisms for practical cooperation between cyber agencies,
promoting bilateral cyber dialogues, cyber capacity building,
exchange of information on
cyber threats, cyber policy,
structure and law enforcement,
cooperation on cybercrime and
cyber terrorism and mechanisms for protection on information infrastructure.
He stressed that India
believes that as a responsible
group of experts, it is "our duty
for future of our digital society"
to develop a consensus on definitions of cyber sovereignty,
jurisdiction in ICT domain,
data sovereignty, cyber weapon,
cyber conflict, cybercrime and
cyber terrorism, cyber deterrence, cyberattacks.
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onda Cars India on
ndia and 10-member bloc of
Tuesday said it has ISouth-East Asian nations
H
launched car leasing services in have agreed to review their
association with transportation solutions provider Orix.
As a part of this association, self-employed professionals and salaried individuals can now avail leasing
options for Honda CR-V, Civic
and City for both corporate as
well as individual customers,
Honda Cars India Ltd (HCIL)
said in a statement.
Car leasing is gaining popularity in India as it "offers convenience and access to latest
vehicles and enables customers
to enjoy the perks of using car
without having to purchase it,"
HCIL Senior VP and Director,
Sales and Marketing Rajesh
Goel said. In addition to corporate customers, the programme
has been rolled out for individual customers as well, he added.
"Honda Cars India has
been an aspirational brand in
the country.

"Stakeholders should
promote education, digital literacy and technical and legal
training as a means to improving cybersecurity as well as
bridging the emerging digital
divide,” he said.
He noted that with the
evolving threat landscape and
emergence of new ICTs, there
is a need for additional norms
including those to avoid tampering of supply chain, condemn offensive cyber operations by malicious actors and
take down ICT infrastructure
being used for botnets.
Emphasising that capacity
building is an important aspect
of OEWG discussion, he said
improving capacities and
strengthening national cyber
security capability is equally in
the interest of UN member
States, including countries
which have advanced capabil-

free trade agreement, signed in
2009, to make it more business-friendly and boost economic ties.
The two sides also decided to constitute a joint committee for this purpose,
according to a statement.
This was agreed upon during the meeting between economic ministers of ASEAN
and Commerce Minister
Piyush Goyal in Bangkok on
Tuesday. They met for the
16th AEM-India consultations.
"The ministers agreed to
initiate the review of the
ASEAN-India trade in goods
agreement to make it more
user-friendly, simple, and
trade facilitative for businesses," a joint media statement
issued after the meeting said.
The ministers tasked officials to work on the details of
the review of the agreement

and submit an update rather
next ministerial meet.
Both the sides also gained
the recommendations of the
ASEAN-India business council to further promote the
potential of bilateral trade
through the utilisation of the
free trade pact as well as cooperation in some areas like
financial technology, connectivity, startups and innovation.
The India-ASEAN trade
in goods pact came into force
from January 2010.
Under the pact, two trading partners set timelines for
eliminating duties on the maximum number of goods traded between the two regions.
The 10 ASEAN members
are Brunei, Cambodia,
Indonesia,
Malaysia,
Myanmar,
Singapore,
Thailand, the Philippines, Laos
and Vietnam.
The bilateral trade
between the two sides has
increased to USD 80.8 billion
in 2018 from USD 73.6 billion
in 2017.
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elhi-NCR is home to over
7,000 start-ups and 10
unicorns with these new businesses having a cumulative
valuation of about USD 50 billion, ahead of cities such as
B engaluru and Mumbai,
according to a report by TiEDelhi-NCR and Zinnov.
The report, titled
'Turbocharging Delhi-NCR
Start-up Ecosystem', stated
that Delhi-NCR accounted for
a 23 per cent share of start-ups
in the country. While there
were 7,039 start-ups in DelhiNCR, Bengaluru had 5,234,
Mumbai 3,829 and Hyderabad
1,940. These new companies
were founded between 2009
and 2019.
Within Delhi-NCR, Delhi
accounted for 4,491 start-ups,
Gurugram 1,544 and Noida
1,004 new businesses.
The report highlighted
that Delhi-NCR has 10 unicorns -- companies with valuation of over USD 1 billion - compared to nine in
B engaluru, two each in
Mumbai and Pune and one in
Chennai.

audi energy giant Aramco is
ready for a two-stage IPO
but the timing is up to the government, its chief executive
said Tuesday, flagging a possible foreign listing as part of the
offering.
Aramco is "ready" for the
giant stock market debut but
the timing is a "government
decision", Amin Nasser told
reporters on the sidelines of the
World Energy Congress.
"One of the primary listings
is going to be local but we are
also ready for listing outside."
Nasser's remark came after the
Wall Street Journal reported last
week that Aramco was considering a domestic debut and a
subsequent international listing
— possibly in Tokyo.
It has said it plans to float
around five percent of the
state-owned company in 2020
or 2021 in what could potentially be the world's biggest
stock sale. The planned IPO
forms the cornerstone of a
reform programme envisaged
by the kingdom's de facto ruler
Crown Prince Mohammed bin
Salman to wean the Saudi
economy off its reliance on oil.
It aims to raise up to $100
billion based on a USD 2 trillion valuation of the company,
but investors have long debated whether Aramco is really

With appropriate interventions, Delhi-NCR can
become one of the top-5 global start-up hubs and could
have over 12,000 active technology start-ups, 30 unicorns
and account for cumulative
valuations of more than USD
150 billion, it added.
"What's encouraging
about the ecosystem in DelhiNCR is that we actually have
a very broad varied mix...As a
region, NCR has created one
at least one unicorn every
year since 2013... And unlike
other regions, the 10 unicorns
that we have, they're not from
one particular sector, they are
from fin-tech, e-commerce,
logistics, food, energy and so
on," TiE Delhi-NCR President
Rajan Anandan said at an
event here.
That is actually a competitive advantage that the
National Capital Region
(NCR) has and needs to be
built on further, he added.
The region also accounts
for over 50 per cent of cumulative valuation of Indian startup ecosystem at USD 46-56
billion, compared to USD 3237 billion for Bengaluru and

worth that much.
On Sunday, King Salman
promoted one of his sons,
Prince Abdulaziz bin Salman,
to the pivotal role of energy
minister, replacing veteran
official Khalid al-Falih, as the
top crude exporter accelerates preparations for the muchanticipated IPO.
The appointment of Prince
Abdulaziz marks the first time
a royal family member has
been put in charge of the allimportant energy ministry.
The minister on Monday
endorsed oil supply cuts, saying in Abu Dhabi that they
would benefit all producing
nations amid an oversupplied
market and sagging prices.
Crude prices are currently
moving around levels of $60 a
barrel, compared with more
than USD 75 a year ago, but
were given a boost Monday by
the Saudi official's comments.
The OPEC petroleum
exporters' cartel and key independent producers are deliberating how to halt a slide in prices
that has persisted despite previous cuts and US sanctions that
have squeezed supply from Iran
and Venezuela. Abu Dhabi is
also hosting this week a meeting
of the Joint Ministerial
Monitoring
Committee
(JMMC) of the OPEC+ alliance
for a supply cut deal reached last
year.

USD 10-12 billion for
Mumbai. Also, five of the top10 most-valued start-ups in
India are based in Delhi-NCR
(such as OYO Rooms, Paytm
and Hike).
However, like other parts
of the country, the pace of new
start-ups being founded in
Delhi-NCR has slowed down
in the past two years.
According to the report,
1,361 start-ups in Delhi-NCR
and a total of 5,875 start-ups
were founded in India in 2016.
The number of start-ups being
founded in Delhi-NCR stood
at 826 (2017), 420 (2018) and
142 in the first half of 2019.
A total of 3,478 start-ups
were set up in India in 2017,
2,036 (2018) and 800 in the
first half of 2019, it added.
Anandan said access to
funding across all stages need
to be improved, and base of
active angel investors in DelhiNCR should be increased.
Also, there is a critical
need to increase affordable coworking spaces in Delhi-NCR.
Start-ups shell out between Rs
9,500-13,500 per desk a month
at co-working spaces, a huge
cost for fledgling businesses.
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eleaguered British Prime
Minister Boris Johnson
vowed to continue his attempts
to strike a new Brexit deal with
Brussels, after losing yet another vote on Tuesday during a
chaotic parliamentary session.
Johnson slammed the
opposition for voting against his
call for a snap election in the
final minutes of a stormy latenight debate ahead of a controversial suspension of parliament called by the prime minister.
He said he would "strive to
get an agreement" at a summit
in Brussels next month -- the
alternative being a "no-deal"
departure that critics warn
would spark economic chaos.
Johnson accused his opponents of shirking their duty by
blocking an early election.
He held a cabinet meeting
later on Tuesday to plot his next
move after a series of defections
and expulsions left him far
short of a parliamentary majority and unable to garner enough
votes from MPs to hold an early
election.
He was also due to meet
with Arlene Foster, leader of
Northern Ireland's Democratic

Unionist Party (DUP), amid
rumours that he may be softening his negotiating demands
over the key issue of the Irish
border and associated trade
conditions after Brexit.
Foster, whose party wants
Northern Ireland to remain
part of Britain, warned Johnson
that the province must not be
sacrificed in talks.
"What people are talking
about is the break-up of the
United Kingdom," she told Sky
News.
"That is not something that
any prime minister in the
United Kingdom is going to in
any conscience go along with."
There were dramatic scenes
in parliament as the current session drew to a close early
Tuesday.
Opposition Labour MPs
waved signs reading "silenced"
and shouted "Shame on you!" at
government lawmakers during
a ceremony for the suspension
of parliament.
The move is normally a
simple formality but Johnson
was accused of acting highhandedly by calling an extended suspension as the Brexit
date looms. House of Commons
speaker John Bercow earlier in
the debate announced he would

be stepping down in a strongly-worded speech in which he
warned the government against
trying to "degrade" parliament.
Johnson also lost a separate
vote, calling on the government
to publish confidential papers
about the potential impact of a
no-deal Brexit.
The opposition has said it
will not allow an early election,
which under British law
requires a two-thirds majority in
parliament in favour, until
Johnson has either struck a
deal or delayed Brexit beyond
October 31.
But the prime minister
insisted he would not delay,
despite a bill being rushed
through parliament in the past
few days that could force him to
do so if he fails to reach an
agreement with the EU. "This
government will not delay
Brexit any further," he insisted.
Britons voted in 2016 to
leave the EU, but after three
years of political wrangling,
parliament still cannot decide
how to implement that decision.
Johnson took office in July
promising to deliver on the
2016 referendum vote for Brexit,
even if that means leaving without exit terms agreed with
Brussels.
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he Taliban on Tuesday vowed
to continue fighting against
US forces in Afghanistan after
President Donald Trump said
talks with insurgents were "dead",
saying Washington would regret
abandoning negotiations. "We
had two ways to end occupation
in Afghanistan, one was jihad and
fighting, the other was talks and
negotiations," Taliban spokesman
Zabihullah Mujahid told AFP.
"If Trump wants to stop
talks, we will take the first way
and they will soon regret it."
The Taliban's statement
came hours after Trump told
reporters that the US was walking away from negotiations
after nearly a year of talks that
aimed to pave the way for an
American withdrawal from
Afghanistan following 18 years
of war. "They are dead. As far as
I am concerned, they are dead,"
Trump said at the White House.
The announcement followed Trump's dramatic cancellation of a top-secret plan to
fly Taliban leaders in for direct
talks at the Camp David presidential facility outside
Washington.
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Canadian frigate was passing through the Taiwan
Strait on Tuesday, Taiwanese
and Canadian authorities said,
in the latest of a string of such
voyages likely to provoke
Beijing.
Taiwan's defence
ministry said it was closely
monitoring as the Canadian
warship sailed through the
narrow waterway separating
the island and the Chinese
mainland in a "freedom of
navigation" operation.
China views any passing
through the strait as a breach
of its sovereignty — while the
US and many other nations
see the route as international
space.
"The HMCS Ottawa's current deployment is consistent
with past Royal Canadian Navy
practice and international law,"
Canada's de facto embassy in
Taipei said in a statement.
It added that sailing
through the strait is "the most
practical route" between South

Korea's Pyeongtaek and the
Thai capital Bangkok.
Taiwan has been run as a
de facto independent nation for
the last seven decades but
Beijing sees as part of its territory awaiting reunification, by
force if necessary.
In June, a Canadian frigate
and its supporting vessel also
sailed through the Taiwan
Strait.
Relations between China
and Canada have deteriorated
since December when police in
Vancouver detained Huawei
chief financial officer Meng
Wanzhou on a US arrest warrant.
Days after her arrest, China
detained two Canadians — a
former diplomat and a businessman — and accused them
of spying in what is seen as a
tit-for-tat move.
China has also blocked
Canadian
agricultural
shipments worth billions of
dollars.
Taiwan had called the June
voyage a "freedom of navigation" operation, but Canada's
military said the journey was
"not related to making any
statement".
Last month, a US military
plane flew over the Taiwan
Strait, just days after one of its
navy ships sailed through the
waters and the latest arms sale
between
Taipei
and
Washington.
Beijing threatened to
sanction US firms involved
in the sale of the fighter jets, at
a time when relations are
already strained by a punitive
trade war.
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urkey accused the United
States on Tuesday of taking
only "cosmetic steps" toward
the creation of a so-called
"safe zone" in northeast Syria
and renewed Ankara's threat of
unilateral military intervention
to form a buffer area along its
border.
Foreign Minister Mevlut
Cavusoglu told journalists that
Washington was too strongly
involved with US-allied Syrian
Kurdish fighters and was
stalling on plans for the safe
zone.
Turkey has been pressing
for the zone to keep the Syrian
Kurdish fighters away from the
border. Ankara considers the
fighters terrorists, claiming
they are linked to a Kurdish
insurgency within Turkey's
borders.
The Syrian Kurdish fighters were the top US allies in the
war against the Islamic State
group in Syria.
"We are speaking about an
ally who cannot act independently from the terror organi-

zation," Cavusoglu said, referring to the US "While on one
side, it is taking cosmetic steps
with us, on the other side, it is
strengthening its engagement
with" Syrian Kurdish fighters.
He was referring to recent
joint Turkish-US helicopter
patrols of the planned safe zone
region, as well as a joint ground
forces patrol that took place on
Sunday.
US troops on Saturday
also conducted patrols with the
local Syrian Kurdish-led forces,
which annoyed Turkey.
"Turkey's plans are ready,"
Cavusoglu said. "To clear this
region of terrorists is a matter
of national security."
The minister's comments
came as two US military officials were visiting Turkey for
talks on what Ankara calls "safe
zone."
The US and Syrian
Kurdish forces refer to it as a
"security mechanism."
Turkey's defense ministry
said a delegation headed by Lt.
Gen. Stephen Twitty, deputy
commander of the US
European Command, and Lt.

Gen. Thomas Bergeson,
deputy commander of the U.S.
Central Command, met
Turkish military officials on
Tuesday.
The ministry said more
discussions would be held
Wednesday at a joint operations center near Turkey's border with Syria.
Turkish President Recep
Tayyip Erdogan said Sunday
rifts remain in the way Turkey
and the US envision the zone,
claiming Washington was "trying to create a safe zone for the
terrorist organisation, not for
us."
So far, the Kurdish-led
forces have withdrawn as deep
as 14 kilometers (9 miles)
from the border and have
removed defensive positions,
sand berms and trenches.
The depth of the zone, as
well as who will control it, is
still being worked out.
Turkey has carried out
several incursions into Syria
during the country's civil war
in an effort to curb the expanding influence of the Kurdish
forces.
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S agents extracted a highlevel Russian Government
U
ong Kong's embattled
source who had confirmed Hleader warned the United
Vladimir Putin's direct role in States on Tuesday not to
interfering in the 2016 presidential election, American
media reported.
The individual had been
providing information to US
intelligence for decades, had
access to Putin and had sent
pictures of high-level documents on the Russian leader's
desk, CNN said.
But the spy was pulled out
of Russia, both CNN and the
New York Times reported late
Monday.
The Times reported that
the CIA initially offered to
extract the source in late 2016
over fears about media exposure, after officials
revealed the severity of
Russia's election interference in
extensive detail.

"interfere" with her government's response to the city's
pro-democracy movement,
after fresh protests called on
Washington to ramp up pressure on Beijing.
Millions of people have
demonstrated over the last 14
weeks in the biggest
challenge to China's rule of
the financial hub since its
handover from Britain in
1997.
Protesters took to the
streets again on Sunday,
marching to the American
consulate to call on Congress
to pass a bill expressing support for the pro-democracy
movement.
The proposed law could
undermine Hong Kong's spe-

cial US trade privileges by
mandating regular checks on
whether authorities were
respecting the Basic Law that
underpins the city's semiautonomous status.
But Hong Kong's proBeijing Chief Executive Carrie
Lam said that any change to its
economic relationship with
Washington would threaten
"mutual benefits".
"It's extremely inappropriate for any country to interfere in Hong Kong's affairs,"
she told reporters.
"I hope that no more people in Hong Kong actively
reach out to tell the United
States to pass the act." Beijing
on Tuesday echoed Lam's
remarks, with foreign ministry
spokeswoman Hua Chunying
saying: "We hope that they
can withdraw their black
hands in Hong Kong as soon
as possible."
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eijing Tuesday slammed the
meeting between Hong
B
Kong activist Joshua Wong and
German Foreign Minister
Heiko Maas in Berlin, saying it
was "disrespectful" of China's
sovereignty.
Posting a photo of himself
and Maas on his Twitter
account, the 22-year-old said
they spoke on the "protests situation and our cause to free
election and democracy in HK".
The pair met Monday at an
event organised by the German

newspaper Bild daily.
The activist said he planned
to hold talks with other German
politicians during his visit to
Berlin.
"It is extremely wrong
for German media and
politicians to attempt to tap into
the anti-China separatist wave,"
said Chinese foreign ministry
spokeswoman Hua Chunying at
a regular press briefing.
"It is disrespectful of
China's sovereignty and an
interference in China's internal
affairs." China has regularly
accused "external forces",

notably the United States, of
being behind the unrest in
Hong Kong.
Millions have taken to
Hong Kong's streets over the
last 14 weeks in the biggest challenge to China's rule since the
city's handover from Britain in
1997.
What started as a
pushback against a bill allowing
extraditions to mainland
China snowballed into wider
calls for democracy and police
accountability after the city's
leaders and Beijing refused
concessions.
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he dilemma to follow your
passion or to let the rationale
lead in your career choice has
dwelled in every student’s head. It
persists and amplifies even more
because as a high school or college
student, you lack industry and workplace know-how. Several dynamics
come to play in causing such dilemma: economic concerns, job satisfaction, exposure, time that will be
expended to achieve success and others.
On the flip side, the stakes are
extremely high as the right choice will
get you a good and satisfying career
and living in the future. The ultimate
destination of your choice between
working on your passion and making well-calculated career choice
leaving emotions and ideals aside is
to get placed in the industry with the
most suitable and promising job.
So, before you take that leap of
faith, ask yourself some of the important questions like:
What is your favorite subject?
Straight and significant, the question points toward the subject you are
most passionate about. You may
want to explore more about the subject and pursue it further to establish
your career.
But at the same time, it is crucial
to determine the prospective careers
offered by such subjects. Analyse
whether your favorite subject can
offer you a career that promises an
economically stable life.
What prospects will your
favourite subject offer?
Some subjects naturally open
the door to well-paid jobs. And, then
there are those subjects that offer
adventure, experience, exposure, and
travel but not a big pay package.
If you study engineering, management, law, medical courses, data
science, and others, you may land a
well-to-do job. But if your choice is
off the conventional career course,
like photography, art, social science,
disaster management, journalism
and others then, you may not find the
five-digited paycheck within the first
five years of your career.
These subjects offer well-paid
jobs too, but the only fact is that you
will have to work a lot harder to earn
your name. If you are passionate
enough about it and are keen to learn
and explore, go ahead! But the main
aspect here is what you prioritise and
want to do: a 9 to 5 job, saving lives,
creating art or shaking up the world
with your stories!
What are the elements that will
affect your career choice?
Ensure educational stability of
your selected subject through the following checkpoints:
Q Apposite college or university
facility
Hands-on skill training along
with strong theoretical fundamentals
are pre-requisite in most subjects.
The college you choose to pursue
studies must be well-equipped with
advanced technology and faculty to
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provide quality education and training to assist you to get adequate
placement.
Q Earning capacity and encouraging work environment
Whether the subject is chosen
out of passion or is rationally decided, make sure that they offer highsalaried job packages and a decent
work environment. Good academic
background and skills get you placed
in reputed corporate organizations
exhibiting harmonious and prosperous work culture with added
benefits of extra-curricular activities
to engage their employees.
Q Exact scope
Another crucial consideration
before taking the final call is to
analyse whether you are capable of
attaining a good career profile that
offers fair promotional and increment
opportunity, flexibility and a wide
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spectrum of prospective growth by
picking the respective course.
Q High market demand
It is non-negotiable to ensure that
your subject choice must have great
market value and demand to abolish
consistent struggle of getting a good
job and work environment.
Q The current job scenario
A recent research has revealed
that about 60 per cent of employees
are unhappy with their existing jobs.

Out of these, 50 per cent employees
admitted that irrelevant job responsibilities, unsuitable job profiles, lack
of skills relevant to the job, toxic work
culture, poor management and
extended working hours are amongst
the prime reasons that lead to job dissatisfaction.
These stats highlight the issue
that comes with landing into a mismatched or poorly paid profession.
Before you continue to pick your
favorite subject as a career choice, be
analytical enough of all the aspects
revolving around it because your
future depends on it. If your passion
facilitates you with all the factors
mentioned above, then go for it. But
if it does not permit the same, then
it would be wise to choose a subject
that can transform and improve
your quality of life.
CWTfaXcTaXb3XaTRc^a7TPSbd_2^a_^aPcX^]

The University of
Strathclyde, Glasgow invites
applications for admissions to
its MSc International Social
Welfare course starting in
September, 2020.
This unique International
Social Welfare Masters programme is aimed at students
with an interest in international social work and global
social policy. The course will
provide advanced knowledge
about the theory and practice
of social work and social policy in an international context.
Students will be encouraged to develop a critical
understanding of global social
issues and relate this knowledge to developments in the
context which is relevant to
them, which could be their
own country or profession.
The programme draws elements from social work and
social policy. It explores the use
of concepts and ideas associated with the study of social
welfare, historical and comparative approaches to social
welfare, and international
social work.
Duration: One year
Eligibility: First-class or
second-class Honours degree,
or overseas equivalent, in any
discipline. Entry may be possible with other qualifications,
where the applicant has relevant work experience.
Fee: £15, 300 for international students.
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Delhi Paramedical and
management Institute (DPMI)
invites applications for admissions to its Diploma in
Electrocardiogram Technology
(ECG) programme.
This course provides syllabus that combines theory and
practice, covering important
background on the anatomy
and physiology of the heart
and chest, Electrical conduction system of the heart and
Basic ECG interpretation.
Duration: One year
Eligibility: Candidates
who have recently passed Class
XII from any recognised board

and
wants to work in Health industry can enroll for these courses.
How to apply: The application forms and brochure
may be obtained from admission office of Delhi
Paramedical & Management
Institute, New Ashok Nagar,
Delhi.
L ast date to apply :
September 19, 2019.
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Delhi Paramedical and
management Institute (DPMI)
invites applications for admissions to its Diploma in Front
Office Operations (DFO),
Food & Beverage (DFB), and
House Keeping (DHK) programmes.
Duration: One year
Eligibility: Candidates
who have recently passed
Class XII from any recognised board and wants to
work in hotel management
industry can enroll for these
courses.
How to apply: The application forms and brochure
may be obtained from admission office of Delhi
Paramedical & Management
Institute, New Ashok Nagar,
Delhi.
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Education and Career
Times invites applications for
admission for content writing
courses in 2019-2020 session.
Eligibility: Anyone who
has appeared for or passed
Class XII exam can enroll for
content writing courses at
ECT. You should be able to
read and understand English
language to be eligible to
attend the class.
L ast date to apply :
October 4, 2019.
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hen we hear the word ‘indusW
try’, many of us may think of
factories or tall smokestacks or
swanky offices with computers or
even the shop floor of manufacturing plants! Even as technology
grows in leaps and bounds, and
Industry 4.0 is having its impact in
the way industries operate, the picture of ‘industry’ remains more or
less the same in our mind.
For universities, B Schools, and
engineering colleges, to remain relevant in the next decade, it is
important that they embrace the digital transformation. Moreover, they
will also need to accept everything
that this transformation has to offer
and instil education, knowledge, and
skill set which can create a workforce
which his ready to take on the challenges that the industry throws at
them. The changes in the curriculum must be made by focusing on
the digital transformation trends driving industry 4.0. This will help the
graduating students to not just be
industry ready, but also industryleading — which can be of immense
value to the society at large.
There is a necessity to revamp
systems, processes, and also the curriculum. Students must be provided with opportunities to choose elec-

tives across disciplines and must also
have access to content on demand.
Universities must focus on experiential learning, and the cramming
capacity of a student must not be
tested at least at the post-graduation
level. Educators must use Bloom’s
taxonomy — which is used to classify educational learning objectives
into levels of complexity and specificity. The three lists cover the
learning objectives in cognitive,
affective, and sensory domains. The
cognitive domain list has been the
primary focus of most traditional
education and is frequently used to
structure curriculum learning objectives, assessments, and activities. In

the original version of the taxonomy, the cognitive domain is broken
into six levels of objectives, and in
the revised version of Bloom’s taxonomy, the levels are slightly different — remember, understand,
apply, analyse, evaluate, and create.
Even today, many BSchools curriculum focuses on remember and
understand, only a few Indian
BSchools have revamped their curriculum to focus on the apply,
analyse and evaluate levels.
BSchools are preparing managers who have to face problems that
are difficult or impossible to solve
because of incomplete, contradictory
and changing requirements that are
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he Indraprastha Institute of Information
Technology Delhi (IIIT-Delhi) held its 8th
Convocation ceremony at the IIIT-Delhi
premises. The ceremony celebrated the graduation of 284 students from its different courses and programmes. Debjani Ghosh,
President, NASSCOM, delivered the convocation address as the chief guest. Prof Ranjan
Bose, Director IIIT-Delhi, addressed the
graduating students and also presented the
Director’s Report for the year. The Chairman
of the Institute Kiran Karnik and the
Chancellor, Lieutenant Governor, Anil Baijal
also graced the occasion with their presence.
At the occasion, Chief Guest Ghosh said
“The need of the hour is learning, unlearn-

ing and re-learning. I am not going give you
any advice from my past because that will
already be outdated for your future; I will only
ask you to remember two things. First, it takes
a village to raise a child. The fact that you and
me are here today is a result of hard work and
sacrifices of our parent, guardian, family,
friends and many more. Second, machines are
going to replace human muscles but it will take
machines a long time to replace Human empathy. So, if you want to figure out your place
under the sun in this world of AI, Industry
4.0, and automation. You have to look inwards
and see how you can become better human
and that is going to differentiate you.”
The Institute conferred 14 Ph.D., 155
B.Tech, and 115 M.Tech degrees, including one
M.Tech Dual degree this year.
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he education system in India has
had a very linear approach to
T
learning and a straitjacketed

often difficult to recognise. The
complexity of problems is not only
on the rise but also are constantly
evolving. Tomorrow’s managers
can’t solve future problems with yesterday’s thinking, obsolete knowledge and skills sets. Hence the curriculum must have subjects which
can help them adapt and remain lifelong learners. It must help them
become innovative, be strong to face
failures and move on. It must also
equip them to build a better society
to live. They must be trained to
remain creative so that they can
apply their learning and have the
ability to create solutions for the
unknown problems of the future.
Some private and deemed universities and their constituent B
Schools have revamped their curriculum to meet the future needs
and have brought changes which are
futuristic and path-breaking. Some
of them are still running the rat race
with no clue about the changing
requirements and challenges.
Institutes who consistently ride in
this wave of change to innovate and
update the curriculum will remain
relevant and for others, time will
make them defunct.

approach to assessing what students
have learned. The existing learning
paradigm pits the children against
each other and focuses on examination systems that determine their
ability depending on grades scored
by memorising the study material
that they are being provided with.
Students today face the biggest
contradiction of all times. They are
expected to remember huge amounts
of information to score on tests,
knowing that retaining information
is no longer a need in the real world.
The knowledge, attitudes and skills
necessary for success today are different from what was previously
required. Practice of evaluating children based on their memory and
grasping level of the curriculum
needs to be disrupted.
Human beings are evolving and
so is society and industry. Perception
and assessment of learning is changing in order to enable children to be
future ready. In an era where 47 per
cent of existing employment is being
taken over by automation, the future
belongs to the innovator. Skills such
as imagination, entrepreneurship,
storytelling, connecting, creativityand others. that will be highly valCWTfaXcTaXb3XaTRc^aBh\QX^bXb8]bcXcdcT^U ued in the future needs to be the
1dbX]Tbb<P]PVT\T]c?d]T focus of educators.

Education needs to have a holistic approach; this will help children
not only gather information but
also do something useful with that
information by synthesising and
creating something from that information base. Students need to learn
necessary life skills, develop critical,
constructive thinking and problem
solving skills. There is a need to
switch from a bonded curriculumbased teaching system to a model
that will include the development of
every child’s social, mental and
physical well-being.
A study conducted by Harvard
University’s The Carnegie
Foundation and Stanford Research
Centre says that in this new world,
a whopping 85 per cent of one’s success is attributed to soft skills. Yet
most schools don’t spend any time
developing these soft skills.
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round 6000 Students of SRM
Institute of Science and
A
Technology gathered at the
Institute’s
premises
at
Kaatangulathur on September
10, 2019 to take pledges on
Swachh Bharat and Jalshakti
Abhiyan.
The event was presided over
by Kancheepuram District
Collector, P Ponniah, who read
out the pledges and the students
repeated after him. The pledges
were taken in the presence of
SRMIST’s registrar, Dr N
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Sethuraman. Director of Students
Affairs, Dr T Mythili welcomed
the gathering.
Speaking at the event, the
Collector said: “I thank everyone
for the opportunity. Jalshakti

Abhiyan is a mission to conserve
water and Swachh Bharat is to
promote sanitation. As a bid to
promote these two initiatives this
mega event has been organised by
SRMIST."
The Collector read the
pledges which were repeated by
students and faculty. After this the
Collector. P Ponniah, planted a
sapling on the occasion.
Students from various department from the Institution were
part of the event. Unmindful of
the scorching sun, the students
made their presence felt by taking the pledges enthusiastically.

Most schools drive out play and
creativity in the process of schooling
that does not centre around concepts
that keep children engaged or the
questions that they have. What they
don’t realise is that the brain is best
engaged when it seeks out meaning
in an area of interest or looks to fill
an ‘information gap’. The next best
way is to create engagement of the
brain by giving the brain a reason to
learn something — a ‘why this’ is
important to know, learn and use.
Education is not about burying
children underneath volumes of
incomprehensible formulae or facts.
It is about creating enabling environments, ones that cater to all
facets of development and creates
students that are independent learners.
CWTfaXcTaXb5^d]STa^U:P]VPa^^:XSbP]S
1X[[PQ^]V7XVWBRW^^[
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he
Cambridge
Assessment English, a
department of the University
of Cambridge has signed a
MoU with Rajiv Gandhi
ProudyogikiVishwavidyalaya,
Bhopal. The MoU aims to
enhance the employability of
students from constituent &
affiliated colleges across the
state of Madhya Pradesh by
upgrading their English
L anguage
and
Communication Skills.
The Memorandum of
Understanding bears testimo-

ny to this fact and aims to
upgrade the language curriculum of the constituent & affiliated colleges of RGPV and
redefining the scope and creating access to language learning of the students.
Sunil Kumar, Vice
Chancellor, RGPV and Apoorv
Kumar, Head of Marketing —
South Asia, Cambridge
Assessment English signed the
MoU at RGPV campus. Dr
Poonia, Vice Chairman,
AICTE and officials from
RGPV and Cambridge
Assessment English participated in the event.
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CTa\TgP\bPaTX\_^acP]cTb_TRXP[[hXU^]TXb
cPZX]VcWT1^PaSb]TgchTPa0=DA06 C8F0A8cT[[b
Pb_XaP]cbW^fcWThRP]PRT\XScTa\cTbcb

W

ith exam season in full swing in most
of the schools, it is time to step up
your preparation and work hard to
achieve a perfect score. Terminal exams play
an important role and are the stepping stones
to your success in Boards. They help evaluate your preparation and enhance your learning. It is, thus, important to pay attention to
its preparation. Given below are effective ways
that can help you prepare well for the exams
and give you an edge over others.

8]^aSTac^bdRRTTSX][XUTXcXb
TbbT]cXP[c^d]STabcP]ScWTeP[dT
^UcX\T:0A0= 908=bWPaTbcX_b
cWPcRP]WT[_T\_[^hTTb
FWT]T\_[^hTTb
bRWTSd[TcPbZb
XcX]RaTPbTb
_a^SdRcXeXch
QTRPdbTcWT]
cWThWPeTP
bcadRcdaTS
bRWTSd[TcWPc
ZTT_bcWT\
U^RdbTS^]cWTXa
cPbZb

M

been. Using data from such
software, employees can plan
their schedule better. They can
keep a track as when they are
coming to the office and leaving
it. This way it avoids any unnecessary confusion or conflict.
The bio-metric login also
sheds a light on how productive
employees have been. Such
learning helps employees and
employers craft schedules that
are most productive. For
instance, some employees who
are regularly late may opt for
working hours that allow them
to start work late and leave later
than others.
In organisations where the
head count is generally higher,
such software can grant insights
4=01;8=618><4CA82;>68= that increase employees’ proGone are the days when ductivity significantly. In eviemployees in Indian offices used dence of this, consider that the
to mark their attendance by US Department of Commerce
signing a register. Instead, near- has revealed employees falsify
ly every office in India today has the number of hours they work.
biometric provision that marks The Department of Commerce
attendance when employees scan estimates this costs US compatheir fingers or thumbs. This is nies $50 billion annually.
Indian employers who don’t
a huge improvement over how
things were done in past use biometric technology are
likely being cheated of a comdecades.
Such software not only parable sum. This highlights
allows employers to know at the fact that when biometric
what time employees are log- technology is used properly it
ging-in, it also allows them to can save companies time conknow how punctual they have siderably.
ost people who succeed in life understand
the value of time. They
understand that time used wisely plays a strategic importance.
Hence the proverb time is
money aptly resonates with successful individuals. But this is no
cause for alarm, rather it presents
an opportunity. Effective time
management can be practiced by
anyone and what’s even more
exciting is software available
today helps manage time well.
Such software can help employees plan their day, week, fortnight, month, or even a year.
Here are a few ways such
software is helping employees
manage their time.

<

X[[T]]XP[b^Uc^SPhPaTV^X]Vc^QTcWT
[TPSTab^Uc^\^aa^fCWThfX[[cPZT]^c
YdbccWTXaS^\PX]Z]^f[TSVTQdcP[b^
cWTXaeP[dTbX]c^Q^PaSa^^\bCWdbXcXb
X\_^acP]ccWPcb^\TeP[dTbPaTX]Rd[RPcTSX]
bcdST]cbTPa[h^]b^cWPccWThRP]\PZT
V^^SSTRXbX^]b]^c^][hPccWTf^aZ_[PRTQdc
P[b^X][XUTX]VT]TaP[
>]TP[[TVPcX^]PVPX]bccWXbVT]TaPcX^]Xb
cWPccWThPaTP[fPhbX]PadbWCWXb\XVWcQT
SdTc^cWTX]U[dT]RT^USXVXcP[\TSXPVa^fX]V
R^\_TcXcX^]P]SPUPbc[XUTbch[T8]bdRWP
bRT]PaX^XcXbP[[cWT\^aTX\_^acP]cU^acWT\
c^_^bbTbbcWTaXVWcbZX[[bc^bdRRTTS
! bcRT]cdahbZX[[b
2^\\d]XRPcX^]R^[[PQ^aPcX^]RaXcXRP[

sary to complete it. The HR
software then does the rest by
scheduling a start date for work
to begin and an end date when
the site should be completed.
If the planned site can be
ready in 10 days, the software
will create a calendar that will let
the employee know what he or
she should be doing on each of
those days. As progress is made
every day the software tracks it
and presents it to the employee
in the form of an attractive, easy
to use, GUI interface. If there are
delays the software can make
provisions for them by rescheduling tasks that need to be done
and by creating a new timeline.

3>8=6<D;C8?;4C0B:B

B2743D;8=6CA02:8=6C0B:B
What could be better for an
employee than being able to be
guided step-by-step through the
processes necessary to complete
a task? For instance, an employee who needs to create a website
can enter every step-by-step
process that needs to be done to
make the website functional.
Each step that needs to be done
can be allotted the time neces-

cWX]ZX]VP]SRaTPcXeXchPaTR^\\^][haTUTaaTS
c^PbcWT! bcRT]cdahbZX[[b8cXbTbbT]cXP[
cWPccWTRdaaXRd[d\XbSTbXV]TSbdRWcWPcXc
P[[^fbVa^d_PRcXeXcXTbfWTaT[TPa]TabVTcP
RWP]RTc^PacXRd[PcTcWTXacW^dVWcb
CWThbW^d[SP[b^WPeTP\_[T
^__^acd]XcXTbc^f^aZ^]R^\_[Tg_a^YTRcb
fWXRWfX[[WT[_cWT\QTR^\TPaRWXcTRcb^U
cWTXaZ]^f[TSVTX]bcTPS^UaT[hX]V^]bcdSh
\PcTaXP[bP[^]TCWXbR^d[SWT[_cWT\cah^dc
d]R^]eT]cX^]P[P]SRaTPcXeTfPhb^U
P__a^PRWX]VP_a^Q[T\PcWP]SX\_a^eX]V
cWTXaRaXcXRP[cWX]ZX]VP]S_a^Q[T\b^[eX]V
bZX[[b
4\^cX^]P[X]cT[[XVT]RT
8cXbZ]^f]cWPc8@P[^]TS^Tb]^c

Many if not most employees are required to do multiple
tasks every week. Hence they
may be required to complete
two websites throughout a fortnight and be required to write
code for a third. In such a case,
the employee may enter the time
necessary to complete each task
he’s required to do over the fortnight and the software will create an optimal timeline that
makes possible the completion
of each.
Because planning and executing three projects is harder
than planning and executing a

Uh^dWPeTP]P]P[hcXRP[\X]ScWT]PY^Q
PbPbdaeTh^aXbYdbcaXVWcU^ah^dP]Sh^d
RP]_dabdTPfXSTePaXTch^Ub_TRXP[XbP
cX^]bCWTh\TPbdaTP]SSaPffWPccWT
proficiency in writing, learn- TPacWbbdaUPRT[^^Zb[XZTCWXbXbS^]TX]
ing, and speaking.
cWTPXabTPP]Sd]STaVa^d]SCaPeT[X]VXb
How to apply: Enroll in
_Pac^UcWTY^QcWPcX]e^[eTbX]S^^abP]S
the bachelor degree course^dcS^^ab0QPRWT[^abSTVaTTX]bdaeThX]V
work programme. Applicants RXeX[T]VX]TTaX]VU^aTbcah^aPbX\X[PaUXT[S
need to download an applica- XbaT`dXaTSU^a\^bcbdaeThX]V_^bXcX^]b
tion form and submit to the
1TbSXTbbcdShX]VPc8]SXP]8]bcXcdcT^U
given address: Financial Aid
BdaeThX]V<P__X]VPUTf\^aTR^[[TVTb
Office, Calvary University,
c^bcdShPaT)
15800 Calvary Road, Kansas
City, MO 64147, Ph. 816-425- Q 2WPXcP]hP1WPaPcWX8]bcXcdcT^U
CTRW]^[^Vh7hSTaPQPS2^dabT)142XeX[
6136, Fax: 816-425-6134,
finaid@calvary.edu
4]VX]TTaX]V
Application deadline:
Q CaX_daP4]VX]TTaX]V2^[[TVT0VPacP[P
December 1, 2019
2^dabT)142XeX[4]VX]TTaX]V
Q 2WWPccXbVPaW8]bcXcdcT>UCTRW]^[^Vh
With the support of sevAPY]P]SVP^]2^dabT)142XeX[4]VX]TTaX]V
eral universities, the Agency
for Science, Technology and Q 84B8]bcXcdcT^UCTRW]^[^VhP]S
<P]PVT\T]c1W^_P[2^dabT)142XeX[
Research is offering
4]VX]TTaX]V
Singapore International
Graduate Award for interna- Q 2^[d\QXP8]bcXcdcT^U4]VX]TTaX]VP]S
CTRW]^[^VhAPX_da2^dabT)142XeX[
tional students.
Eligibility: Subjects will
4]VX]TTaX]V
be awarded in Biomedical
Q BWaXBWP]ZPaPRWPahP8]bcXcdcT^U
Sciences and Physical Science 4]VX]TTaX]V3daV2^dabT)142XeX[
and Engineering. In order to 4]VX]TTaX]V
be eligible to enter applicants Q 6dad6^QX]SBX]VW2^[[TVT^U
have good skills in written
and spoken English and have 4]VX]TTaX]VP]SATbTPaRW2T]cTa=PbWXZ
2^dabT)142XeX[4]VX]TTaX]V
good reports from academic
Q D]XeTabP[2^[[TVT^U4]VX]TTaX]VP]S
referees. All international
ATbTPaRW?d]T2^dabT)142XeX[
graduates with a passion for
4]VX]TTaX]V
research are invited to apply
and compete for the award.
Q 8C<2^[[TVT>U
How to apply: To be
4]VX]TTaX]V=PV_da
applying you must sign up by
2^dabT)142XeX[
entering your email address
4]VX]TTaX]V
and password by this given
link: https://app.astar.edu.sg/sms/applicant/Logi
n.aspx
Application deadline:
The last date to apply for
August 2020 intakeis
December 1, 2019.
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he Calvary University
is offering an opportunity to support students
for completing an undergraduate degree programme at the
university in the US. It is
open to international students as well.
The studentship will provide multiple awards from
$500 to $2000 toward the
tuition fees.
Eligibility: To be eligible
for this studentship, the aspirants need to take admission
in the full-time bachelor
degree course at the university for the academic year
2020-2021. The applicant
must be a junior or senior
undergraduate or graduate
international student.
Applicants must be a degreeseeking student and enrolled
full-time (at least 12 hours
undergraduates or at least 9
hours seminary).
Applicants must submit
an essay, higher secondary
grade card, an official transcript of all school you have
attended and official academic grades. Candidates must
submit their ACT and SAT
scores for applying in a bachelor degree coursework at the
university as well as submit
FAFSA application. Language
requirement: The applicants
must have English language

T

Prepare with NCERT books
If you happen to scan through the previous year papers, you'll find that the syllabus
of the CBSE is completely based on the
NCERT books. Your teachers will never test
you beyond the NCERT syllabus. A detailed
study of the NCERT textbook is, thus, vital as
every line of the book entails important information. Studying from the NCERT is ideal for
a thorough and comprehensive understanding of the concepts that can give you an edge
over others and help you to score well in your
exams.
Solve in-text and exercise questions
available in NCERT
As you are aware, the chapters in your
NCERT textbook consist of both In-Text
Questions as well as other Exercise Questions.
These questions can be your key to success.
By solving these questions, you can test your
knowledge of the chapter and find out about
your strengths and weaknesses and improve
on them.
Practice previous year papers of terminal exams
If possible, try to procure previous year
papers of terminal exams from your seniors.
Solving them will help you gain an insight into
the exam pattern and familiarize you with

<8=38C

STcTa\X]TcWTbdRRTbb^UPeT]cdaTCWXbXb
fWTaTT\^cX^]P[X]cT[[XVT]RTUTPcdaTb8c
R^\_aXbTbcWaTTbZX[[b¯cWTPQX[Xchc^]P\T
^]TbT\^cX^]bT\^cX^]P[PfPaT]TbbcWT
PQX[Xchc^\P]PVTP]SWPa]TbbcW^bT
T\^cX^]bP]ScWTPQX[Xchc^WT[_^cWTab
\P]PVTcWTXaT\^cX^]b
CWTaTb]^R^\_aTWT]bXeTcTbc^a
_PaP\TcTabc^STcTa\X]TcWT[TeT[^U
T\^cX^]P[X]cT[[XVT]RT5^acd]PcT[hcWTaTPaT
fPhbc^W^]TcWTbTUTT[X]VbbdRWPb
Tg_^bX]VbcdST]cbc^e^RPQd[PahaXRWfXcW
UTT[X]Vf^aSbbdRWPbP]VTa[^eTbPS]Tbb

BCD3H24=CA4B

single one, HR software is often
the best way for employees to
schedule their work. In the
absence of such software,
employees will keep guessing as
to what needs to be done
next.And because things rarely
go as planned, when exigencies'
arise mid-way, making an alternate plan becomes difficult
without HR software.
The HR software that helps
schedule tasks is also essential
because in a typical office a
whopping 89 per cent of
employees’ waste at least some
time every day. Hence when
employees can schedule tasks, it
increases productivity because
employees have a structured
schedule that keeps them
focused on their tasks.
In some people, the phrase
time is money evokes fear
because they are terrible at managing their time. Such people’s
inability to manage time makes
them nearly helpless in all their
pursuits; however, those who use
HR Software are excited by the
phrase because they have the
tools that allow them to manage
time well. They may not be
geniuses, but they understand
how to get things done promptly because they use HR software.
The writer is co-founder,
HR-One

Analyse the syllabus and exam pattern
Knowing the syllabus well and understanding the exam pattern is a crucial part of
preparation. Unless you do not know what you
are going to be tested on, you simply cannot
start preparing for it. While analysing the syllabus and exam pattern, make note of the
chapters that are of maximum weightage,
important topics, number of questions asked
and their pattern, and difficulty level.
Additionally, understanding the examination,
question paper pattern, syllabus and difficulty level can help you implement effective
strategies to handle the exam well.

T]ehWP__X]TbbVPXTchP]SP]gXTch
4\^cX^]bR^d[SQTcPRZ[TSQhaTR^V]XbX]V
cWT\X]bT[UP]S^cWTabP]Sd]STabcP]SX]V
cWTXaR^]bT`dT]RTb0RRdaPcT[PQT[[X]V
P__a^_aXPcTTg_aTbbX^]P]STUUTRcXeT
aTVd[PcX^]^UT\^cX^]bRP]P[b^WT[_PVaTPc
STP[X]cPRZ[X]VcWT\
BT[U[TPa]X]VPQX[XcXTb
CWTcadT_da_^bT^UTSdRPcX^]Xbc^WT[_
[TPa]TabQTR^\TX]ST_T]ST]cX]SXeXSdP[b
fW^RP]R^]caXQdcTc^fPaSbcWTQTccTa\T]c
^Ub^RXTchCWTU^Rdb^UbT[U[TPa]X]V

58=0=240C20A44A;0D=274A
;^RPcX^])3T[WX
BcX_T]S)C _Ta\^]cW
;X]Z)X]cTa]bWP[PR^\X $!# "
0__[XRPcX^]STPS[X]T)BT_cT\QTa (
! (
2>=C4=CFA8C8=60CCA0341A08=B
;^RPcX^])1T]VP[dad
BcX_T]S)C'C $_Ta\^]cW
;X]Z)X]cTa]bWP[PR^\X $!#(
0__[XRPcX^]STPS[X]T)
BT_cT\QTa '! (
1DB8=4BB34E4;>?<4=C
B0;4B0C:8?BC0H
5>A<4A;H?>B7<8;4B
;^RPcX^])1T]VP[dad
BcX_T]S)C'_Ta\^]cW_[db
8]RT]cXeTb
;X]Z)X]cTa]bWP[PR^\X $!# 
0__[XRPcX^]STPS[X]T)BT_cT\QTa (
! (
<4A270=38I8=60CD5I
D=8501I
;^RPcX^])1T]VP[dad
BcX_T]S)C $_Ta\^]cW
;X]Z)X]cTa]bWP[PR^\X $!#
0__[XRPcX^]STPS[X]T)BT_cT\QTa (! (
F4134E4;>?<4=C0C03<8ADB
;^RPcX^])3T[WX
BcX_T]S)C _Ta\^]cW
;X]Z)X]cTa]bWP[PR^\X $!% #
0__[XRPcX^]STPS[X]T)BT_cT\QTa (! (
>?4A0C8>=B0C670A?4B78:B70
;^RPcX^])3T[WX
BcX_T]S)C C $_Ta\^]cW
;X]Z)X]cTa]bWP[PR^\X $!% #
0__[XRPcX^]STPS[X]T)BT_cT\QTa (! (
6A0?78234B86=0C<8=3=>C8G
;^RPcX^])F^aZ5a^\7^\T
BcX_T]S)C$C'_Ta\^]cW
;X]Z)X]cTa]bWP[PR^\X $!% #
0__[XRPcX^]STPS[X]T)BT_c '! (

_a^VaP\\TbXbdbdP[[h^]W^fc^[TPa]P]S
]^cfWPcc^[TPa]
CWXbWT[_bbcdST]cbQTR^\T[XUT[^]V
[TPa]TabX]eTbcTSX]bTTZX]VZ]^f[TSVTP]S
b^[eX]V_a^Q[T\b0bcWThcPZTX]XcXPcXeTbc^
[TPa]c^_XRbcWPcX]cTaTbccWT\cWTh[TPa]P]S
aTcPX]R^]RT_cbQTccTa
3XVXcP[BZX[[b
<X[[T]]XP[bWPeTaXVWc[hbdQbRaXQTSc^
SXVXcP[RXcXiT]bWX_AXVWcUa^\T]cTaX]VcWT
SXVXcP[f^a[SQhbXV]X]Vd_U^aP]T\PX[
PSSaTbbc^_PacXRX_PcX]VX]^][X]TY^da]P[Xb\
cWThdbTSXVXcP[\TSXPTgcT]bXeT[h1TbXSTb
d][XRT]bTSb^UcfPaTcWTaTXbP[^c^UR^]cT]c
fWXRWXbX]R^]U[XRcfXcWcWTR^d]cahb[Pfb
CWTaTU^aTXcXbX\_^acP]cU^aSXVXcP[RXcXiT]b

0]daPVCCXfPaX
=PcX^]P[0RPST\XR3XaTRc^a<TSXRP[
0PZPbW4SdRPcX^]P[BTaeXRTb;X\XcTS

important topics. Additionally, you should
solve as many mock tests as possible. It will
not only improve your speed and accuracy but
also make you confident of your preparation
and aid in better time management during the
exam.
Practice writing skills
Writing answers to subjective questions as
asked in school exams is an art. Before you
jump into writing the answer, plan it in your
head first. A well planned and structured
answer will ensure all the necessary information is included. Practice writing your
answers strategically and to the point. You can
highlight the important keywords or underline important words to attract the attention
of the examiner. Wherever asked, draw the
diagram and label it well.
Adhere to the word limit
There ought to be a reason why the wordlimit is well prescribed for different question
types such as, Very Short Answer (VSA), Short
Answer (SA), Long Answer (LA) etc. Pay heed
to that and never go beyond the prescribed
words. Keep your answers compact and concise by following the word limit. Include only
relevant information while answering the
questions. If you think your answer will not
suffice in the decided word limit, break it into
points and you are sorted.
c^QTPfPaT^USXVXcP[TcWXRbP]STcX`dTccTc^
dbTcWTR^]cT]cU^acWTXa_Tab^]P[P]S
[TPa]X]V_da_^bTb
0[b^bcdST]cb]TTSc^QTRPaTUd[PQ^dc
cWTXa_aXePRhX]cWTSXVXcP[f^a[S9dbcPb^]T
[^RZbcWTS^^aQTU^aT[TPeX]VcWTW^dbTcWTh
^dVWcc^[^V^dc^UcWTXabTbbX^]bc^_aTeT]c
cWTUc^UX]U^a\PcX^]
CWTUdcdaTf^aZ_[PRTXbV^X]Vc^Te^[eT
QTh^]S^daX\PVX]PcX^]0bcWTcTRW]^[^Vh^U
c^SPhXbV^X]Vc^RWP]VTQTh^]SaTR^V]XcX^]
cWTY^Qb^Uc^\^aa^fWPeT]^chTcQTT]
RaTPcTS8]Rd[RPcX]Vb^\T^UcWTbTbZX[[bRP]
WT[_P\X[[T]]XP[PSP_cc^cWTXaT]eXa^]\T]cb
P]ScWaXeTX]cWTXa_a^UTbbX^]P[[XeTb
CWTfaXcTaXb1TPb3TeAP[WP]R^U^d]STaP]S24>
=Tgc4SdRPcX^]8]SXP?ec;cS
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WT4SdRPcX^]P]S2PaTTaCX\Tb
42CQTRP\TcWTUXabcR^]cT]c
faXcX]VcaPX]X]VX]bcXcdcTc^QT
aTR^V]XbTSQhcWT6^eTa]\T]c^U
8]SXPPbPbcPacd_CWThQTRP\T
cWT^][hcaPX]X]V^aVP]XbPcX^]c^VTc
cWXbaTR^V]XcX^]
CWTPSeT]c^UcWTSXVXcP[TaP
P]X]RaTPbTX]aT\^cTf^aZRd[cdaT
P]ScWTaXbTX]
^eTabTPb
QdbX]Tbb
Tg_P]bX^]
WPeT
]TRTbbXcPcTS

0

C

_a^UTbbX^]P[bUa^\P[[UXT[Sbc^
TgRT[X]faXccT]R^\\d]XRPcX^]
BPZTc:d\PaBX]VWcWT
U^d]STa^U42CbPXS)°FT\TcQ^cW
cWTRaXcTaXPCWTbcdST]cbeP[XSPcT
cWTXacWT^aTcXRP[[TPa]X]VcWa^dVWP
R[^bT[hbd_TaeXbTSX]cTa]bWX_
^__^acd]XchP]Sd]_aTRTST]cTS
Va^fcWX]R^]cT]cRaTPcX^]WPb
^_T]TSd_cWT_PcWc^RaTPcT
\PbbXeTfTP[cWCWTaTPaT_a^eT]
bcdSXTbfWTaTT\_[^hTabWPeT
[PdSTSfaXccT]R^\\d]XRPcX^]Pb
cWT\^bcSTbXaTSbZX[[X]cWTXa]Tf
RP]SXSPcTb±

0<8CH?40AB>=C40<D?
\XchP]S
?TPab^]
Y^X]TSWP]Sb
c^UdacWTa
T]WP]RT[TPa]X]V
Tg_TaXT]RTU^a
bcdST]cbQh_a^eXSX]V
4]V[XbW[P]VdPVT
caPX]X]VP]SbZX[[
STeT[^_\T]c
_a^VaP\\Tb
1aXTUX]V^]cWT

0

TeT]c3a0bTT\
2WPdWP]PSSXcX^]P[
?aTbXST]c0\Xch
4SdRPcX^]6a^d_bPXS)
°0\XchWPbP[fPhb
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ndian badminton ace P V Sindhu
says she will be marked by opponents after her World
Championships Gold and would
need to constantly discover “new
things” in her game to maintain her
stranglehold on international badminton.
Olympic Silver medallist Sindhu
became the first Indian to win a historic World Championships Gold
medal after thrashing Japan’s Nozomi
Okuhara 21-7, 21-7 in a lop-sided
final at Basel, Switzerland last month.
Asked about the challenges that
she will face from now on, Sindhu,
who boasts of two Silver and as many
Bronze in the World Championships,
said: “Pressure and responsibility will
now be more. I know everybody will
mark me now after the World
Championship.
“Now I have to really work harder and change a few things and come
with new things because everyone
can see my game and know what I
am playing. So I have to go with new
strategy every time I go into the
court,” Sindhu told reporters here.
The 24-year-old from Hyderabad
said the World Championships Gold
medal took a long time coming and
it was a result of hard work, besides
all the sacrifices that her parents have
made over the years.
“I have been wanting this Gold
for five years. I have been losing
every time. I also used to feel sad, but
I always kept fighting back and
working hard. My parents made a lot
of sacrifices for me,” she said.
“Coaches role also has been
important. My first coach was
Mehboob Ali and then I have been
under Gopi sir since I was 10. In badminton, you need to have a strong
mindset.”
Sindhu will next play at the
China Open World Tour Super 1000
(September 17-22) and Korea Open
World Tour Super 500 (September
24-29) at Changzhou and Incheon
City respectively.
“I am preparing for China and
Korea Open, I will be leaving in a few
days, that is my immediate goal. I
hope to give my best,” she said.
“This (Gold) medal gave a big
boost and I will move with this confidence.
There are many events before
Olympics, so I will just give 100 percent instead of taking pressure.”
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Asked if there was any
pressure ahead of the
World Championships
final, Sindhu said: “There
was no pressure in the final.
The quarterfinals was one of
the good matches against Tai
Tzu.
“Playing Okuhara, everyone was
saying whether I will repeat the 2017
final but for me I was not thinking
about that. It was a fresh match for
me. We knew each others’ game, as
we have played a lot against each
other. So there was no particular
strategy.”
National
coach
Pullela
Gopichand had recently said that
India have not “invested enough in
coaches”.
Asked about her opinion on
this issue, Sindhu said: “There needs
to be high level coaches, where they
need to know everything about badminton to create a champion.
“Of course, Gopi sir himself has
been a great player and a great
coach. Now we have other coaches
from abroad and they are helping us.
But national coaches need to be
much qualified, then definitely they
can train more players and they will
become champions.”
Talking about the role of foreign
coach Kim Ji Hyun of Korea, Sindhu
said: “For last couple of months, I
have been training with Kim under
the guidance of Gopi sir.
It is not just one stroke, each
stroke is important, we have to
make each stroke perfect.
“We have been working on
defence and front and back court and
?C8 that really helped me.”

aptain Shubman Gill missed out on a century by 10
runs while Jalaj Saxena struck 61 not out as India ‘A’
dominated the proceedings on the second day of the first
unofficial Test against South Africa ‘A’ here on Tuesday.
After gaining a first innings lead of 139 by making
303 in 87.5 overs in reply to South Africa ‘A’ score of 164,
the home side bowlers yet again produced an impressive
performance at the Greenfield stadium to reduce the visitors at 125 for 5 at stumps.
South Africa ‘A’ now trail India ‘A’ by 14 runs with
five second innings wickets in hand.
The talented opener Gill (90) missed out on a welldeserved century, getting bowled by off-spinner Dane
Piedt. The home side captain hit 13 fours and a six from
the 153 deliveries he faced.
After Gill’s dismissal, India ‘A’ appeared to be in danger of missing out on a huge lead as the middle-order
failed to live up to expectations and succumbed to the
Proteas bowlers, who stuck to their task.
However, all-rounder Saxena underlined his utility,
scoring 61 not out (96 balls, 11 fours), with his 100-run
partnership for the eighth wicket with Shardul Thakur
(34, 79 balls) sparking the revival and ensuring that India
‘A’ got a sizeable lead.
For SA ‘A’, Ngidi (3 for 50) and Piedt (3 for 84) were
the best bowlers while Jansen and Sipamla picked up two
wickets apiece.
In the second innings too, South Africa ‘A’ lost the
openers early with Siraj castling Pieter Malan for 4. Skipper
Aiden Markram, went for 4, nicking one from Thakur
to keeper Bharat.
The steady Nadeem got into the act to induce an edge
from Khayelihle Zondo (10) which was taken by Bharat.
Senuran Muthusamy (5) didn’t stick around for long
and became Nadeem's second scalp.
Klaasen, who joined Hamza in the middle, curbed
his aggressive instincts and defied the opposition attack,
helping Hamza add 42 runs. Hamza fell against the run
of play, caught by Ricky Bhui off Gowtham.
However, Klassen (35 batting) and Wiaan Mulder (12
batting) ensured that SA ‘A’ didn’t lose any further wickets till close of play.
The Aiden Markram-led visiting side face a tough
task of saving the game when play resumes on the third
day today.

player and captain but it’s about
time they look at the future with
belief in Quinton de Kock’s leadership skills, Interim Director
Enoch Nkwe said on Tuesday.
While 35-year-old Du Plessis
is still the captain of the Test side,
Nkwe gave enough indications
that South Africa wants to infuse
fresh blood going into next year’s
World T20 in Australia.
“We know where Faf stands
as a captain and as a player. He has
done great things for SA cricket.
But we also need to look at what
future looks like and we strongly
believe in Quinton, who is going
to be leading the team going forward,” Nkwe told reporters with
the skipper by his side during their
inaugural media interaction at the
picturesque HPCA ground.
“We have a good leader and
it’s an opportunity to start building for the future,” he added.
While admitting that India is
a formidable team, Nkwe is confident that this upcoming three-

tainly hurt us. Most of the players in the Haryana Steelers
team are young. And usually
young talents panic very quickly. If the team is winning then
it doesn’t affect the young
players much, but if they lose,
then the youngsters’ motivation drops quicker than the
experienced ones. So the
coach’s role is to keep the
youngsters motivated & not
stress themselves. The senior
players have experience so
they know how to deal with
losses, but youngsters need to
be taught. The coach has to
keep their confidence levels up
at all times.
I have focused on a few
minor techniques in this season. There have been very few
Super Raids in PKL-7 and
whichever team has carried out
Super Raids, that team has a
fifty percent chance of winning
the match. So I’ve told my players that if the opposition scores
single points, then it’s fine,
because our raiders will score
points, but the players should
try to ensure that not many
Super Raids are carried out by
the opposition team.
I have made one thing
very clear to the players that all
the 12 players in the squad are
the same. Whoever goes on the
mat, if he plays for five or ten
minutes, he has to carry out his
responsibilities and give his
100 percent for the team.
(The writer is coach of
Pro Kabaddi
League side
Haryana
Steelers)
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match T20 International series,
beginning on Sunday, will help
them assess the Proteas.
“It’s the start of a new chapter and focus will be the coming
series against India. We would be
looking to lay a good foundation
going into the T20 World Cup
next year in Australia,” Nkwe, who
has played 42 first-class games for
Gauteng, said.
“We still have a lot of games
and have about 20 games (going
into World T20) and we will assess
the situation accordingly after
these three games. Then build up
for England series and so on.”
De Kock’s experience of having played in India multiple times
will be of great help, feels Nkwe.
“We have got a group of guys
with good enough experience
and the captain himself has played
a lot of cricket in India. We have
fresh blood that has come into the
squad and that’s exciting and we
will remain competitive,” Nkwe
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he experience of being the
coach of the Haryana
Steelers has been absolutely
brilliant. I am enjoying myself
as the team is also performing
well. That’s why there’s happiness & contentment in my new
journey as a coach in Pro
Kabaddi League. There’s a big
difference between being a
player and a coach. There’s a lot
of tension for the coach, while
the players are not under a lot
of pressure. The player performs through his rhythm and
enjoys the game. If the team
wins, then the players look to
find ways to improve themselves and after a loss, the players think about why they lost,
but they get over the loss
quickly & they must in order
to stay focused & motivated to
do better. Whereas, a coach has
many responsibilities. He has
to take care of the team, keep
them disciplined & motivate
them to push their limits.
If a junior player is not
playing up to the mark then
the coach has to find a way to
ensure that he starts performing for the team. While the
players are on the mat enjoying their game, the coach is a
little nervous.
I have always been a player, so I have always been disciplined. And discipline has
been the most important thing
in my life and I am trying to
instill the same in my coaching. Because if one is not disciplined then, he or she cannot
achieve great heights in life as
a player or coach. So I ensure
that my team is disciplined at
all times stay focused on the
fact that I shouldn’t make any
mistake and my team shouldn’t make any mistake.
During practice and meetings with players, I tell my
players that it’s great that the
team has had a long winning
streak in this season, but the
side shouldn’t get overconfident. All the other teams
are good, some may be
doing well in the standings,
some may be
below us, but that
doesn’t mean that A0:4B7
:D<0A
any team is weak.
I tell my players
to never underestimate
any team because if
Haryana underestimates a certain team
then that side will cer-

ndia were off to a fine start in the
World Men’s Boxing Championships
with Brijesh Yadav (81kg) out-punching Poland’s Maleusz Goinski in a brutal opening-round contest here on
Tuesday.
Yadav, a Silver-medallist from the

India Open and the Thailand Open earlier this year, didn’t just defeat Goinski
5-0 but also left him with a wound on
his head in the first and only bout of
the day for India.
Egged on to be the aggressor by the
Indian camp, Yadav more than made up
for his lack of pace with the sheer power
of his punches.
His rival, on the other hand, let slip
a confident start and was barely able to
stand when the final bell rang.
Goinski faced two standing eight
counts during the bout and needed
medical attention for a gash on his head
that left him with a bloodied face.
With Tuesday’s win, Yadav
advanced to the round of 32 where he
will square off against Turkey’s Bayram
Malkan, who got a first-round bye. The
bout is scheduled for Sunday.
Three Indian boxers Amit Panghal
(52kg), Kavinder Singh Bisht (57kg)
and Ashish Kumar (75kg) have received
first-round byes in their respective categories.
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ranian defender Fazel
Atrachali clinched a ‘High
Five’ and led their defence
with perfection to help former
champions U Mumba trounce
Telugu Titans 41-27 in a
rescheduled Pro Kabaddi
League fixture here on
Tuesday.
The Iranian defender also
scored six tackle points from
eight attempts and was ably
supported by Arjun Deshwal
with nine points as the Season
II champions recorded an
easy victory that saw them
leap to fifth place in the table.
Initially, both teams tried
to minimize their mistakes in
the match, which was slated
for Friday, had to be brought
forward due to unavoidable
circumstances.
Siddharth Desai, playing
against his former side, was
easily the best raider on the
mat in the initial minutes, and
it was not surprising to see
Telugu Titans clinch an AllOut in the 14th minute of the
first half and open up a four-

said, exuding confidence.
However, he had no problems
in admitting that India will be formidable in their own backyard.
“Yes, we want to walk away
with a series win and hope the
entire squad is very determined.
We are here to win and we understand that India’s position is
strong in their backyard but we
are going to give hundred percent,” the Interim Director added.
De Kock, on his part, feels
that adaptability is the key and
believes Dharamsala track will
help batsmen. “I have been here
before but haven’t played here.
The last time we were here, the
wicket did play very well,” he said.
“I think Rohit actually got a
hundred here but we ended up
chasing it down. So from the one
game that I have experienced over
here, could be a good wicket. But
we are coming into the unknown
and we would like to adapt very
0? quickly.”
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point lead.
Mumbai quickly initiated
their comeback by tackling
Desai off the mat. The star
raider's absence in the closing
minutes of the half meant the
Titans struggled to dominate
the mat.
On the back of a two-

match ‘Super 10’ streak,
Abhishek Singh and Deshwal
then helped the Mumbai side
reduce Titans to just one
player.
But Farhad Milaghardan
saved the Telugu team the
blushes by picking up two
points in the final raid of the

half to prevent an All-Out as
both teams were locked 15-all
at the break.
U Mumba got their ‘AllOut’ in the second minute
after the restart with
Atrachali’s tackles helping
them open up a sizeable lead.
Left corner Vishal
Bhardwaj of the Titans pulled
off a mighty Super Tackle in
the seventh minute of the second-half to delay what was
beginning to look like an
inevitable All-Out.
But Atrachali executed
another ankle hold en route to
his ‘High Five’, while Arjun
Deshwal produced a smart
raid to finally give Mumbai
the ‘All-Out’ in the 13th
minute that gave a nine-point
lead.
Resolute defending
helped Mumbai inflict another All-Out with two minutes
remaining as they ensured
Titans were given no opportunities to plan a comeback.
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elgium and the Netherlands both
cruised to 4-0 wins over Scotland and
B
Estonia respectively in Euro 2020 qualifying on Monday, while Germany claimed
a crucial victory over Northern Ireland in
their bid to qualify for next year’s finals.
Roberto Martinez's Belgium, the
world-number-one ranked side, were not
at their best but still swatted aside a poor
Scotland outfit at Hampden Park to make
it six wins from as many matches in Group
I.
Inter Milan striker Romelu Lukaku
gave the visitors the lead in Glasgow in
only the ninth minute with his Belgian
record-extending 49th international goal.
Defenders Thomas Vermaelen and
Toby Alderweireld ended the game as a
contest with less than 32 minutes on the
clock.
Manchester City midfielder Kevin De
Bruyne, who had assisted each of the first
three goals, completed the scoring himself with eight minutes remaining.
"It was not a world-class performance, we just did what we had to do,"
said Belgium captain De Bruyne.
"We had a tough start but after our
first goal, we had more control and
Scotland did not get many chances."
Belgium, who finished third at last
year's World Cup, are now 11 points clear
of third-placed Kazakhstan at the summit
of their group with the top two automatically qualifying and only four games to
play.
"We knew that with a win we would
almost certainly qualify, and that is most
important," added De Bruyne.
Russia remain in pole position to
progress from Group I with Belgium, after
Mario Fernandes' 89th-minute winner
sealed a 1-0 win over Kazakhstan which
moved Stanislav Cherchesov's men eight
points ahead of their beaten opponents.
DUTCH DOUBLE FOR BABEL
The Netherlands backed up their
stunning 4-2 win over Germany in
Hamburg last Friday by thrashing Estonia
in Tallinn, as Ryan Babel scored his

maiden international double.
Memphis Depay, making his 50th
Netherlands appearance, grabbed the
third goal, with Liverpool's Georginio
Wijnaldum also finding the net.
Ronald Koeman's side still have work

to do to reach a first major finals since
making the 2014 World Cup semi-finals,
though, as they trail second-placed
Northern Ireland by three points in
Group C, albeit with a game in hand.
The Euro 1988 winners next host the

Northern Irish on October 10 in a crucial
encounter.
"I'm no longer one of the younger
players in the team, so I try to compensate for the loss of speed by using my experience," the 32-year-old Babel told NOS
TV.
Germany lead the group standings
after edging to a nervy 2-0 victory in
Belfast.
Marcel Halstenberg's brilliant volley
broke the deadlock shortly after half-time
in a tense encounter, and Serge Gnabry
gave Joachim Loew's men breathing space
in injury-time.
"After the defeat against Holland, we
were under pressure today and had to
overcome some difficulties," said Germany

boss Loew.
CROATIA STUMBLE
Earlier on Saturday, Croatia suffered
a setback in their qualifying campaign as
they were held to a 1-1 draw by Azerbaijan
in Baku.
The 2018 World Cup runners-up
took an early lead through a Luka Modric
penalty, but the hosts hit back with
Tamkin Khalilzade's brilliant 72nd-minute
equaliser to claim their first point in Group
E.
Leaders Croatia are only ahead of
third-placed Hungary, who they host on
October 10, by one point, with Slovakia
second on head-to-head record after winning 2-1 in Budapest.

Wales are three points further back,
but having played a game fewer.
"It wasn't a good match for us, especially the second half when we didn't take
any chances," coach Zlatko Dalic told television channel HRT.
Azerbaijan, coached by Croatian
Nikola Jurcevic, remain rooted to the foot
of the table.
Elsewhere, North Macedonia kept
their hopes of reaching a maiden major
tournament alive with a 2-0 win in Latvia.
The Balkan nation sit fourth in Group
G, but are only three points behind second-placed Slovenia after their dramatic
3-2 win over Israel, with Austria two points
better off in third following a goalless stalemate at leaders Poland.

